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Chapter 2

Introduction
EZEKIEL 1:15 As I was watching the living beings, behold a
wheel above the Earth next to the living beings, on the four
sides.
1:16 The appearance of the wheels and their work was
similar to the color of chrysolite. And the four of them had
the same appearance. Their appearance and their work
were like a wheel amidst a wheel.
1:17 When they walked, they moved to their four sides; they
did not return when they walked.
1:18 And their rims were high and atrocious and full of eyes
around the four sides.
1:19 And when the living beings walked, the wheels walked
along with them; and when the living beings arose from
earth, the wheels arose.
1:20 Where the spirit moved them to go, they went; where
the spirit moved them to go, the wheels also rose following
them; for the spirit of the living beings were in the wheels.
1:21 When they walked, the wheels walked, and when they
stopped, they stopped too; likewise when they arose from
earth, the wheels arose along with them; for the spirit of the
living beings was in the wheels.
1:22 And above the heads of the living beings an expansion
like a marvelous crystal appeared, extended over their
heads.

The divine Eternal Father explains the terrestrial world:
The geometry with which a flying saucer is born, is called first
geometry; and it represents in the flying saucer’s own history, its
anniversary of geometric birth; and each physical form that the
vessel had in its birth, is celebrated with parties and joy, by all the
galactic family of the respective flying saucer; for joy without any
complex is the one that reigns among these creatures; they live
the same joy which at any instant is lived in the Kingdom of
Heavens; they are eternal imitators of what is of the Kingdom; in a

born; they see them in marvelous solar televisions; and it so
happens that as eternity passes by, some become colossal
giants, and others continue in a microbe size; this is due to many
causes, proper to the determinations of the free will, which is
requested to God; many improve themselves in their own
reincarnations, giving preference to bodies of greater geometric
expansion; and others continue improving themselves in the
microcosm; in one or another case, the choice came out of
oneself.-

flying saucer, the psychology of the daily living among its crew, is

In the flying saucers one is born and lives for eternities, which

not influenced by only one world, as it happens to the human

escapes every human mental calculation; and one of the infinite

creature in his trial of planetary life; for them the cosmos with no

paradises of the universe is constituted by the flying saucers;

limits, represents the country with no limits; and because their

which to a greater hierarchy of power, they transform themselves

Universal Country has no limits, they have no complex of limits.-

into paradises of infinite hierarchies; in the geometry of the flying

Eternity is for them a limitless source of joy and perfection; in
them philosophy represents all the existences that there have
been, there are and there will be; for they give and take life away
in their respective solar verbs; reincarnations are requested to
them; they represent God’s infinite causes, in their respective
solar hierarchies; the greater is the power they have in their solar
verbs, the greater is the benefit they feel, within God’s perfection;
in the families of the flying saucers divine covenants are made
among them, which perpetuate laws of ultra-antiquity; in which
death does not count to them; they see and talk with relatives
who existed as such, before the present planets and suns were

saucers are the histories of other vessels; which means that the
geometric cherubs, had already previous experiences; in this law
there are two forms of them; multitudes of cherubs had similar
reincarnations, and also multitudes did not have them; in the
everything above everything of a flying saucer, there are infinite
evolutional histories; and many meet again, after not having seen
each other for trillions and trillions of centuries; and the most
moving encounters that the human mind can imagine, are
witnessed amidst an infinite emotion of celestial multitudes; the
emotional in them turns into love music; a divine music that if it
was heard, it would paralyze every heart; for the creature feels
attracted and he/she is carried to sensations which remind them
8

their place of origin in the infinite universe; for even the emotions

the teachings of the solar crews, are done within a divine

recognize each other; and ones over the others cannot subtract

conceived plan; this divine teaching plan has got many ways of

themselves from the magnetic fascination, which the superior

manifesting itself; on Earth it manifests itself by making the

hierarchy lovingly exerts over the minor one; in the flying saucers,

human minds think; and by making them think, the human minds

the relationship between them contain no selfishness at all; for

generate ideas about the cosmos, which they did not even think

they are not subdued to sensations of trials, as it happens with

to generate; for their minds were into other things.-

the human creatures; their sensations play at any instant with the
sensations of the infinite; they live a living universe; they are not
isolated and lacking of the fascinating communication among
them and matter; as man is; the crew of the flying saucers starts
daily and in every moment, divine conversations with multitudes
of molecules; there is a marvelous understanding in them; which
makes the philosophy in their daily hustle and bustle to be
angelical; and they plan and analyze everything from the Kingdom
of Heavens’ point of view; the supreme goal for them is the
Kingdom; for they know and see that what is of the Kingdom has
no equal.-

The geometry of a flying saucer is the same geometry that the
world will see on the solar television; this means that the own
solar television becomes a flying saucer and vice versa; for the
First-born Solar Son shall demonstrate it just as he demonstrated
the conversion of water into wine, in the old world; matter is
transformable by solar power; the geometry of a flying saucer is
of every color; its own essence makes it assimilable to the laws of
the planetary natures; the geometric cherubs come into contact
of instantaneous covenant with the geometric cherubs of the
Earth; this law makes every vessel coming from space to be able
to land on Earth; if there was no covenant, dangerous

The geometry of the flying saucers, can materialize any

perturbance would take place in the planet’s magnetism; there

geometry in the vessel; this law of transformation lends itself

would be the risk of unbalancing the Earth’s polar axle abruptly.-

sometimes to surprise the cosmic credulity; for many flying
saucers, by imitating their superior, disguise themselves; festivity

ALPHA AND OMEGA

is infinite in them; the geometry in a flying saucer, also looks for
its own geometric perfection; and it learns something from each
solar parent; the solar parents are infinite in their teachings; they
represent the divine Father Jehovah within the own flying saucer;
just as His First-born Solar Son Christ, represented Him on Earth;
9

Chapter 3

DIVINE ORIGIN OF
THE SILVER
VESSELS

ALPHA AND OMEGA

to a microscopic little point; lost and suspended in the
immensity of the space; its own vessels built with this
magnetism, are limited; they do not have the seal of
eternity; the flying saucers have huge nozzles; through

DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE SILVER VESSELS;

which solar magnetic lines get in and out; these magnetic

PROPULSION SYSTEMS; MATTER IS VELOCITY

lines are of such an intensity that they can provoke

AND VELOCITY IS MATTER; THE SOLAR TRINITY
VISITS THE WORLDS IN THESE VESSELS; THEIR

catastrophes in the worlds of the space; they are
controlled by the solar parents’ minds; the propulsion is by
means of a covenant between a magnetic sun and a divine

DIVINE HIERARCHIES; ALPHA AND OMEGA. - Nº

solar cherub; the cherubs are fire creatures; they are in the

52.-

own matter; they form the immense army of the divine

Yes little son; I see you are somewhat sad; I know the

created since the beginning of every eternity; the spiritual

cause; I know before you went through the bitter

universe is the cause of every doctrine that is taught in the

experience; there are envious people in every job; who sow

worlds that have an oblivion of their past; the spiritual

discord among their brothers; but, there is little time left for

eternity refers to the spiritual universe; if there was no

these demons; it is written that they shall not touch even a

spiritual universe, you human creatures would not have

hair of your head; so, forget them; everything has got its

continuity in your evolution; the concept that one is eternal

time; let us go over the instruction; since that is why you

one way or the other, gives strength for hopes; the concept

came to this world; to teach them the New Revelation;

that one may have of one’s own future is the supreme trial

sooner or later the demons of selfishness, see the light; the

of faith; there is no other greater one; this uncertainty

flying saucers are vessels of the solar fire; their propulsion

before the future, was requested by the human spirit; and it

is magnetic; this magnetism comes from the own living

was conceded to him/her; everything that makes the spirit

suns; this magnetism is different in an infinite degree to

advance is conceded to him/her; the human creature by

that of the Earth; the magnetism of the Earth is subscribed

requesting the oblivion of his/her past, what they

Father Jehovah; they are all His creatures which were
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requested was to subdue themselves to the trial of faith;

is for free in the universe; the law that was given to Earth

this trial is in direct relation to the Holy Scriptures; when

of earning the bread on the sweat of one’s face, is a

the spirit comes to the planet, he/she is not so abandoned;

universal law; it is for all the worlds; before the Earth was

they have the Scriptures within their reach; for that is how

born, this law was already taking place among the infinite

they requested it and so was it conceded to them; all the

galaxies; the Earth shall come to an end and this law shall

spirits are of fire; they are from the spiritual universe; what

be the light in future planets earths.-

happened to each one in their past, they will know it; one
comes to the material planets, from a determined place in
space; the divine intelligence has got dwellings in the
entire infinity; the universe is an entire movement within
movement; you are going to know for the first time the
Alpha and Omega of the universe that surrounds you;
which has created the greatest mystery in every mind; for
that is how you requested it in the Kingdom; and it was
conceded to you; you wanted to have experience in
mystery; mystery is as relative as infinite is the universe; in
the universe the silvery vessels are the ones that direct
everything; they come and go; their number is like the
molehills in a dessert; the flying saucers see everything;
and they communicate everything to the Creator of life;
they also learn in concordance to their hierarchy; the
spiritual power among the hierarchies of the infinity, is the
creative magnetism; it is the essence of knowledge turned

This celestial drawing explains how the construction of a

into power; this essence is the salt of life of each creature;

flying saucer is in the remote suns; in this construction

and everything has cost them a sweat on the face; nothing

infinite suns participate in every dimension; when a vessel
12

is being created, solar intelligences emerge; it is a call for

and living in another world, you will say: I lived on a remote

reincarnation; to being born again in a philosophy whose

and microscopic planet called Earth; there I experienced

basis shall be the materialized velocity; it is a

the philosophy of the little monkey of flesh; the worlds

transformation in the Most Holy Trinity; the gray disks are

disappear and the spirits remain with the experience; with

cherubs of a living magnetism; disposed to solidify other

the knowledge; their future body is born from it; the flying

living virtues; for the entire creation is born from magnetic

saucers fulfill the same law; for the divine justice is

covenants; a flying saucer is an agreement among suns;

everywhere; there is living knowledge up above as well as

everyone contributes to the realization of the vessel; just

down below; to witness the construction of a silver vessel,

as on the Earth, in which many intelligences contribute to

is to witness the living supreme experience; the marvels of

the construction of the terrestrial equipment; what is up

the Earth disappear before so much greatness; and the

above is the same as down below; there are covenants up

remembrance of what was witnessed is never erased from

above and down below; between up above and down

the spirit; and he/she takes this revelation from world to

below, there is an infinity; in which infinite worlds which

world; behold the cause of a genius of the space; or of a

came out of knowledge and expanding themselves in

galactic writer; or an innovator in equipment that has to do

knowledge gravitate; the Universe of the Flying Saucers is

with magnetism; for the own intuition has been magnetized

between the infinite diversity of worlds; known in the

in a greater degree; a magnetization done in another point

Kingdom of Heavens as Silvery Vessels; like the Earth, the

in space; it is like being of fire of a certain degree; and

silvery vessels live eternal evolutions; their power and

suddenly one receives a portion of fire of a greater degree;

greatness have no limit; they advance parallel to the

the virtues that add up to 318 in the human spirit, are of a

advancement of the universes; the flying saucers represent

living fire; and they have a hierarchy in their own quality;

the very old philosophies of worlds that do not exist

one who has a greater degree in his/her calorie, that one is

anymore where they were gravitating in the space; past

the hierarchically superior; this law which is in your own

and vivid greatness in an unknown cosmos for the gender;

selves, is fulfilled in all the Thinking Expansive Universe; up

for the Father had, has and shall have many planetary

above and down below; in the macro and in the

dwellings; even you terrestrial children, eternities ahead

microcosm; in their infinite heavens; in the microbe and in
13

the colossal; it has always been like that in the eternity;

Heavens; the silver vessels have a construction that must

each world, each flying saucer, each sun represent a

be classified; for knowledge is not the same in all the

calorie of fire, which came out of another fire; of the fire of

creatures; knowledge is as relative as the material worlds

knowledge; matter and spirit are the same thing; they are

are; matter and spirit are relative in an infinite and eternal

fire; fires manifested in different free wills and which came

degree; the flying saucers that have visited the Earth, are

out of the Father’s divine fire; Whose calorie surpasses

of the category Alpha and Omega; and their forms are

what is known; and so shall it be forever and ever; for the

diverse and infinite; when these vessels are built, the

divine Father expands Himself in everything imagined; He

following happens: The suns or solar luminaries, receive a

has been expanding Himself before the present worlds

telepathic call; which constitutes the divine universal

which gravitate in space were born; there are creations of

telepathy; proper of the first-born suns; the scope of this

the Father, which shall never be known by the creatures of

telepathy reaches all the points of the universe; and it is a

the universe; for they are unreachable; the flying saucers

loving call; it is a call to the free will of the suns; it is a call

represent a solar science among other infinite ones; no one

done by some solar hierarchy; it is a call destined to create

in the universe can proclaim himself that he has arrived to

living covenants; it is a call to combine magnetisms of

the most superior in knowledge; such a profound and fatal

different mental power; there every one learns from

error; for the more one knows, the less one knows; only

everyone; there the celestial communism with a philosophy

the Father knows everything; that was the error of the so-

of children reigns, amidst a joy, which is unknown among

called satan; who being an angel of a solar category,

the human beings; the suns which come from very remote

believed he had the sufficient power to mandate the entire

systems of life, gather together in a determined point in

universe; the true history of the demon shall be known just

space; they are real carnivals of living fire; suns of all the

now; for he is the first to fall in the Final Judgment; for he

colors that one can imagine; and the divine Father is in

who knows more, more is demanded from him; has it not

every one; as it was taught to you, God is everywhere; the

been propagated in the world that satan is wise for being

highest solar hierarchies see Him; others intuit or have a

old? Therefore he is one of the first to fall; he who does it

presentiment of Him; just as it can be seen in the celestial

pays for it? That is how it was requested in the Kingdom of

drawing, the suns form an Omega Circle; in the center is
14

the solar parent of higher hierarchy; which means the one

vessel of a solar origin = a mental magnetic force of the

that has the greater power of creation over the elements of

suns Alpha and Omega = a Trinity composed of infinite

the universe; only the Father is insuperable; I shall explain

suns = a celestial philosophy which has three solar

to you little son the divine equation with which these

magnetic lines = a Triune of solar covenants = a trillion of

dazzling vessels are constructed; the equations that came

trillions of trillions of suns of the galaxy Trino in eternal

out of the Universal Trinity have nothing of being complex;

expansion = an energy composed of infinite solar cherubs

as it happens with the equations of the Earth; which many

= intelligences which govern the molecules of the entire

times they do them with double intention; to put difficulties

universe = a solar square of mental fire tricepted in infinite

on the one who studies; instead of making them easy and

solar free wills = a vessel of the universe with mental

simple, they make them almost inaccessible; they shall be

propulsion = a vessel crewed by solar trinities = a solar

judged and accused before the world of intellectual

circle which came out of a right angle of 90º of the solar

selfishness in the teaching; Divine Father, What is the

coronas of infinite suns = Alpha and Omega in the

justice for these spirits who teach putting difficulties? I

triceptation of a solar angle = a vessel of silvery metal with

shall tell you little son; for you have come to the world to

infinite intensities of brightness = a cumulus of mental

teach how the justice that each one requested in the

magnetism of infinite colors = a celestial time within the

Kingdom of Heavens is; every author of every knowledge,

vessel = a celestial second is equivalent to a terrestrial

who exposed equation before the world, and he did it with

century = a relative time within eternity = a living space

double intention, must add all the seconds gone by in the

which was born along and at the same instant with the

time he exposed such equations; up to the right instant in

silvery metal = a vessel which is at the same time infinite,

which he saw the light of this divine Revelation; as you

for the mental power has no limit = an eternal succession

know, each second of violation is one celestial point less,

of hierarchies of vessels, and keeping each one their free

in the addition of each one; and each celestial point in the

will in the eternity = a creative power of divine justice =

violation, is one heaven less that the selfish spirit has; the

vessels which see everything; they penetrate the colossal

divine equation of the Trinity covers the causes of the

and the microscopic; they are up above and down below;

spiritual and material universes; a flying saucer = a cosmic

they penetrate the planetary dwellings and all the
15

dimensions = they become invisible and disappear at a

and first-born sons un infinite worlds = a living telepathy

mental speed = they penetrate the suns and travel for

from which living doctrines are born = a Revelation which

eternities; when they leave a world, they do not find them

shall amaze the world of knowledge = an intellectual

when they return because of their trips to the infinity =

revolution of the Earth; Orient against Occident = the Final

vessels which outlast the own material universe; only the

Judgment for the planet Earth = a weeping and gnashing

divine Father can eliminate the silvery vessels = vessels

of teeth in an immoral world = fall of the exploitative

that have 318 solar virtues in eternal expansion = 318 solar

materialism; the great beast of the Holy Scriptures = fall of

colors in an infinite variation and intensity = a geometry

the rock of the human selfishness; called Catholic Church;

made into mechanic-metal = a vessel that has so much

fall of a false morality and a false history on a planet called

magnetism that it can stop the rotation and translation of a

Earth = a vessel that carries in itself, the same inheritance

planet = rotation is Omega circle and translation is Alpha

of the Father; the same inheritance that the thinking

line = a vessel that has immense laboratories where ideas

creatures of the planet Earth have; what is up above is the

generated by all the thinking creatures are selected =

same as down below = a vessel with all the geometric

creators of future worlds; for from each microscopic and

dimensions; they even penetrate the human body or the

invisible idea a future planet is born = the divine parable

center of the Earth; they penetrate everything; they

that says: One has to be very little and humble, to become

surround the worlds and they do it invisibly; when they let

great in the Kingdom of Heavens; to become a world; all

themselves be seen, they do it by celestial mandate; for

the ideas that each one generates constitute their own

every human spirit is trialed in its beliefs; for he/she was

heaven; each one makes his own heaven, and the silvery

taught by divine mandate to cultivate faith = a vessel that

vessels are the ones in charge of building those heavens;

has eight vibrations or initial movements of solar vibration;

the ideas do not die; they travel physically to space; they

these movements are fluids of solar fire; and they are finite

are the galactic seeds; if the idea generated by the

at the same time; they multiply themselves in one sole

creature is bad, the spirit has created his own hell; and if

common vibration = a vessel in which the doctrine of the

the idea is good, the spirit has created his future paradise

Celestial-Communism reigns; and they are as joyful as a

= a vessel which daily communicates with the prophets

terrestrial child; these solar creatures wear light-blue
16

dungarees; a symbol of work to them and a symbol of

just as their creatures are born; for the Father’s inheritance

space; they have a black belt in which there is a magnetic

is the same for everyone; within their respective laws; there

control; generally, they order their impulses by mental

is equality for matter as well as for the spirit = a flying

agreement; these creatures read the minds; they see in the

saucer has got every knowledge to study and understand

dark; inside the vessels, they either levitate or fly; they

the unknown worlds; there is everything in the Father’s

seldom walk and hardly ever talk too; their language is

flock; the Universal Trinity is everywhere by means of these

musical and very short; they do not need writing; for they

vessels; they write daily and in every instant, wonderful

talk to matter and the objects; they are telepathic in what

galactic histories; living legends which are transmitted

is material and spiritual; for them uncertainty like the

from world to world; that is how you know the story of the

human beings have does not exist; they read the future in

Earthly Paradise; one knows everything by means of these

proportion to their hierarchies; the older they are, the more

vessels; they are like celestial messengers of the divine

they know; and penetrate the future more; they almost

Father; the divine Creator can manage everything by

never read the future; they do it for respect; only when it is

Himself; for He knows everything; but, He lets His children

necessary; and when a moral experience comes from it;

learn; gain experience in remote worlds; just as the wise

they do the contrary to what certain human creatures do;

men of the Earth try to conquer space; what is up above is

who try to read the future to others and they trade it; they

the same as down below; there is a purpose up above as

sully a sublime law; they shall be shamed before the world;

well as down below = the flying saucers know the human

a great number of the so-called fortune-tellers deceive the

history; for they witnessed the preparations before the

gullible; so shall these false prophets be deceived too, in

divine solar birth; for the suns also have individuality and

remote worlds; when they request to be born again in

sex; they have what you have; what is up above is the

order to pay their own deceits = the flying saucers are the

same as down below; everything has a mother nature; a

vessels which see the birth of the worlds; they accompany

living mother, a living nature; negating one’s divine mother

them from the spaces when they still are microscopic

is to negate one’s own eternity; for the own eternity has a

sparklets; they guide them as one guides a baby; they

mother; nobody is disinherited; neither matter nor spirit; for

influence by loving magnetism; each world is born a baby;

all of you are born with the same rights; the divine Solar
17

Mother Omega, is the new Revelation; which shall make

be the closest to the Creator of the universe; everyone

millions of creatures who have negated her in the trials of

competes in heaven to please the Father; but, once they

life cry; and who have even ridiculed her; a new evolution

arrive into the worlds, many forget what they promised in

on Earth is initiated with her; the Science Omega is born

the Kingdom; despite the fact that the divine Father puts

with her; or Spiritual Science; the science that leaves is the

the Holy Scriptures in their destinies, in their ways; He

science Alpha; the science of the beginning or materialistic

never abandons them; in despite of it, many spirits

science; Omega judges Alpha; and they complement

abandon themselves; they become spiritual rocks; they

themselves into a New World; in a new philosophy; a new

believe that they will never render account of their acts;

destiny; a new planetary symbol; the Matriarchy gets

when they arrive to the point where they came out of,

initiated with the Solar Mother Omega; women govern the

these spirits cry and curse the custom they cultivated in

world; men and women should have always governed

such or such world; the oblivion of the Father which is

equally; in the Kingdom of Heavens there is no

translated in forgetting His divine Commandments, is the

discrimination at all; everyone is equal in their rights;

oblivion among the oblivions which the spirit regrets the

everyone got to know the divine Celestial Communism

most; the excessive comfort is one of their causes;

before coming to trial the human life; the illusion of the life

pleasure when it is neither controlled nor meditated, spoils

you chose influences the oblivion which is born in your

the creature; that is what shall occur to the world very

spirits; that oblivion for the humility in your daily lives was

soon when the Doctrine of the Lamb of God spreads more;

requested by your own selves; and it was conceded to

which once more, is a living Doctrine for living creatures; it

you; and you were warned that every oblivion is weighed in

shall be millions and millions the creatures who will curse

the Kingdom of Heavens; every request in the Kingdom is

their own customs; for one second less of that time in

a destiny that must be fulfilled in some planet of my

some violation, is enough for the creature violator of the

creation; there are requests for up above as well as for

law of goodness not to enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

down below; every request if being born again; for the

never in eternity has it happened; just as the divine parable

creation that comes out of the Father is irresistible;

of the camel and the needle teaches it.-

everyone wants to trial the everything; everyone wants to

ALPHA AND OMEGA
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Chapter 4

CONSTRUCTION
OF THE FLYING
SAUCERS

ALPHA AND OMEGA

for he/she has lived more; his/her expansion is greater;
what is up above is the same as down below; the suns are
materialized virtues; they are living philosophies; just as
you the human beings, who being creatures of one flesh,

CONSTRUCTION OF THE FLYING SAUCERS;

you are thinking individualities; the difference is not in the

HOW THEIR MOLECULES EMERGE; THE SOLAR

origin; for everyone had the same beginning; the difference

MATHEMATICS; THE SOLAR GEOMETRIC POINT;
AN UNKNOWN MAGNETISM; THE NUMBER 318
IS BORN ALIVE. - Nº 53.When the solar fluids which are magnetic forces are
concentrated in one sole point, an impact of fire of infinite
colors is produced; this impact remains recorded in all the
suns of the corresponding hierarchies; for each sun is not
unique; no one is unique; only the Father is; by their own
hierarchies and old age, the solar parents have an infinite
inheritance; just as on the Earth the terrestrial parents
multiply themselves; in the solar hierarchies, the everything
reverberates in the everything; at every instant these
creatures know what is taking place in different points of
space; it is as if they were watching them on a mental
television; this power is not the same in everyone; the
older a solar creature is, the more power he/she has; just
as on the Earth; in which an adult knows more than a child;

is in each one’s knowledge; in the acquired knowledge; in
the spiritual merit; in the sweat on the face; for everything
costs; not only on Earth; but in the entire universe; for the
divine Commandments are not only for one world; the
Father’s creation has no limits; for the Father has many
dwellings in space; there are many inhabited worlds; there
are planets earths as there is sand in a dessert; the flying
saucers are also infinite; like the sand in a desert; or as
molecules has the planet Earth; and even that is
microscopic; it disappears before the infinite; just as the
little sparklets of the planets emerged, so do the molecules
of the creation of a silvery vessel emerge; and they carry in
their elements all the movements of a planet; all the
physical laws of the universe; for it is the same fire with
which the universes were born; it is as it was said, the
everything reverberates in the everything; just like a
sensation or pain reverberates in all the creature of flesh;
what is up above is the same as down below; so it is that
every flying saucer, penetrates in galaxies, knowing their
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laws; this does not mean that it is almighty; only the Father

Yes little son; so it is; the number 318 is born living; which

is Almighty; it means that it can penetrate in all the worlds,

means that it feels; that is how the flying saucers are born

as your mind can imagine; but, that does not mean that it

too; when these vessels feel that they feel, they see and

penetrates the entire universe; one never stops from

hear everything that is happening around them; they are

exploring the Father’s creation; it has never happened

born with a free will; and they keep it through all eternity;

since there are material universes, nor shall it ever happen;

they see their process of materialization; they see how the

the molecules of the silvery metal, also carry the 318

silvery metal invades them and they feel that they are

virtues of the human spirit; for they were also human; they

passing to another dimension; they feel that they are being

were very little and humble, to become great in the

born again; and that a past is being left behind; just as the

Kingdom of Heavens.-

thinking creature who intuits a spiritual past; what is up
above is the same as down below; in the drawing one can
see eight colored little squares; these correspond to eight
solar vibrations; to each solar vibration, a torrent of
molecules flow; these solar squares represent the human
geometry; the only one that was born with the human
spirit; the human germ was born from the solar square; the
human seed was born; and it corresponds to the individual
point of view that each human being has of the universe;
point of view is imperfection; it corresponds to the
planetary dust; a planet is a little point lost and suspended
in space; when a silvery vessel is created, the same thing
happens; disregarding how gigantic the vessel can be; only
the Father is infinite; for He creates everything; in the
drawing one can see yellow lines which form white
squares; it represents the philosophic innocence of matter
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and spirit; this color is a first time of a creature which shall

Jehovah; magnetism in these vessels, is a creative force

be a flying one; during its entrance to other dimensions,

within the own creation; it differs from the human

this time is called Process of Magnetic Saturation; it

magnetism in that this is governed by such magnetism; in

corresponds to the process of birth of a creature of flesh;

the flying saucers the spiritual creatures are the ones that

better known in the Kingdom of Heavens as reincarnation;

govern; becoming the worlds and dimensions of the infinity

which means the return to a matter or galaxy called flesh;

subordinate intelligences; for the solar frequency of their

and it is also a return to a determined dimension; to a point

molecules are a product of those; it is like the child who

where it must recognize itself; before arriving to that point,

recognizes the Father; the minor frequency submits itself

the spirit sleeps; but it is a sleep-life; for it sees, feels, and

to the greater one; this Revelation explains the following:

hears; it is an attribute of its innocence; which lasts while it

From the same instant in which the divine Father initiated

travels through the infinite; and as it is getting closer to the

His creation, old age emerged in it; a world is born for it

point of recognition, what it sees, feels, and hears is like a

came out of an idea which is older than such world; and

universe which is being left behind; and it starts in him/her

the idea belonged to the creatures of the old world; for the

the oblivion of his/her past; that is how it also occurs with

material worlds disappear but the ideas do not; the ideas

certain silvery vessels; they have an oblivion of their past;

that you generate daily in your daily lives, travel to space;

they do not remember in which point of the infinity they

the future planets are born from them; for it was written:

were created; they only know that they were created by

One has to be very little and humble, to become great in

divine mandate; and that the great suns provide them with

the Kingdom of Heavens; whatever littler to the degree of

the daily food; the solar magnetism; and they know that

being invisible than an idea? What does one think and

there is one God only; in the drawing one can see a black

create in the mind and one cannot see? Certainly your

zone; in which lightnings of solar fire can be seen; it means

ideas constitute what is the most microscopic you have;

that every evolution always struggles against an

that is why it was written: Each one makes his own

imperfection; the color black is a color of darkness; and it

heaven; for the ideas are born from your own minds;

is at the same time a magnetism in a state of decision; for

likewise the flying saucers are born from the suns; who are

everything is living in the expansive universe of Father

older mental fires; the human mind is a minor mental fire;
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both are fire; up above as well as down below; and

hated one another; they enslaved one another; they

wherever the mind directs itself to, is fire; which is

exploited one another; they deceived one another; it was in

manifested in infinite forms; for variety in the Father’s

other words, a world-hell; a world which created and still

creation is infinite; that is why it was written: There is

creates its own yokes; for the philosophy that was chosen

everything in the Lord’s vineyard; this divine variety makes

by the human beings, contains good and evil; and the

other universes exist and other universes within others, in

reason of its existence is to trial life; either one goes for

the Thinking Expansive Universe; here the human

good or goes for evil; the creature has a free will; between

calculation does not count; for before it, there have been

good and evil, the divine Father put the Holy Scriptures;

infinite mathematics of other planets earths; which are not

and gave the Ten Commandments as a morality of the

in space anymore; and before that there were future

daily living; which have been perpetuated through the

worlds; not only earthly worlds; which are almost unknown

centuries; I never allow my creatures to be left in mental

in the Kingdom of Heavens; colossal worlds; in which one

abandonment of what is to come; every world and every

of the molecules of these worlds is infinitely bigger than

sun have their own Scriptures; no one is disinherited in the

your planet Earth; but this does not mean that those

universe; everything is living justice; the flying saucers

colossal worlds are the limit; no; for there shall never be

have as a principle a mandate; no solar father gives

any limits at all; there was not any, neither is there, nor

himself orders; just as no terrestrial father does; up above

shall there be; for the ideas which came out of those

as well as down below, divine mandates are fulfilled; the

gigantic creatures, create other worlds even more gigantic;

Ark of Covenants is the law of agreements between the

and thus go back through all eternity; as far as your mind

divine Father and His creatures; it is a symbol of materiality

can imagine; these worlds belong to the macrocosm; and

in the spirit; its creative psychology is the psychology of

your Earth to the microcosm; Macro is greater and micro is

life; a point of view, which is not human; for the human life

minor; that is why my divine Solar First-born Son Christ

was created; it did not create itself; although it is an

said: Where I am from, you cannot go; he referred to these

inheritance from the divine Father; the human creature and

colossal worlds; He came to visit you from there; actually,

all the forms of life, did not witness their own births; for the

he came to a world-hell; where little monkeys of flesh

beginning of life is a dream which is being recognized as it
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increases its activity; the state of solar innocence, is the

egalitarian justice; neither matter nor spirit are separated

solar dream; the Solar Mother Omega keeps in her divine

from each other not even a microscopic instant of time; no

very core, the eternal beginning of new planetary

one can say to be first over the other; behold the law of the

philosophies; the solar fire is the only creator of every

Celestial Harmony; the eternal succession of molecules

matter and every spirit; both come out of the same point;

and spirits which go on forming the chain of images and

the cause in only one; as only one is the Creator; one with

resemblances of God; the entire Thinking Expansive

an infinite diversification; the molecule is a microscopic

Universe is a sensation already lived by Father Jehovah;

part of the Trinity; each creature is a saturation of solar

matter and spirit come out of Him; and everything that

magnetic fire; it is a different equilibrium in each one; not

exists and shall exist; that is why your Creator is perfect;

all the creatures think in the same way; for the vibrations

for if the children fulfill the law of the sweat on the face, is

with which they were saturated, did not have the same

because the Eternal Father has already fulfilled it; this

space and time; in the most microscopic dimension of

corresponds to the divine Revelation that says: God is

calculation; each individuality is a proportion of a solar

everywhere; and to understand this, it is necessary for the

magnetic variation; it is like the microscopic detachment of

creature to start understanding him/herself; for what is of

a colossal fire; this detachment includes spirit and matter;

the children is of the Father; the time in which everyone

the creatures and their planetary dwelling; their

shall know how things were done has arrived; the situation

microscopic dimension with their corresponding eternity;

of each one in relation to the universe in which one lives; a

when a flying saucer is created, the same thing happens;

new beginning of existence shall emerge; a beginning that

which means that matter and spirit are created at the same

has always existed; the human oblivion was an oblivion

time; with the same rights; both are born with free will;

which was requested by each one; and it was conceded to

nobody is first but the Father; in every creation; for first is

them; for the human life is a living trial; one of the infinite

the Creator, and then the creation; just as on the planets;

forms of life that exist in the Father’s dwellings; for the

first the creature is born, and his civilization afterwards;

human number disappears before His infinity; the human

what is up above is the same as down below; and when

error is and has always been, to believe that one is unique;

creating, the divine Father does it with a common and

such selfish thought supposes the existence of a selfish
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Father, too; he who limits the infinity, limits the Father who

morality; the salt of life, which gives way to other lives; for

created the infinity; the silvery vessels are an eternal

every salt is born again; for it comes out of the spirit; and it

beginning; for they were the Father’s creations; they are a

is as expansive as the universe itself; the flying saucers are

living and eternal relativity; for before them, there were

a product of the salt of life of very old creatures; they were

others; and from them others, others; and so on up to

born and expanded themselves, just as you do; Were you

where your mind can imagine; the flying saucers are one of

not taught that every spirit is born again? What are you

those infinite antiquities; and one of its missions and glory

amazed of then? To be born again is to enter into bodies of

is to study the civilizations of unknown worlds to them; just

flesh again; and it is to come back again to the planet

as humanity wants it so; what is up above is the same as

which one inhabited; or to come back to new planets; to

down below; visiting worlds is normal to them; just as you

be born again is to be transformed again; it is to learn new

visit unknown places on your planet; which means that

knowledge; new philosophies; new experiences; for he

these vessels shrink themselves to such a size, that they

who is not born again, does not enter the Kingdom of

penetrate into your molecules and ideas; and you do not

Heavens; with no spiritual merits, it is impossible; the

notice it; when your ideas travel to space, the silvery

divine parable of the camel and the needle says so; the

vessels are waiting for them there; which have as a mission

material merit and the terrestrial possession are worthless

to guide them through the infinity; the vessels of solar fire

in the Kingdom; only the philosophy of work is worthy; it is

are intermediaries between the worlds and the Creator; the

true that to produce material advancement, one has to

divine Father gives them the opportunity to learn the laws

make an effort; but not enslave oneself to the extreme of

which are proper to their solar hierarchies; just as He gives

forgetting the divine Commandments; the divine justice

the little human monkeys the opportunity to trial theirs;

makes use of your intentions; every intention is weighed in

there are trials up above as well as down below; nobody

the Father’s dwelling; wherever it comes from the infinity;

gives orders to him/herself; the final judgment of your

the human intention is influenced by illusion; for his own

customs already lived, demonstrates that nobody gives

attention gave it an excessive importance; he fed his own

orders to him/herself; in order to attain heaven, the

mind with mundane things; proper of the world; and not of

spiritual control is necessary; whose salt is the living

spirituality; a weeping and gnashing of teeth was attained
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by humanity; for just a microscopic illusion in a

was written that one has to be very little and humble, to

microscopic time is enough for no having the right to enter

become great in the Kingdom of Heavens; your growth

the Kingdom of Heavens; I ask the world of licentiousness

started from the microscopic, and the most microscopic

and comfort: What do you understand for adoring your

thing that your mind can imagine are your ideas; they are

God and Creator above everything? The term above

so microscopic that you can only feel them but not see

everything, includes your comfort; one certainly cannot

them; they are a detachment from your spirit; and not from

serve two masters; two philosophies; either one serves

your eyes; although the vision also creates colossal

God or one serves illusion; you yourselves requested to

worlds; you were solar ideas born from the suns Alpha and

adore me above everything in the request of trials of life;

Omega; that is why your body of flesh has electricity; for

and your Father conceded you the law; as my universe is

the spirit was born from fire; and the body of flesh was

living, my divine laws are not dead words; they are as living

born from the spirit; just like the solar crews; who from

as you are; they have a free will as you have; they have got

their mental fire produce the silvery metal of the flying

all the rights, which you have; nobody is less before the

saucers; they create gigantic ideas; which are attended in

Father; your promises made in the Kingdom of Heavens,

the space by other solar hierarchies; and so on

were divine covenants with the own virtues you have; the

successively; the solar hierarchies become First-born Son

compromise is in your thinking and your intentions; with

and constitute themselves into Universal Trinity; they are

microscopic creatures; which in the Kingdom of Heavens

constantly near the divine Father; and they receive His

are known as divine Cherubs; behold the supreme

divine orders by infinite means; among them the universal

Revelation of creation; the divine cherubs are mentioned in

telepathy; the same one used by my divine Solar Son

the Holy Scriptures; now the world shall know its divine

Christ; and who promised you to return like a shining sun

celestial story; every spiritual covenant with an ark of

of wisdom; for he is a First-born Son; it is the same which

matter is a living agreement; it is the Alpha and Omega of

the prophets used; for every humble is generally a great

every life; it is the point where one came out of; for every

one in the Kingdom of Heavens; and even being them

living thing has got its beginning; all of you were humble

great, the colossal suns compete before the divine Father

with microscopic geometry; which means microbes; for it

to be the littlest; for they know that no one is greater than
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the Father; and they know that every humble is great in the
Kingdom; humility and joy are the first ones; for the Eternal
Glory is an eternal carnival; and its divine dwellers live the
loving communism with a philosophy of a child; almost no
one knows your planet there; it was written that it was and
is a planet-dust; the Kingdom of Heavens is the
macrocosm; limit does not exist in anything there; that
means what was written: From dust you are and to dust
you shall return; it means that there are infinities of
existences left to be fulfilled by the human creature on
infinite microscopic planets; it is an eternal birth form
world to world; for the spirit is born again; it reincarnates
again; which is the same; a law can be expressed in infinite
forms; and it is always the same law.ALPHA AND OMEGA
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Chapter 5

DIVINE SOLAR
NUMERICAL
CALCULATION

ALPHA AND OMEGA

a silvery matter; the silvery color is the eternal influence of
milk which every creature absorbs in each existence; the
point-molecule is so microscopic that one can see the
vessel coming from the invisible to the visible; there is

DIVINE SOLAR NUMERICAL CALCULATION

neither any terrestrial instrument nor shall there be one that

WITH WHICH THE FLYING SAUCERS ARE

can see such marvel; one has to be born again and have a

CONSTRUCTED; HOW THE SILVERY METAL
EMERGES; THE SUNS MATERIALIZE THEIR
INDIVIDUALITIES.- Nº 54.Yes little son; the silvery vessels are a product of a solarmental calculation; this calculation is done by greater or
minor knowledge; each solar mind is composed of infinite
solar lines; all of them coincide in one sole point; thus
creating the point-molecule by square section; this square
section is composed of a trillion of trillions of trillions of
divine mental-solar cherubs; it is a materialized square at
an instantaneous speed; this square has trillions of
molecules of other dimensions; it is a microcosm within
other microcosms; the point-molecule remains saturated
by all the vibrations lived by the solar parents; it is the salt
of the solar knowledge; this saturation is a reincarnation of
covenants between the molecules of the spirit and matter;
the collision of both in a form of magnetic lines, produces

more evolved science to achieve it; the point-molecule is
also known in the Kingdom of Heavens as solar geometric
point; behold the eternal cause of all the geometries; they
are living geometries which get expanded creating infinite
worlds with them; the numeric calculation is put into effect
by a loving expansive magnetism; a solar parent does not
need to make an effort in his mental calculation; every
solar calculation is produced by a consecutive law; a little
mental point drags along the one that precedes it; the solar
mind is also composed of little points; they are
microscopic suns of wisdom, and according to each sun’s
hierarchy, their little points penetrate in a greater or minor
proportion in the microcosm and the macrocosm; each
solar mind traverses what is subordinated to its magnetic
power; it can also traverse what it does not know; which
constitutes to request new knowledge in the Kingdom of
Heavens; nothing is done without the permission of the
Father; up above as well as down below; the mental power
of the solar luminaries, is a power of living fire; eternally
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subordinated to the divine fire of Father Jehovah; the minor

rotation and translation; what is up above is the same as

fires live and get expanded around the greater fire; which

down below; the beginning of all the movements that a

also underwent the experience of being minor, very little

planet has, is initiated in the same instant in which this

and humble; and become the greatest in the Kingdom of

emerges as a microscopic sparklet of the suns; every

Heavens.-

movement is in its birth a beginning of fire; it is born as a
temperature; which starts becoming solid along with the
planet’s matter; when a flying saucer is built, the same
thing happens; what is up above is the same as down
below; the magnetic lines represented by black dotted
lines penetrate amidst a colossal calorie in a little point
made empty; this little point is an agreement among infinite
suns which participate in the construction of the flying
saucer; it is a divine covenant where the mental fluids must
meet; the little point turned into emptiness is too; it is a
divine covenant among the cherubs of nothingness and the
cherubs of materialization; if they do not agree, nothing is
constructed; another point of emptiness is chosen in the
immense space; they have hierarchies as the own infinity;
the construction of these vessels look like enormous balls
of fire which assimilate themselves to all the suns; existing

This celestial drawing shows how the solar fluids enter into
the construction of a flying saucer; the solar fluids are
magnetic forces which in their own heat carry the vibratory
waves from which matter is born; in the solar fluids are all
the movements that the planets have; among others

a loving communism between the vessels and the suns;
the vessel is in the suns and the suns in the vessel; the
everything above everything; the solar trinity is materialized
in a celestial vessel which shall be eternal and preexistent
to the own material worlds; for it was constructed by divine
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creatures whose magnetism is as immense as a sun is

reincarnation; to their present birth; for being born again

immense; as immense is the living form they have; the

and reincarnate are the same thing; a law can be

dimensions of these vessels are simply terrifying to the

expressed in many forms; and it does not stop from being

human proportions; they would cause such terror if the

the same law; just as you have millions and millions of

world saw them, that it would paralyze itself; in its nature

individualities and you still are the same human beings;

and in its creatures; because the three of them are fire; the

you interpret the world or universe that surrounds you in

flying saucers, the planet and the creatures; all of them

infinite forms and according to your thinking and evolution;

have the same origin; matter and spirit come out of the

and it does not stop from being the same world and the

same cause and manifested in different free wills; every

same universe; the construction of the flying saucers fulfill

geometric form has a living free will; and the natures of the

the same law; for just as you call them unidentified flying

planets are geometric creatures; whose elements were

objects, likewise in remote worlds they have names for

created with the same laws with which the flying saucers

them; and according to the sciences and evolutions, they

are created; what is up above is the same as down below,

are known or unknown; when the worlds are infant worlds,

that is why these vessels perturb the atmospheres of the

their sizes are small; and when the initial sparklet of the

planets; it is the magnetic hierarchy which reveals itself;

future planet is just born, it is a baby world; for first one

the terrestrial vehicles feel the presence of something

has to be very little and humble, to become great in the

superior; their molecules within their own laws feel

Kingdom of Heavens; to become a colossal planet; just as

themselves impotent before another attraction which is

a creature who being or starting like a baby, also aspires to

familiar; a living magnetism turned into a physical law, it

become great; become an adult; for the same law of

recognizes a living magnetism which came from remote

growth and development is the same for the spirit as well

galaxies; this is the only cause why the light bulbs and the

as for matter; the flying saucers are also born babies; for

motors of the terrestrial vehicles turn off; and when the

the solar fluids also have an infancy; and infancy has also

silvery vessels go away, they start functioning again; their

got its rights; even more; infancy is the first in the Kingdom

molecules return to their own reality; they return to their

of Heavens; for it is the purest in its thinking; the solar laws

present; they start fulfilling again the laws of their present

are egalitarian in an eternal relative expansion; just as the
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human individualities are; they never become equal in their

where you were created; and where you shall return; it is

thinking while they are living the spiritual and material

the celestial world; where everything exists; being the

relativity; everything has got its time; the beginning and

history of the Earth one of the infinite ones that there have

end are eternal and relative; the same goes for the

been, there is and there will be; all the histories of the

construction of the flying saucers; but, because of their

worlds end up in the same place where they were created;

hierarchies they have eternity within eternity; they are

in the Kingdom of Heavens; each place in which a

creators of eternities; every eternity is subordinated to the

planetary history takes place, is a living little point floating

Father; in the mathematical calculation that enters in the

in space; for no matter how gigantic each planet may be, it

creation of a flying saucer, it is a mental law; there one

is a little point seen from the Kingdom of Heavens; from

does not need symbols; although they can have them;

the macrocosm; nobody is greater but the Father; the

generally, the hierarchies which are not so elevated, make

Earth is a world almost unknown in the Kingdom; there

use of them; the mental mathematics are sciences of solar

every importance wherever the world it comes from,

fire; the divine Father creates the universes with them; the

disappears; such is the greatness of the Kingdom of

transmission and divine orders are by universal telepathies;

Heavens; the construction of the flying saucers take place

the same telepathy of the Father is simultaneous to

in all the suns; they are the most well-known vehicles of

creation; which is expansive and subordinated to the

the universe; for there is no world in which these vessels

Father’s thinking; the world was taught that the Creator is

have not intervened; starting from the own birth; for the

infinite; just now the world will start to understand that

flying saucers bring them to the material life; they transport

infinity in the Father; when they start understanding by

the sparklets of the future planets; they take care and

intellectuality how things were done; what happened and

protect them in their infinite journeys through the cosmos;

still happens; what is it that happens in the remoteness of

for such is the free will; something similar happens with the

the universe; scenes that were never shown; where I am

silvery vessels; they start by being microscopic and end up

from you cannot go; behold the divine words of my First-

being like the own universe; this law is not absolute; for

born Son; he referred to the life of the macrocosm; where

everything exists in the creation of Father Jehovah;

everything is gigantic and colossal; he referred to the place

according to the solar hierarchies, there are vessel builders
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who create them the size of the own universe; and they are

demons as the mind can imagine; for there is no limit in

baby-vessels! The divine creation is an eternal growth; in

anything in the Father’s creation; the demons also create

which each spirit goes on creating his/her own self; he/she

flying saucers; just as men do; who being sinners and

goes on getting more and more expanded; parallel to his/

violators of the Father’s law, build marvelous machines;

her existences; and the more one is born, the bigger one

within their own laws; the divine Father allows good and

is; not having any limits through all eternity; that is why the

evil in their free will; for both are trialed in their intentions

own spirit does not sense any limit; and if it thinks it

and philosophies; evil is born from the creatures; and not

senses it, it is a product of ignorance and of being a new

from the Creator; it is the same as doing some work and

spirit; who knows nothing of the universal life; actually, he /

then destroy it; create and destroy; that is not perfection; it

she shall never know it; for the infinity is first than any

is a demoniac trial; it is a philosophy which is created by

thinking creature; and no one surpasses it; only the Father

the own destructor; it is not a divine law; it is a planetary

can; for He has created infinity; the flying saucers have an

law; and it belongs to the spirit’s first phases of learning;

individual eternity; an eternity within infinite others; and

who requested to trial the experience of destruction, for it

they make covenants to penetrate unknown universes;

was unknown to him; and it was conceded to him; for

which do not belong to the times lived by them; and so it is

every spirit is born innocent; nobody is born with an evil

that in regions of space and time, terrifying wars among

philosophy; by conceding them such request, he/she is

unknown vessels are initiated; whose weapons is the

warned that that way leads to nowhere; that it is better for

purest solar magnetism; it could sound strange that these

him/her to ignore such philosophy; but, the spirits insist;

creatures being angels of solar wisdom, have wars; it is

for they have free will; and the divine Father concedes

written that there is everything in the universal flock; the

everything; nothing is impossible to Him; so it is that the

own Satan known on Earth is one of them; but, satan of

spirits with requests of opposite trials, encounter each

darkness is microscopic; and ends up disappearing before

other in the worlds they requested; the trials are so infinite

other demoniac hierarchies; who despise him for they still

like the individualities you all know; the trials have free will;

find him with some light; for the damned fruit of every

and so do the individualities; but it is not the same free

demon is contempt; what is of the light is love; there are

will; they are different; that is why the spirit chooses
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between good and evil; he/she chooses a free will in each

moralities; are moral within immorality; and they shall be

instant of life; every free will whether they are good or evil,

judged by the divine Commandments; I ask the creators of

is translated into an intention; and every intention

religious rocks: Why do you insist on propagating division

generates an idea; and every idea a determination; the

among my children? Do you not know demons that there is

human beings’ determinations are microscopic in the

only one God? One sole truth? You certainly know it; but

present they live; and they are infinite in space; for just as

you have not given it any importance; weeping and

the celestial bodies travel in space, so do the human ideas

gnashing of teeth is awaiting you demons of the selfish

travel; they are just like the well-known radio waves; whose

belief; this is why my First-born Son, anticipating time and

frequency is so microscopic that no human science shall

space, told you: Upon this rock I shall build my Church; he

be able to create any instrument so to see them; only the

meant in other words the following: Upon this rock of

First-born Son Christ can; for from his solar fluids the

human selfishness, I shall trial you; for every spirit is trialed

sparklet which is now the Earth was born; that is why my

by my divine Father; the Trinity is in everything and

divine son reads the minds; for he talks to the ideas; which

everywhere; it sees everything; and so it is that my divine

see in him their solar parent; and what is of the Son is of

son transported his mind to the future of humanity; at the

the Father; and what is of the Father is of the Son; it is a

same instant in which he was saying: Upon this rock I shall

divine understanding between the Trinity Son and the

build my Church; and what did he see in the future of

Trinity Father; this mutual and loving understanding, is

humanity? He saw all the violations of the blinds leading

taught by my divine Commandments; in the measure of the

other blinds; he saw how in the beginning of Christianity,

human understanding; the Commandments is the living

they sent his children to the stakes; he saw how the

word of Him Who gave you life; the Commandments were

material adoration emerged; he saw how great thinkers

given for everyone; they are the only ones that can unify

were persecuted; celestial messengers sent by the Father;

the world; my divine Commandments do not divide the

with the only purpose of making them see the error in

world; the so-called religions do the opposite; they divide

which they were; he saw the secrecy of those who called

the faith of the flock; they disconcert my children; and they

themselves popes of the church; he saw how they blessed

must pay the debt; only satan divides himself; the religious

the demon; the arms with which my children kill one
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another; knowing the rock that my Commandment orders

roots; the so-called religions are those trees; religions are

not to kill; he saw how the faith of the children was traded;

unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; where everything is

he saw how the planet was being filled with luxurious

love and self-uninterested unity; privacy is not known

temples; where the immoral morality and hypocrisy come

there; one does not know the word: This is mine; for that

out of; he saw how its representatives crowned kings;

mean philosophy emerged in a remote and microscopic

knowing the rock that there is only one King of kings;

planet called Earth; it emerged from a group of ambitious

which is the divine Father; the only One Who gives life and

demons to such a degree as to forget the divine mandates

takes it away; and the kings are from the celestial world;

of the Father; these ambitious demons promised in the

the demons are called spirit-kings; my divine

Kingdom of Heavens to control their selfish impulses; for in

Commandments do not mandate to become kings; they

remote worlds they also created misery and sorrow; the

mandate to be humble; he saw falseness in the temples;

spirit needs many existences in order to detach itself from

he saw how men seeing this falseness, searched for the

its own imperfections; the so-called rich of the world as

truth by other means; he saw how other many religious

well as the religions, are unknown in the Kingdom of

rocks emerged; he saw the perpetuity of the flock’s

Heavens; it was written: It is more likely for a camel to

division; he saw all of this; and even so, he gave them the

pass through a needle’s eye than a rich to enter the

opportunity; for he preferred to fulfill the Father’s law; that

Kingdom of Heavens; for wealth is not perfection; it is

every spirit is trialed in life; the only temple that the Father

backwardness; for the spirit builds its hopes up in one

likes is the temple of work; it is the only temple that never

present; and it does not come out of it; he/she realizes it

turns into dust; the other temples do become dust; for they

when they have already left life; when their time has

shall come to oblivion in the human evolution; for every

already been fulfilled; and the richer one is, the more

tree that the divine Father did not plant, shall be pulled out

backward one is; that is why no prophet requests the trial

from its roots; this divine warning refers to the morality of

of wealth; that is why these solar parents know through

those who create doctrines; philosophies; and every

wisdom that he who becomes big on Earth belittles him/

philosophy that violates even in a microscopic way my

herself in the Kingdom of Heavens; the privileges of the

divine Commandments, shall be pulled out from their

world have no merit for the spirit, when it returns to
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heaven; for every privilege is an award already enjoyed on
the remote planet; wealth entertains the spirit; and by
doing it, the spirit starts losing the eternal glory; from the
same instant in which it was caught by illusion; second by
second; instant by instant; throughout life; how many
seconds has an existence got? For I shall tell you as
follows: Each second lived may be a world attained or a
heaven lost; everything depends on the intention gone by
during that second; and even less than that unit of time;
the Lord’s addition consists in this; for a microscopic time
of life you can attain a heaven; a world; an eternity; the
divine creation and power of the Father has no limit; nor
His divine awards known in the Kingdom of Heavens as the
Father’s addition; this Revelation shall provoke a
tremendous weeping and gnashing of teeth in the entire
humanity; and all the minds shall curse with all their
strength the own life system which deluded them; known
as materialism; which in the Celestial Alphabet means
philosophy that kills the spirit’s ideas; and everyone shall
remember the divine warning in the Terrestrial Paradise:
Thou may eat from any tree; but not from the tree of
science and good; for it is the own money and comfort
which was enjoyed by those who shall never enter the
Kingdom of Heavens.ALPHA AND OMEGA.36

Chapter 6

CONSTRUCTION
OF THE SILVERY
VESSELS

ALPHA AND OMEGA

a Solar Parent; and older son of Father Jehovah; and He
promised as such, to return to the world as shining as a
sun of wisdom; my divine First-born Son is from the same
little children who crew these dazzling vessels; the Solar

CONSTRUCTION OF THE SILVERY VESSELS; A

Trinity is not like the human creature; who is just starting to

LIVING ORIGIN WHICH GOES BACK TO

get up from the floor; the First-born Sons are infinite; they

ETERNITIES OF TIME BEFORE; BEFORE THE

are everywhere; just like the Father; Were you not taught
that God is everywhere? The silvery vessels being of a

PRESENT SUNS; BEGINNING OF THE END

solar origin are also everywhere; for the own suns form the

ALPHA; THE BEGINNING OF OMEGA STARTS.-

living knowledge in the Most Holy Trinity in the Father; the

Nº55.-

divine Father is also fire; and He covers everything; and He
creates everything; the silvery vessels are also His divine

Yes little son; we shall start the explanatory series of the

creation; they are the result of infinite existences; they and

silvery vessels; for the times have arrive; there is no act up

their crews were also born again; they were also very little

above as well as down below which does not have its time;

and humble in worlds that do not exist anymore; to

the silvery vessels which the terrestrial children call flying

become great in the Kingdom of Heavens; to become great

saucers, are vessels of solar origin; they are angelical

suns of wisdom; they also fulfilled and still fulfill the divine

creatures; and they have as a mission to make the divine

mandate: Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of thy

laws of the Father be fulfilled; for there is everything in the

face; for what is up above is the same as down below;

universal flock; the silvery vessels have a construction

nobody is born perfect; everyone is born innocent and

which is above the human knowledge; they are vessels

lacking of any science; everything costs in the universe;

built in the own suns; or in worlds proper of the higher

everything is struggle; the divine parable that explains it,

solar hierarchies; they have arrived to such a degree of

refers to all the creatures of the universe; not even the

perfection, that they and matter understand each other

silvery vessels stop from fulfilling the divine mandate; and

directly; just as my Solar First-born Son Christ did; He was

it means that it is necessary to struggle in the imperfection
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to attain perfection; no one knows any perfection if he/she

to have been born infinite times; it is required to have

has not known imperfection first; just as the Father knew it;

known infinite sciences; just as the process that the human

when the present Thinking Expansive Universe did not

child had to cover, in order to be able to build the flying

exist yet; for there were others before you; other universes

vessels he has; what is up above is the same as down

which continue expanding themselves in other infinite

below; it is just that the sciences are as relative as the own

dimensions.-

worlds; the construction of the so-called flying saucers is
something that the world shall really like; for each spirit
saw them before leaving the Kingdom of Heavens; these
sublime vessels which come in and go out of the colossal
suns, brought the spirits of the Earth to life; and not only of
the Earth; but of infinite worlds which were in space before
your Earth was born; those worlds are no longer in space;
others have succeeded them; and the creatures of those
worlds which no longer exist, are presently the crew of
these eternal vessels; for the material universe shall end
up, and these vessels shall survive; for everything that
comes out of the spirit is eternal; and in this eternity, the
spirit was also matter; for both have free will; both
succeed each other in the eternity; the silvery vessels are
vessels made by solar fluids; which are like the virtues of
the spirit; the solar fluids are sources of magnetism; this

Yes little son; I know what you are thinking; so it is; these

magnetism is fire; a creative fire; which creates matter at

vessels are built in all the suns and paradise-worlds; to

the speed of the solar thought; a speed which the

arrive to such perfection in their construction, it is required

terrestrial science cannot calculate; for the terrestrial

to have an evolution superior to the human’s; it is required

calculation is microscopic; the solar fluid is the salt of the
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individuality of the suns; a magnetic salt; and it is as

shall never end; this eternal succession of beings, was

relative as its eternity; here the individuality turns into

already there when your planet Earth was born; the

matter; and it keeps its free will; the solar fluids are also

unlimited power of these vessels is demonstrating it to

force; a force that would fill with dread the human creature;

you; eternities ahead and when your world no longer exists

for a suns’ force is capable of keeping colossal planets in

in space, you shall also be great in the Kingdom of

their field of action; and this in an eternal way; it is the

Heavens; the divine law is universal; it is for all the worlds;

universal gravitation; everything is suspended in space; up

for those which were, those which are, and those which

above as well as down below; the silvery vessels fulfill a

shall be; all of you have got the same beginning; a

similar law; as the Solar Trinity is everywhere, for there are

beginning which came out of the Father; which came out

suns in the entire infinity; these vessels follow their own

of fire; which came out of the solar luminaries; Does your

and successive solar line on their journeys to the cosmos;

physical body not have electricity and calorie then? And

in their respective Solar Trinities; a sun replaces another

your planet, does it not have fire in its center? For matter

one; this way they can travel eternities; this demonstrates

and spirit came out of and still come out of the solar fire;

that there are infinite categories of vessels; according to

they came out of a same point; they are created to the

their solar relativity; according to their solar hierarchy; in

image and resemblance of God Father; they are also of

the Kingdom of Heavens knowledge constitutes power;

fire; the silvery vessels keep in eternity, the divine seal of

knowledge gives the quality in the matter made power;

the Father; they keep being of fire; magnetic and solar; the

these vessels which confuse the terrestrial children are

transformation from fire to matter is something that shall

vessels which fulfilled the same physical laws that you are

fascinate the world; this solar law that you are far from

presently fulfilling yet; for these divine creatures also fulfill

suspecting it, shall be made known to the world for the

the divine law; what is up above is the same as down

first time; and you by receiving such a sublime light of the

below; they were very little and humble; they were also

Little Lamb of God, the misunderstandings shall be ended;

little monkeys of flesh; just as you are now; and they are

an entire business at the expense of faith and beliefs shall

now great in the Kingdom of Heavens; some are first and

be ended; many mundane demons deny before the world

others are after; an eternal succession of creatures which

the existence of my emissaries; I tell them: You shall cry
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out loud in public what you arrogantly denied during life;

is everything in the Father’s flock; these vessels represent

he who denies a prophet or an emissary from heavens, as

an astonishing antiquity; not even all the centuries that

these vessels are, denies the Father; and he who denies

your planet has, get closer to them; starting from the basis

the Father, denies his own eternity; he denies his entrance

that each molecule of earth corresponds to one century;

to the Kingdom of Heavens; these know-it-all forget that all

not even by calculating all the existence that the human

the spirits are trialed in their own theories and affirmations;

being will have, you will arrive to the calculation; one has

second by second; since one is in the knowledge of good

to be born again in such quantity of existences and worlds

and evil; up to the last sigh of breath; what does not exist

as your mind can imagine; not even so; for in this lapse of

in your world, it exists in others; were you not taught that

eternity, they have also advanced another time and space;

the Father has many dwellings? And that you are born

creating their own expansive eternities; these vessels have

again? Giving place to many living sciences; only by the

got hierarchy; some have got the command over the

knowledge learned in the worlds, one gets to the Father;

others; this hierarchy has neither a beginning nor an end;

just as the celestial creatures who govern these vessels

for creation itself has not got one; nor shall it ever have

got; the vessels who millions of you deny, were the ones

any; the size of these vessels in the macrocosm are simply

that made your planet be born; they accompanied the

astonishing; if the human beings saw them, they would

solar sparklet through the space; they attended it with

simply go crazy; for it would be a terrible and an unknown

infinite love; just as a mother attends her baby; for all of

complex of inferiority; there are crafts of such size that

them are infants; everyone is a child before the divine

their only presence turn off infinite suns of colossal sizes;

Father; matter as well as the spirit; nobody is less before

they are not suns like yours; your sun is very small; it is a

the Creator of the universe; everyone has the same rights;

sun of the Microcosm; the suns that I am talking to you

up above as well as down below; in the macrocosm and in

about are gigantic suns; each one of these suns has the

the microcosm; the birth of your planet and all the planets

volume of trillions of trillions more than yours; here we are

of the universe, is due to these vessels; their number is as

in the presence of the Kingdom of Heavens; where nothing

infinite as the own universe, and there is no creation in the

is limited; everything is unlimited; everything is gigantic in

infinity in which these vessels have not participated; there

such degree that it escapes the human mind; creation is so
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eternal that it reaches all the dimensions; there is no limit

evil; one is born with two tendencies; and they are ignored;

at all; and if there was one, it is also relative; everything

this means that between good and evil there is a free will;

tries to reach the Father; but, to arrive where the Creator

good and evil cannot violate it; it has never happened; and

is, it is necessary to be born again; if your God is

if the spirit has spiritual trials, it is because it requested

everywhere, everywhere I wait for my children’s return; it is

them in the Kingdom of Heavens; you should never forget

not necessary to wait an endless time; it is only necessary

that everything is living; good, evil, and the free will are

to fulfill with the divine law; which was given to you in each

living and have their own free will; they are free in their own

world of the universe; for no one is disinherited; everyone

philosophies; but, everyone renders account of their acts

has the same opportunity; up above as well as down

before the Creator; you were taught to reject evil; to reject

below; in matter and spirit; if the universe is relative, my

darkness; for it is convenient for you; for evil is trialed too;

divine Word is too, for it is an eternal part of creation; one

and it always bears the brunt of judgment; for he who has

cannot teach the worlds what is superior to their own

practiced evil in a microscopic time, does not enter the

knowledge and understanding; for you are limited in it; you

Kingdom of Heavens; such is the divine law; and that is

have the entire infinity before you, and you cannot arrive

how every spirit requested it; and so was it conceded to

into any conclusion; and every theory that is born from

them; the requests are infinite and varied; as infinite and

you, carries the seal of doubt; every doubt is a product of

varied are the worlds of the universe; in the living universe

evolution; you are from the worlds dusts; you are little in

of your living God, all the philosophies that your mind can

material and spiritual knowledge; but, this is not eternal; it

imagine exist; in the universe every fantasy becomes a

is relative before the eternity of your spirits; you have

reality; and they are constituted into eternity; your spirit is

eternity more than enough to be being born successively

also a thinking eternity; which lives within its own

from world to world forever and ever; your errors have

dimension; it lives the planetary and relative life; since

darkness with an oblivion of them as a cause; this cause is

every spirit is born again, it appears again in other

galactic; and it is in direct relationship with your spiritual

dimensions; the spirit throughout its existence, appears

past; no one is born perfect; all of you start between

and disappears in its experience with matter; it is born and

darkness and light; with innocence in respect to good and

dies; comes and goes; it is free and gets transformed; this
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transformation is to enter a body of flesh and know new

equality; which shall never be surpassed by any mundane

experiences in an unknown matter; one passes from one

justice; the justice of the world is a justice within the own

matter to another; one passes from one world to another;

injustice; for each terrestrial judge is unfair with himself;

because the microscopic capacity of the human spirits is

those who should judge the world are the humble; Was it

not capable of covering everything; they need to come and

not taught that the humble are the first? You certainly know

go; no creature in the universe knows it all; only the Father

it; but you turn a deaf ear; because you permitted

knows; as everything exists after the Father, there are

yourselves to be influenced by the illusion that money left

creatures of infinite power; living marvels of the universal

you; the philosophy of money entertains every spirit in

knowledge; worlds where reincarnations are made;

things that are worthless in eternity; and you let precious

creatures who help the Creator in His own creation; and

living seconds go by; which if you had used them better,

among infinite living powers are the solar parents; the older

you would have entered the Kingdom of Heavens; for one

children of His creation; the first-born suns; whose origins

second wasted in vanities is enough for the entrance to the

go back to times that escape every mental calculation;

Father’s Kingdom be closed on you; all of you, human

only the Father knows; after the divine Father come His

spirits, promised the Father not to let yourselves be

first-born children; the Father’s creation has no limit; the

deceived by the demon; who deludes everyone and tries

number of first-born children is infinite; and their Trinities

that no one enters the Kingdom; the money that a group of

make them be only one; this divine law is proper of the

ambitious beings invented was the own satan; and for

solar hierarchy; it is not a human law, though you can

having known money, millions and millions of you shall not

become one; for the Father’s inheritance is in everyone; the

be able to be resurrected to children of twelve years old; in

divine inheritance starts from the most microscopic thing

the year 2001; money shall be cursed by the same ones

that the mind can imagine; for it was taught that one has to

who used it; and the authors shall do the same; no stone

be very little and humble, to become great in the Kingdom

upon stone of the building called materialism shall remain;

of Heavens; to become a First-born Son or a colossal

for it is the supreme illusion; they raised this building

planet; the microscopic beginning is for matter as well as

without consulting my Scriptures; and it was written that

for the spirit; behold the divine principle of justice and

every philosophical tree which the divine Father Jehovah
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did not plant, shall be pulled out from its roots; all the

the Lamb of God; the same one that was given to the

human spirits promised in the Kingdom to fulfill the laws of

world; the same one that the people of Israel received,

the Father above everything; And what do they do when

thousands of years ago; for them to practice it and teach

they find themselves in the human life? They forget; they

the world; What did the people of Israel do? They forgot

do not make the effort of searching for the path; they

the divine mandate; they turned into traders; a philosophy

accommodate themselves to what is easy; and the easiest

that exploits the humblest; what example of divine morality

thing is to forget even the Creator of the own life; and they

can they offer the world? If they built their hopes up in a

promised not to do it; for nobody wants to be a rock of

material present? If they do not see beyond the influence

ingratitude; all of you human little monkeys, promised

of the temporary possession? Verily Israel is blind leading

before leaving the Kingdom of Heavens not to be

other blinds; it is worthless for them to be and old nation if

ungrateful; you promised to be luminaries in the living

they violate the divine law of Father Jehovah; Israel, Israel!

knowledge; in what concerns your Creator; you promised

When will you understand that the Creator of Life is not

to study Him through all your life; have you done it?

pleased of the use of force? He who kills by sword, dies by

Without wasting not even one second of time; every time

sword; he who uses force, falls by force; do not do to

used by each of you, is weighed and judged in the

others what you would not like others do to you; for every

Kingdom of Heavens; just as you are judged; for everyone

creation is living; your dead ones are waiting for you in the

has the same rights; matter and spirit have got free will;

Kingdom of Heavens; you shall arrive there victoriously

both coexist for an instant in a determined planetary

from the Earth; your justice is awaiting you there; it is just

matter; that instant is a celestial time; for you it is

that your earthly glory, disappears before the Father’s

centuries; your dimension is of a very slow vibration; you

infinite glory; and this divine warning is also for every

are dusts of the microcosm; and the silvery vessels

terrestrial nation; you attain nothing from exalting

penetrate in your dimension with a magnetism trillions of

yourselves on Earth; if you belittle yourselves in Heavens;

times superior to your sun; this vessels have got sufficient

every victim, whichever the reason why you killed him/her

magnetism to pulverize the solar system; but, its crews are

is, is waiting for you; for it was written that every violated

not destructive; they are creators; they live the Doctrine of

being is first in the Kingdom of Heavens; were you not
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taught not to kill? Woe betide you nations! That for you my

as living as your spirits; and the consequences that come

children’s blood was shed; it would have been better for

out of each individual trial are also living; each act made in

you not to have formed any nation; if that is the cause for

life is eternal; nothing is finished; everything is

the blood shed of one molecule of one of my children; woe

transformed; for you belong to the Thinking Expansive

betide you! Exploiters of my flock; it would have been

Universe; and in this universe everything is possible;

better for you not to have been born; for none of you shall

everything exists; one just needs to think of it and it exists

escape; that is how you requested it in the Kingdom of

for all eternity; what is up above is the same as down

Heavens; and it was conceded to you; you requested that

below; what is unknown is relative, temporary and eternal;

the most microscopic misdeed be punished; therefore the

the silvery vessels belong to this same universe; and what

divine justice comes to you; your weeping and gnashing of

you call flying saucers, are the same ones; and according

teeth is a request from you; for you requested to be trialed

to the form you give them in your minds, this form

in a very remote and microscopic planet called Earth; a

becomes materialized in the infinity; your first form is the

world almost unknown among the colossal ones; it was

idea; and the idea is the seed and beginning of every

written that every spirit is trialed; this divine parable,

eternity; for there is nothing that has not been very little

returns with all its strength to your minds; for that is how

and humble; to become great in the Kingdom of Heavens;

you requested it; there shall be no thinking creature who

behold the only beginning of everything living; everything is

shall not be shaken in his/her own spiritual rock; just one

succeeded by all the beginnings; one goes through all the

second of forgetfulness towards the Father is enough, and

sizes, forms and philosophies; and this Trinity never stops;

you are already creating a rock of ungratefulness; and that

for one is eternally born again; if in your present existence

is enough for you not to enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

this seems like an impossible thing to you, it is because

what do you understand for worshipping God above

you requested such sensation; and it was conceded to

everything? Just one second that you stop adoring Him is

you; it is part of the trial chosen by you in the Kingdom of

enough for you to be violating the divine mandate; that is

Heavens; it was your free will which requested it; your life

how you requested it and so was it conceded to you; trials

could have been in other infinite forms; for the divine

are trials; and your divine Father respects them; they are

Father is infinite; He has no limits in anything; neither in
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what is known nor in the unknown; one determination can
be manifested in infinite forms; it is your turn to choose;
but, you can only have one destiny; for you are
microscopic; you are just beginning to learn the planetary
life; the same beginning of flesh that the crews of the
silvery vessels went through; they as my First-born Son,
had a microscopic beginning; they were also little monkeys
of flesh; when the planet Earth was not born yet, there
were other worlds in the universe; which do not exist
anymore; for everything returns to the Father; every world
up above as well as down below, returns to what it was;
before becoming a world; it returns to its celestial free will;
for matter and spirit are always born free; one independent
from the other.ALPHA AND OMEGA
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universe were not born yet; and not only that; before the
present suns, infinite others have been born and died; and
these vessels were already soaring the eternal space; the
power that they have shall never be compared with the

DIVINE NUMERICAL VIBRATION OF THE SILVERY

microscopic terrestrial science; in spite of the fact that

VESSELS; THE NUMBER-MOLECULE; THE SUNS

vessels of microscopic galactic power have arrived to the

IRRADIATE THE SILVERY VESSELS; THE
VESSELS THAT HAVE VISITED THE EARTH; THE
FINAL JUDGMENT IS NEARER. - Nº 56.-

Earth; this is because the solar magnetism must be
controlled; so to not to burn the worlds; everything is
divinely regulated; the vibrations of these vessels are
controlled; for each living dimension, they alter their own
molecule; if they did not do it, they would explode; for a

Yes little son; we shall write a divine subject, which is

terrible collision of divine vibrations would be produced;

infinite; the subject of the silvery vessels; disregarding for

which by not being channeled, in the given instant, their

now, the scroll that I have already dictated to you; that roll

divine covenants which are the divine cherubs, would go

consists of three hundred celestial drawings; that does not

one against the other; they which only know the creative

mean in any way that the subject of these divine vessels

order, would feel affected by a destructive disorder; no one

has a limit; it shall never have any; for my children’s

can calculate the consequences of such a collision; I am

intelligence is expansive; and it never stops; the so-called

referring to cherubs of a very high galactic order; I am

flying saucers are divine vessels which come out of the

referring to the divine solar hierarchy; the same one that at

own suns; the cause of their tremendous magnetism are

the divine mandate of Let there be light, and light was

the suns; it is the Most Holy Trinity; for the suns or solar

done, continues creating worlds and suns; these divine

luminaries, is the greatest living knowledge that exists after

covenants, when destroying by demoniac orders, they do it

the divine Father Jehovah; the solar science that builds

through eternities; for they act in celestial time; destroying

these vessels, goes back to eternities before; such a

entire universes; solar systems; in such number as the

colossal time has gone by that the present suns of the

mind can imagine; the time that the terrestrial centuries
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have taken in order to make the Earth mature; arriving to

Yes, little son; this divine drawing is a microscopic part of

the present size of a balloon, the collision of these divine

the solar origin of these vessels; the infinity cannot be

forces would make it disappear in an instant; amidst a

explained to a world that only lasts a very short time in the

terrifying silence; for the divine speed expressed in force,

material space; the infinity is preexistent to everything that

surpasses in an infinite degree, every material noise;

has been created; it is first than the worlds of the present;

making in the remote galaxies the solar television that

this means that every world is never the first; it is so in the

witnessed the destruction of a determined planet arrive

momentary sense; but not in the infinite sense; only the

first; then, eternities later, the noise of the disintegration of

Father is First, in the infinite sense; every science of every

their molecules arrives.-

world, brings its divine plan, which is initiated in the
Kingdom of Heavens; everything with no exception is
before the birth of matter; in any of the forms that it
manifests itself in the universe; only matter stops matter; in
a temporary sense; but it does not stop the events; which
in one way or the other draws it closer to its end; by
explaining to you, loving son, the divine origin of the silvery
vessels, I do it because the time has arrived; once more a
divine Doctrine expands itself throughout the surface of
the Earth; the divine covenants of divine cherubs have
completed their time of divine philosophical trials; in each
human individuality, and in each created species by your
divine Father Jehovah, the times are not absolute; no one
is absolute in my divine creation; those who have
pretended to be one still cry the arrogance; there cannot
be absolutism when the divine Father has ordered one to
cultivate humility; if there are absolute numeric sciences in
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remote galaxies, be sure that those worlds live a

constantly adoring me is not of the divine Father’s

philosophy of pride; the excess in knowledge is a very

pleasure; my creatures stop; they do not advance in their

dangerous trial; every power corrupts; but, it has its time of

virtues; the best temple that each creature can erect for

maturity; it has its own laws, and it has its final judgment;

me is a life of honest work; this temple is never reduced to

the Earth is arriving to an end in the divine plan; it is one of

dust; all the rest turn into dust; and disappear; this was

the many ends in its epochs; every epoch has a

announced many centuries ago: The Earth shall pass, but

determined doctrine; which takes over; then comes

my Words shall not pass; this means that after the Final

another one; the human creatures must confront now their

Judgment, there will be a new philosophy on Earth;

own Final Judgment; as it was divinely announced to them

cleaner, healthier, less self-interested; there shall be no

many centuries ago; it could be said that it is very difficult

exploitation; there shall be no deceit; in other words, the

to surprise the world; with something that has been told to

rich shall disappear; and with them their damned

them way before it was born to life; but, unfortunately, the

philosophy of temptation with money; there shall be neither

human pride has been inherited in a great part by their own

rich nor poor; there shall be equality; the same equality

parents; and these from their parents; they had the

that my Scriptures have been teaching for centuries and

weakness of placing their own mundane prejudices first in

centuries; the silvery vessels shall play a divine role in the

their lives; a pleasant life was more comfortable to them;

Final Judgment; they took care of the Earth when the Earth

exempt from every spiritual experience; to such degree as

was a baby-planet; when it was a microscopic sparklet;

to forgetting the divine morality; they only learned to

when it just came out of the suns Alpha and Omega; a

worship me by mouth; but not by acting; which is worth

sparklet which gave off microscopic waving gases; of

much more before the Creator; every vicissitude

every imaginable color; which was the future terrestrial

experienced by each creature is weighed and judged in my

nature; the sparklet was guided by the silvery vessels; in

divine dwelling; it has the eternal award; for there is sweat,

its journey through the infinite spaces; in that divine instant

tears, pain in there; there is an entire living universe; the

the divine covenants were formed; which are no more than

spirit has fulfilled my first and divine Commandment: Thou

living magnetic lines; as living as the human spirit is; these

shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face; being

divine covenants of cherubs came out of other suns; their
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divine formation is a separate chapter; it is a divine love

all these scenes travel through space at such speed which

story, which has no end; for the solar wisdoms have been

the human creature shall never reach; and all these scenes

succeeding each other through all eternity; every seed, has

arrive into the Kingdom of Heavens, and are projected on

neither a beginning nor an end; one can only understand

gigantic screens of solar television; whose number is

them by being born again; coming constantly back from

infinite; for the divine Father Jehovah is everywhere; even

the spiritual life to the material life; in a movement very

more, this speed in which the human scenes travel, is

similar to the magnetic lines of a magnet; for all the

annulled by the divine Father; when His divine will

Thinking Expansive Universe is like an infinite magnet;

estimates it so; living the Creator in the own scenes; even

whose divine calorie in a relative descent, creates the

more, the divine Father places Himself in a time which is

growth and maturity of every flesh; and it cannot be

previous to the time of the own idea; and this in such

otherwise; being the divine Father Jehovah a divine ball of

infinite degrees that no creature shall ever reach Him;

living fire; everything which He has created and shall

these scenes are of marvelous colors; and they have all the

create, carries His divine inheritance; everything has got

imaginable dimensions; these scenes come from all the

fire in a microscopic degree; the human body feels it like

planets that have been, are, and shall be; which means

an electricity; like fever; like temperature; when the body of

that the divine television of the future exists; not of one

flesh dies, its own calorie descends even more; provoking

sole world; but of all the worlds and suns; which the

putrefaction; the putrefaction’s temperature continues

Thinking Expansive Universe is composed of; behold the

descending; provoking dust; this demonstrates that every

divine cause of every Holy Scripture; the Holy Scriptures

life lives and has been born from a temperature; no one

that every planet has, are written eternities before the

avoids this divine law; even ice has temperature; for it also

planet is born; that is why the divine Final Judgment was

burns; in the celestial drawing, one can see some colored

announced to the planet Earth; it was written before the

discs; connected by solar lines to the solar corona; this

own violations provoked by the human spirit; the difference

means that every world is like a living creature; it has its

in time is abysmal; the divine Scriptures were created

umbilical cord; this cord collects all the scenes that took

before the Earth was a microscopic electrical sparklet;

place on the planet; since its birth to its own physical end;

knowing the divine Father in advance what is going to
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happen to a determined creature, He lets it act; He lets

Earth must render account of how their teachings

that spirit’s free will trial his/her own errors; to live them; to

influenced in the minds of my children; but…I see that the

experience them; to know them; for they are undoubtedly

truth is very sad; I see a painful future for them; I see a

teachings from the world of flesh; therefore, everything is

weeping and gnashing of teeth; I see that no leader places

justified from the divine point of eternity; which is the

a humble in his government; it was written that the humble

divine point of creation; the other points of view are of a

are the first in the Kingdom of Heavens; and they should

human conception; and they are, therefore, judged by what

also be so in the trials of life; I see that no leader uses the

is divine; for it came from the divine; and to the divine it

divine Lamb of God as a divine symbol; the only one who

returns; in the celestial drawing one can see a silvery

shall resurrect them in flesh; I see doctrines and parties

vessel, within a sun; it is receiving infinite solar fluids;

which are no trees of my creation; for they do not take into

which are magnetic forces in a living state; which means

account my divine Scriptures; knowing these demons that

that they are creations in a state of innocence; the divine

pleasing the Creator of life is first; therefore, the more

operations of these vessels have no limit; they go from sun

dominion one had among the brethren, the more rigorous

to sun; the Earth is just a little dust to the crew of these

is my divine law; the same goes for one whose intelligence

vessels; which is necessary to visit once in a while; for

received more instruction; many sin by ignorance; and they

these vessels traverse to colossal worlds; which are not of

are closer to innocence; all the leaders of the so-called

flesh; worlds which are terrifyingly immense; in which one

materialism shall be the first ones in being judged; no one

molecule is bigger than the own Earth; and that colossal

shall remain in their positions; all the governments shall be

world is microscopic in comparison with others; this

only one; the same one that my Holy Scriptures have

means that in the creation of Father Jehovah there is no

taught; every power shall be passed to the humble; for the

limit for anything; everything has what it should have; but

morality of a humble is worthier of faith; it is more divine in

nobody is greater than the Father; this is the most common

the Kingdom of Heavens; the Millennium of Peace is

error in those who govern the Earth; in order to govern

initiated with them; all the terrestrials of the future will be

others, one has to be the most humble as possible; for the

children; for in the philosophy of the children is the divine

spiritual responsibility is immense; every leader of the

Father Jehovah’s complacency; it has been demonstrated
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that through the centuries, the philosophy of the so-called

violate the own sex; woe betide those who knowing that

adults betrayed the divine Commandments in their most

there is a God, did not hesitate in mocking in their own

part; and what is worse, they transmitted this error to their

ways of living! They shall curse having been born; each

children; and these to their children; Adam and Eve were

pore, each microscopic cell, becomes big in the Kingdom

not the only ones; the human spirits were also the

of Heavens; for it is a living creature; and it accuses every

violators; they will not be able to say that they did not

spirit that scandalized it before the world; a sublime truth;

receive my divine light; What was the purpose of having

which will make millions of my children curse their own

martyrs? What was the purpose for my divine First-born

terrestrial parents; who if they had been more respectful of

Son to give his divine life? Everything was done in the

my divine law, they would have not had those habits;

Kingdom of Heavens; infinite divine plans come out of

which shall impede them to be resurrected into flesh in the

there; the divine light comes out of there; of every

year 2001; theirs is not my divine addition; and they do not

knowledge; of every doctrine; may each one harvest in

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; never have any rich nor

their conscience what he/she sowed as a spirit; knowing

scandalous beings entered the divine paradises; these

that every spirit is trialed since centuries before; to each

mundane creatures perpetuate themselves in microscopic

second in its living time; which means that to each

worlds of flesh; for their own ideas carry the divine pink

terrestrial time second, all the ideas are projected on the

scales; and in a magnetic form, their spirits are attracted to

divine solar screens; they travel through microscopic

the carnal matter; he who nurtured himself with one sole

dimensions; going through every matter; for the weaker

philosophy and did not put on display the rest of his

overcomes the bigger; and this is also known by the

virtues, makes his own future destiny have only one way

human creature since centuries before; the humble are the

out; to come back on his own footsteps; such spirit has no

first in arriving into my divine dwelling; and whatever

brightness in the Kingdom of Heavens; how different from

humbler than an idea? Which not even its own owner sees

those who having fulfilled the divine and honest work,

it? Such is its humility that it does not let itself be seen;

shine like a beautiful ruby in the Kingdom of Heavens; for

likewise should the human spirits be; and not scandalize

around the physical body a brightness of a gold color is

my divine Word with nakedness, damned fashions; which

formed; which corresponds to each idea with its respective
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action; which can be explained with the following divine

composition is as follows: A human thinking is an electrical

equation: Human Spirit = a living electricity with an

scintillation = a trino of three simultaneous impulses = a

expansive resonance = 318 vibrations by molecule of flesh

free will in Alpha action; a fact that reverberates in matter

= an idea emanated in free will = a waving line around its

and in the spirit = a determination materialized in

physical body.- this means that everything that the

microscopic sparks around the physical body; without

creature thinks and speaks remains recorded around him/

taking into account the time gone by, within the mind; and

her; this thinking starts from being a baby; for every baby

the time gone by out of it; which means a material time; in

also thinks in an unconsciously way; very similar to the

all this divine process unprecedented facts take place; it is

angels in the Kingdom of Heavens; this angelical thinking

an entire universe which moves; and all its integrative

that every creature had is not taken into account in the

beings are living creatures; which live their own spaces;

divine justice; what is taken into account is when the

their own times; their own philosophies; and they have the

creature starts to feel his/her own spiritual responsibility;

same destiny; this is, they return to the same place of the

this starts at the age of 12 ; starting from there, every

spirit; these creatures in their totality, form a human life; in

second lived is taken into account for the Final Judgment;

the Earth’s old times, it was represented by the Ark of

the guilt of a sinning spirit counts for the Final Judgment;

Covenants; for they have as a limit, the spiritual lines,

the guilt of a sinning spirit increments as he/she attains

which form the human body; these lines seen from a

more illustration; for responsibility gains in causes and

microscopic dimension, have the shape of a rectangular

beginnings; its own virtues nurture themselves as the spirit

ark; similar to the drawing; from this, the damned pharaoh

becomes more illustrated; this was also taught to man

gods got the inspiration; they created the yellow and black

since many centuries before; that man does not live on

lines in their damned clothes; they thought that good and

bread alone; he also lives on knowledge; a product of the

evil could be perpetuated together; the light with darkness;

effort of his own intelligence; every intelligence is also

but they were wrong; as the so-called rich of the world are

judged; for it is a living creature; composed of a trillion of

wrong too; whose philosophical seed was initiated with the

trillions of trillions of divine cherubs of knowledge; each

damned pharaohs.-

human intelligence is formed by divine covenants; whose

ALPHA AND OMEGA
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expanding itself; creating for him/herself his/her own
mental power; as one is born again the mental power turns
bigger; until one becomes a solar luminary; but perfection
does not stop there; the hierarchy continues even within

DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE SILVERY VESSELS; HOW

the own suns; nobody knows any limit concerning the

THEY ARE BUILT IN THE REMOTE SUNS; THE

future; they are the Father’s divine designs; one of the

SOLAR MIND TURNS FIRE INTO MATTER; THE
MECHANIC OF THE LIVING SUNS; THE SUNS
ALPHA AND OMEGA. - Nº 57.Yes little son; we shall continue with the vessels of
creation; these celestial machines are created in material
time; with powers that are fire; every silvery vessel has its
reason for being; their creators built them with infinite
aims; for their designers it is a spiritual glory to being able
to build these vessels; the mental power of the
macrocosm, is represented in colossal suns; every mind is
fire; the human mind is also a microscopic sun; the human
spirit also makes microscopic creations; what is up above
is the same as down below; the infinity is relative in its
creations; and within each relativity, there is also a
macrocosm; every dimension has the everything above
everything; each human thinking is an infinite dimension;
which is just starting; and it shall never stop from

most fascinating chapters in the perfection of the spirits, is
that in which once one has approached certain maturity,
he/she must know creatures from other worlds; from other
dwellings; the exploration of the universe is the Alpha and
Omega of every mystery; these exploration among worlds
has no limit; for the own creation does not have one; the
flying saucers explore the universe; for theirs is eternity;
their missions in space are infinite; they have obligations to
fulfill; as you have them; what is up above is the same as
down below; the divine law that says: Thou shalt earn thy
bread on the sweat of thy face is for the entire universe;
and it means that every knowledge costs; nothing is easy
and nothing is given with no merit; the greatest merit is to
overcome an obstacle; to overcome a difficulty; and while
the difficulty that was overcome was greater, greater is the
struggler in the Kingdom of Heavens; that is why the crew
of the silvery vessels are great in power; they can visit suns
and worlds; no distance is a problem to them; for they are
telepathic creatures; without moving from where they are,
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they communicate with any point of the universe; just as

there; just as it happens on Earth; what is up above is the

you communicate, little son; by revealing this to you, I

same as down below; the solar creatures are born with an

want to tell you that nobody has ever had nor shall have

infinite power; for their own inheritance is great in the

such glory; and all of it because you were humble above

Kingdom of Heavens; they are there and men are here; for

everything.-

many dwellings does the divine Father have; He has them
in every time, in all the dimensions and in all the
evolutions; the silvery vessels have a living beginning; just
as the living universe is; there is understanding between
matter and spirit; and this understanding is proportional to
the spiritual power of each solar luminary; the greater the
knowledge and purity, the greater power one has; for the
spirit as well as for matter; for both have got free will; and
both search for perfection in their own laws; each space
vessel is a product of divine covenants of cosmic forces;
they are living and one cannot create anything without their
loving participation; this harmony of creating by loving
agreement is symbolized in the Lamb of God; the entire
universe recognizes it; and every demon flees away from it;
for it has the divine fire of the divine Father Jehovah; just
with its presence the demons which swarm in the

Yes little son; this celestial drawing shows what takes

universes of the light are eliminated; the flying saucers are

place in the macrocosm; where the flying saucers come

solar hierarchies; humanity does not know them; for the

from; everything is living fire there; the human flesh does

first time the human knowledge shall know what takes

not exist; although they can produce it, in the blink of an

place in the Kingdom of Heavens; the divine Father does

eye; infinite creatures are born and develop themselves

not need your microscopic and limited aerial vehicles; He
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uses His own children’s minds; for telepathy is born and

immutability is in the Father; and it governs the universe;

develops in the mind; the mind has no limits; and so it is

this indifference has the illusion of life as a cause; the

that infinite children are at every instant, in infinite worlds,

surprise was created by the same ones who were called;

receiving divine instructions of their Eternal Father;

the oblivion and ungratefulness made those who requested

preparing the doctrines for each planetary dwelling; which

being the first on Earth go astray; what a difference if you

in a given instant shall be expanded on the face of those

had accepted with love and humility the divine Revelation;

worlds; your prophet is one of them; and his Doctrine shall

you would have avoided the weeping and gnashing of

reign forever and ever; It shall crush every philosophical

teeth; you would have been proclaimed before the world

tree which was not planted by the divine Father; all those

as blessed! That award was promised by your Creator in

creatures who requested to trial philosophies and

heaven; but, what award can I give you if you have

doctrines opposed to the divine morality; oblivious to the

despised Me? He who despises the Son, despises the

divine mandate; creators of doctrinarian darkness; who

Father Who has sent Him; and he who despises the Father,

only divide my children’s efforts; turning freedom into a

despises his own eternity; he despises his own entrance to

corrupted licentiousness; and it could not be otherwise;

the Kingdom of Heavens; you shall curse your parents;

that is where those who draw themselves away from the

your customs; your blindness; your illusion; you shall curse

Father’s morality always arrive into; the same thing

everything which led you to being indifferent to the call of

happens in all the worlds of imperfection; all those who

your Creator; the same thing for the children of the city of

saw the celestial scrolls, requested in the Kingdom of

Arica; a city of corruption and vice; was the divine Lamb

Heavens being the first to be called; so was it fulfilled; but,

not published in the newspaper? But, no one took the

no one gave any importance to what was promised in

trouble to search; it was written that he who searches shall

heavens; everyone with no exception despised the divine

find; all of you spirits who inhabit this corrupted city,

Revelation; everyone shall be known by the world; the own

requested in the Kingdom of Heavens the collective call;

studious and investigators shall find them; just as it has

and so was it fulfilled; you too despised the divine call;

happened in other Revelations; the divine justice of your

what do you understand skeptical spirits for the supreme

Creator is the same one that showed up in the past;

mandate? Was it not taught to you: Thou shalt adore thy
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God and Creator above everything? Even above your

according to your deeds; it was written that each one

illusions; the first and divine mandate has been

makes his own heaven; this Revelation, awaited for

consummated on you; you shall never forget in your

centuries and centuries, arrives to the world in the precise

spiritual eternity, the despise done to the Creator of life; on

moment that it must arrive; that is how you requested it,

a remote and microscopic planet of little monkeys called

human spirits; and that is how it is conceded to you; the

Earth; the world of illusion or materialistic world is

appearance of the Doctrine of the Lamb of God, shall

approaching its fall; for the time that was given to it was

provoke the weeping and gnashing of teeth; for that is how

relative and of trials; and every trial has got its end; if

you requested it too; everything that is requested in the

materialism falls, it is because it violated my divine

Kingdom of Heavens, everything is conceded; nothing is

Commandments; it constituted itself into a tree that the

impossible for the Creator of the universe; and I shall tell

divine Father did not plant; and it shall be pulled out from

you that it is not the first time that you are judged; it has

its roots; the fall of materialism, is the fall of the demon; it

taken place in other worlds; were you not taught that every

is the fall of the yoke that exploits my humble; and this

spirit is born again? If it is so, it should not call your

beast with many spying eyes shall be left with no

attention; if that happens, it is because you have forgotten

inheritance; no stone upon stone shall be left of it; and it

and neglected the laws of your Creator; when you come

shall be remembered by the future world of children as the

back to your senses, you shall do it with tears in your eyes;

trial that satan had in the past of the Earth; the trial that

illusion hides itself in the material comfort! For an instant of

put infinite spirits on trial; for everything is a living

violation, you miss eternity; it would have been better for

experience in the spirit’s own life; they wanted to know

you not to have ever known any wealth; for my

new experiences and it was conceded to them; but, no

Commandments do not mandate to become rich; they

one was abandoned to their own fate; I put the Holy

teach equality; communism in every right; if you had done

Scriptures at humanity’s reach; the divine Commandments;

it that way, be sure that that parable that says: With the

if you let yourselves be deluded by wealth, it is because

same rod you measure, you shall be measured, would not

that is how you wanted it; you all have free will; destiny

be applied on you; the Rod are the own Commandments;

was made by each one according to your intentions;

and it means that neither rich nor poor should have never
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existed on Earth; every one is the same before me; matter

request was the abuse of the laws of imperfection; this

and spirit; he who has more than what he should have,

abuse was born in the precise instant in which you built

must return it; for it does not correspond to him; it has

your hopes up on the so-called private property; the

never corresponded to him to have more than necessary;

private property is the maximum expression of the human

the own nature does not have laws which are more than

selfishness; the private property turns into dust, for not a

necessary; she is egalitarian to every one; the own silvery

single molecule of it you shall take to the other life; from

vessels do not represent having more or having less; their

dust you are and to dust you shall return; only the

divine crews have got the same rights above everything;

experience of a sensation remains; this experience is your

the everything is the own happiness which every

fruit; your salt of life; your future shall be born from it; for

individuality looks for; every spirit is born again searching

each one makes his own heaven; the silvery vessels are

for the everything; the Everything is the Father; for He is

the ones in charge of selecting your lives; without them

everywhere; and there is no everything which the Father is

you would have no eternity; you would have no heaven;

not in; every image is an everything to the image and

the series of ideas emanated throughout life, is the divine

resemblance of the Father; the divine rod is also an

addition; each existence has it; each birth gives place to a

everything; an everything of happiness and justice; it is in

fruit; a Parent or solar luminary is a joint of salts of life; he/

harmony with the universe; for any planetary little point

she is a pile of knowledge; which has nothing of private;

which undergoes a change or Final Judgment,

what is private perpetuates selfishness; and just one

reverberates in the rest of the everything; up above as well

second of selfishness, and one does not enter the

as down below; up above and down below are just a

Kingdom of Heavens; for each sensation of the spirit, has

microscopic little point to the Father; for being Him

got an umbilical cord which unites him/her to the sun

everywhere and in everything, He is also in the

Alpha; it unites him/her to the same point from which he/

microscopic everything; the divine rod came out of the

she came out of; and where he/she must return to; when

own human spirits; for they are the violators; and not the

one violates the law in even less than a second, the cord of

Father’s law; your imperfection was requested by your own

the sensation from which the spirit sinned, is cut; behold a

selves; and it was conceded to you; what you did not

new Revelation more; may it be cut, says my divine light;
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which means the distancing of the spirit from the Kingdom

infinite names; their letting themselves be seen has also

of Heavens; it means that one has to start all over again

got infinite purposes; for each world has Holy Scriptures,

what he/she started in evil; to return again to the world of

nobody is disinherited; you terrestrial children were taught

flesh; bringing a debt to be paid; one can deduct from this

to cultivate faith; faith moves mountains; he who believes

that the human body is entirely surrounded by umbilical

in the silvery vessels is a child who has faith; for he

cords; in such quantity as pores and sensations has and

believes without seeing; and do not forget that you are

feels your flesh and spirit; the flesh and the spirit are solar

trialed in your philosophies by the divine Father; every

fire or temperature transformed in one sole sensation; your

spirit is trialed in all its thinking; every thinking has got 318

body has an electricity that feels; it is a life which vibrates

virtues or living covenants; and among them is faith; one

in a waving or Omega form; it is a geometry which started

comes to the planetary life because one has faith in one’s

from the line and ends in a circle; I am the Alpha and

own progress; without faith, you would not know the Earth;

Omega said my divine Solar Son Christ; he meant: I am the

nor any world; you would not be born again; the flying

lineal beginning and the circular end; for every circle is first

saucers are a product of the faith of their solar creatures;

a line in the remote suns; every geometry is born along

for from their own spiritual progress, the power to create

with the planet; matter encloses in itself the spiritual

them was born; one becomes great in the Kingdom of

seeds; and the spirit the material seed; all of you have got

Heavens because one has faith; faith and humility are the

a microscopic nucleus; just as your planet which has its

keys of the Kingdom; whose divine symbol is the humble

axle; there is an equilibrium between matter and spirit; the

Lamb of God; that is why all the philosophies of the Earth

birth of this equilibrium has not been seen by any creature;

disappear; for they do not teach humility; they constitute

one has to go back and be born again; the birth of the

themselves in the trees that the divine Father did not plant;

Earth and all the planets of the universe is done and

and they shall be pulled out from their roots from the

controlled by the silvery vessels; which you call flying

human evolution; the trees are the living philosophies; the

saucers; just as you have seen them, they are also seen

customs and expressions that were cultivated in life; all the

and observed by creatures of infinite worlds; of all the

human beings should ask themselves: my customs and

evolutions that you can imagine; they receive therefore

expressions, did they take as a model the morality of the
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divine Commandments, as it was mandated? If the answer

the year of the resurrection of every flesh; a divine process

is yes, you can enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the contrary

that shall amaze the materialistic world; what they never

is that you will not enter; this question shall cause a

believed, they will be requesting with tears in their eyes;

weeping and gnashing of teeth in almost the entire

that is why through the centuries, my Scriptures have

humanity; many because they ate flesh throughout their

taught to cultivate faith; so to avoid the greatest shame in

lives; was it not taught thou shalt not kill? The flesh that

your existence; many have casted the first stone of

you have eaten is the flesh of my children; to the divine

negation in public; so shall they cry out their repentance in

Father there are no animals; everyone is my children; I

public, too; for that is how they requested it in the

despise no one; all the children that you call animals, and

Kingdom of Heavens; and so was it conceded to them;

which you have eaten, are waiting for you in the Kingdom

such were their requests of trial; every spirit is trialed in life

of Heavens; their spirits claim for justice; and since they

for that is how it requested it; when she/he chose the kind

were humble and despised on Earth, they are great in the

of life; for one is born again through all eternity; each birth

Kingdom; the divine Father listens to them first; that is

is a request; and every request is a birth; no one is born

being first; the divine Father puts at their disposition, the

alone; no one mandates him/herself; you are from spirit

entire universe; for nothing has a limit in their divine

and matter; and you shall be so until you advance to new

preferences; the flying saucers know that a divine

living philosophies; one is born again and experiences a

judgment is awaiting you; and it is not the first time they

new individuality; a new dawn for the spirit; a new request

know; they know the planetary histories of infinite worlds;

in order to gain more experience within the eternal life; the

for they have been observing them way before the present

existences are like courses initiated by your spirits; within

suns were born; it is no news for them; many terrestrials

eternity; each life has quality and quantity of acts; for the

think that they come to visit them as if they were the only

worlds are not alike; they are as different as different are

planet in space; such a profound error proper of

the individualities in the creatures; what is gigantic is the

imperfection; no one is unique but the Father Who has

same as what is small; worlds and creatures are relative

created everything; the silvery vessels shall land on the

and living within their own laws; the flying saucers also

Earth in the year 2001; an unforgettable date for humanity;

have solar individuality; just as you have them; what is up
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above is the same as down below; whether one has so

everyone must be equal; they unify them; they teach that

much greatness and power, one is always very little; only

the humble are first; that only them should have govern the

the Father is infinite; since there are living causes, the

world; and if it did not happen that way, it is because my

eternal search is the divine origin of the Father; it is the

divine teachings were not practiced; the culprits must pay

eternal search of the universe; the divine Father does not

for it; and they have a very little time left; the flying saucers

let Himself be seen, for He prefers to live in the invisible;

are vehicles which have a lot to do with the divine justice;

He has a divine free will just as you have it; everything that

for they had to do with the creation of the Earth; they

you have got, the Father has it in an infinite degree; infinity

guided the Earth when it was a baby-planet; when it was a

confuses the microscopic beings; for their imperfect

sparklet which came out of the sun Alpha; these vessels

sciences cannot penetrate it; that is what happens to the

are the same ones which intervened in the judgment of

human gender; which think they know it all, and they know

Sodom and Gomorrah; the corrupted cities of the old

nothing; they neither know their past nor their origin; they

world; all the same and once more they shall be present in

just know that they have to die; the human knowledge is

the year 2001; the year of the resurrection of the flesh;

also mortal as its creators; it shall disappear from the

their appearance in the world shall cause terror and

evolution to give way to another knowledge; it is relative

wonder; before their presence, the human little monkey

with a Final Judgment; the explanation of its cause is in the

who thought of himself as knowing everything, shall be full

living Word of God; for only God Who is its creator, knows

of shame; and more shameful shall be those who negated

the beginning and the end of things; and He makes

the existence of these vessels; knowing that there is

everything known by Doctrines; which come out of His

everything in the Father’s flock; the Father’s flock is the

living Word; for living creatures; the Doctrines that the

universe; the infinity; what is known and unknown; where

Creator gave the world, were not given in order to create

these vessels come from; the children who crew these

the so-called religions; for the Word of God does not divide

vessels, read every mind; and so it is that they shall know

the flock; only satan divides himself; religions have to

who negated them on Earth; they are accustomed to being

render account for dividing the faith of a world; no right

treated in infinite forms; besides, they also went through

assists them; my divine Commandments teach that

skepticism; when they were very little; when they were little
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monkeys of flesh; just as you terrestrial children are; what
is up above is the same as down below; the terrestrial
science is a science which is being trialed; for every spirit
is trialed; for that is how the spirits requested it; and that is
how it was conceded to them; the terrestrial science is
also judged by the Science of the Lamb of God; it only
lasts while its time lasts; for every time has also got its
time; it has its beginning and its end; the terrestrial science
shall be known as the Alpha science; the Omega Science
follows it; for it is the beginning of the human life;
everything has a beginning; only the Father has no
beginning; and He is the creator of every beginning; every
time is living; it requests trials in its own laws; just as the
human spirit requests them; and every time returns to the
Father; it returns to the place where the divine covenant
was made; every beginning has got covenants between
matter and spirit; no one gives himself orders; that is why
there are final judgments on infinite planets; for that is how
their creatures requested them in the Kingdom of Heavens;
what is not in one world, it is so in the other; and so on up
to where the mind can imagine; nothing has a limit in the
Father.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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Chapter 9

DIVINE ORIGIN OF
THE TERRESTRIAL
GEOMETRY

ALPHA AND OMEGA

microscopic sparklet in very remote times; from this
sparklet remains the central fire which the Earth has; this
sparklet was born from the loving conversation between
the suns Alpha and Omega; for there is love up above and

DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE TERRESTRIAL

down below; up above in the macrocosm and down below

GEOMETRY; HOW THE EARTH WAS PROJECTED

in the microcosm; the suns up above and the planets dust

IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS; ONE HAS TO BE
VERY LITTLE AND HUMBLE TO BECOME GREAT
IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS. - Nº 58.Yes little son; I shall explain to you what no mortal knows;
the origin of his own planetary dwelling; everything took
place in the suns Alpha and Omega; and what took place,
had been happening, and still takes place; and it is taking
place in infinite solar luminaries; and it shall happen
through all eternity; my Thinking Expansive Universe
comes out of fire; you are fire turned into matter; the fire as
your microscopic ideas, has got evolutional attribute and
quality; being yourselves a product of the solar fire, so are
your ideas; and your galactic seed multiplies worlds which
came out of fire; for every inheritance is multiplied like the
molehills of a desert; in the attribute and quality is your
world of flesh; a world which being infinite, is unknown to
the rest of the universe; the Earth which you inhabit was a

down below; what is up above was also what is down
below; the solar luminaries were also very little and
humble; to become great in power, in the Kingdom of
Heavens; matter and spirit had the same beginning; and
this beginning is eternal; it does not stop from being
produced; not even an instant within all the living times of
the universe; attribute and quality are infinite; that is why
there is a variety of worlds and creatures, who have no
end; the own Earth has got twins; whose number is like the
number of molehills contained in a dessert; and this
resemblance is for all eternity; the attribute goes on; the
quality transforms itself; behold a Revelation which shall fill
the human knowledge with wonder; the primitive sparklet
which the Earth is from, continued growing; going through
all the imaginable geometrical forms; the past of the Earth,
was not known by men; there were creatures of fire; they
were gigantic; they existed before Adam and Eve; one of
the first couples that the human gender had; many discuss
about this; they should not forget that every spirit is trialed
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in all its existence; the explanation of Adam and Eve is not
complete; for you are precisely trialed, starting from your
own origin; this is not a whim of the Trinity; you requested
it that way; and so was it conceded to you; you requested
an oblivion of your past in your being born again; even the
own Doctrine of the Lamb of God was requested by you;
and it was conceded to you; everything is requested in the
Kingdom of Heavens; even what is incomprehensible to
you; every sensation which was unknown to your spirit was
requested by you; all your thinking, and the way of being of
your individuality; each gesture that you have made in your
life, is also written in the Kingdom; yes little son; I know
you are sad; your brother Fernando continues with insolent
answers; his humility is being absorbed by what is
mundane; it was always that way; he has more care for his
human aunt than for the Father’s emissaries; he forgets
that what is of the Father is above everything; due to his
blindness, I shall take him out of the mission; and he
missed once more entering the Kingdom of Heavens; he
requested in the Kingdom that his spiritual error be
published; and the divine Father concedes such desire to
him; one should never request missions which are superior
to one’s own capacity; it is what happened to this child of
the world.-

Yes little son; this drawing explains the origin of the Earth;
but, it does not explain everything; for the time gone by in
the past of the Earth, escapes the human calculation; there
have been so many centuries as molecules the planet has;
this is because time is expansive starting from the most
microscopic; the Earth was born from the invisible to the
visible; from the celestial time to the material time; and its
appearance into the visible, was less than the head of a
pin; and it has gone through infinite sizes; and its forms on
its surface all the same; the present ball which is the Earth,
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is a product of what is microscopic; even matter fulfills the

there; for their creatures have lived more; and know more;

law contained in my parables; one has to be very little and

and their power is greater; power in the Kingdom of

humble to become great in the Kingdom of Heavens; he

Heavens is creative, and not destructive as it occurs on

who is not born humble, does not reach the Father; the

Earth; no destructive spirit enters the Kingdom; every

Earth has consumed three quarters of the totality of its

destructive being divides himself; his own virtues abandon

existence; and this corresponds to the life of trials

him, when the divine instant of the divine justice arrives;

requested by all the thinking spirits; all the generations of

just as they have abandoned satan; it was written: Only

all the epochs, requested this form of life; no form of life is

satan divides himself; this parable is for the rock of human

unique before the Father; for the forms of life in the

selfishness; for the so-called Catholic Church; for by

creation of the Father have no limit; they are like the

trading my divine Word, they have divided the faith of

molehills contained in a desert; the terrestrial sparklet

humanity; being there only one God; the real church is not

which came out of the suns Alpha and Omega, traversed

of this world; and the so-called religions are unknown in

infinite heavens; it was guided by the silvery vessels; and

the Kingdom of Heavens; from the same instant in which

among with it there were infinite others; for every

my mandate is violated and in the most microscopic way,

beginning of creation in the Father, does not refer to just

such entity comes to be a tree which was not planted by

one world; it refers to infinite worlds; worlds that are still

the Father; and every philosophical tree which does not

coming out of infinite solar couples; the sparklet still keeps

fulfill my divine morality, shall be pulled out from its roots in

fire; and its creatures electricity in their bodies; everything

the human evolution; anticipating the future fall of the so-

is electrical in the living universe of the Father; and every

called church, the First-born Son called it rock; because of

fire has got attribute and quality; and it manifests itself in a

its spiritual hardness; every rock turns into dust; every

constant transformation; this constant transformation has

selfishness perishes; it is trialed; the Earth will enter an

a time; afterwards comes the eternal flesh; or resurrection

unknown spiritual epoch; just as it should have been from

of every flesh; the resurrection of every flesh is the normal

the beginning; this epoch is the Millennium of Peace; and

life of the spirits; for death is unknown in the Kingdom of

its work is thank to the humble of the world; for it was

Heavens; everything is eternal there; the living merit reigns

written that they are the first; capitalism shall never give
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peace to the world; for the ambitious satan divides; Just a

that is why every religion passes; and the work remains;

Common Unity and with a New Morality, shall give Peace

and it could not be otherwise; the Creator of the Universe

to the World; this peace shall be led by the Lamb of God;

is the First Worker; for He has created everything; including

as it was written many centuries before; the morality of the

work; if it costs you, likewise to the Creator; what is up

so-called religious, is an immorality in the Kingdom of

above is the same as down below; if it did not cost your

Heavens; and none of them shall enter the Kingdom; for it

Creator, it would have no merit; what happens is that I am

is more likely for a humble or ignorant to enter, than an

infinite and you are limited; to enter the Kingdom of

illustrated religious being; the more illustration a creature

Heavens, it is only demanded from you what you promised

has, the heavier is the stone that he casts in his

to fulfill in life yourselves; everything is a living promise;

philosophy; and there is no greater stone than the one that

and there is no promise which does not have some merit;

is said to represent the Father; the vatican sect shall have

which does not have some result; in the Kingdom only

to respond for the millions of wretched people who have

work is recognized; for everyone imitates the Creator;

believed her word; whose greater merit is the material

religions are unknown; the religious spirits requested the

adoration; verily I say unto you that no one who has

religious trial; and it was conceded to them; they

adored me without the merit of work as it was mandated,

requested to be trialed in such philosophy; for every spirit

enters the Kingdom of Heavens; the material adoration has

is trialed in life; they were trialed as humanity was trialed;

a microscopic score in your addition; humility and joy have

they have nothing of being special; on the contrary, the

got the greatest score; followed by work; and he who

religious beings are the first ones in being judged; for that

stopped practicing it one second or less than a second,

is how they requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens; and

does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it was written:

so shall it be; such request rested in the spiritual thinking

Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face; and

that what is of the Father is first; He is above everything;

this mandate is the greatest; its divine hierarchy goes back

and those who speak in the worlds on behalf of His divine

to eternities before the present universes were born; it is

Name, have got the right to be the first; the first in being

infinitely way before the Earth was born; it is before your

judged; it is a universal law; but, I tell you religious spirits,

trials of life existed; before I gave you the Commandments;

that it would have been better for you not to have
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requested such trial; if you have violated my divine law; for

flock, saves the flock; yes little son; I know that you see in

you shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; no one who

your mind and in cosmic colors the weeping and gnashing

divides my flock enters; just like satan who divided

of teeth of humanity; you see what no one else can see;

multitudes of angels in the Kingdom; this Revelation shall

every First-born sees first; for he is precisely first; you are

shudder your selfish rock; for he who does it pays for it;

First-born in Universal Telepathy; for from any point of the

that is how it is written in the solar books; and in all the

universe, your divine Father tells you the marvels of

Scriptures of the Universe; up above as well as down

creation; I know you see the worlds in every instant of your

below; your christian world shall be shuddered; those who

existence; every power starts from the microscopic; from

have followed you shall have a weeping and gnashing of

the invisible; until it becomes visible; this is to mandate

teeth; curse shall be upon you; from up above as well as

over the elements of nature; So it is divine Father Jehovah;

from down below; for the spirits of the celestial world, are

by your infinite grace, I see that everything is living;

waiting for the Earth to be freed; they await as the humble

everything is fire of colors; and everything expresses itself;

at heart do; reality is seen in the celestial world; a reality

Yes little son; for the Father Jehovah is the Eternal Fire; the

which you are far from suspecting; for you are blind of the

One Who holds the magnetism of the worlds; everything

laws of the spirits; you are mundane in your beliefs;

comes out of fire and everything returns to fire; everything

because of you demons of the exploitation of the faith, this

comes out of the Father and everything returns to the

humanity does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for their

Father; there is nothing that does not come out of Him; the

seconds of life have gone by in violation; just one

own geometry with which the Earth was created, came out

microscopic instant of violation is enough to not to enter

of Him; what is beyond the Father, is an attribute of the

the Kingdom; this is because all the human spirits

Father’s free will; for being Him infinite, the Father is before

requested to fulfill the most sublime morality in their

the Father and after the Father; the Father chooses every

existences; and it was conceded to them; therefore, your

past; for every instant, being it past or not, He turns it into

Creator, collects what corresponds to Him; there is nothing

present; He creates worlds from the own nothingness; and

extra; on the contrary, I give hope to the repentant; the

their creatures do not even notice it; it is as if they were

door of repentance is open to everyone; the Creator of the

living from eternities before; and they have their planetary
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history; they are the instantaneous creations of the Father;

to you; you have made other requests; for one is born

one of His infinite forms of creating; for nothing has a limit

microscopic, very little and humble, to become great in the

in the Father; the Earth’s geometry came out of the living

Kingdom of Heavens; you were microbes of the own dust;

Word of the Father; His divine Words were: Let there be

and you went through infinite existences in the worlds of

light and light was done; it means that with this mandate,

dust; he who denies this law, denies his own experience of

an entire process started; a process which still continues;

the past; and what he has denied shall be taken away from

and shall continue through all eternity; this process is the

him; for the knowledge that has been learnt, has free will;

Thinking Expansive Universe; a universe which comes out

for the inheritance is the same for everyone; every denial is

of yourselves; for no one is disinherited; everyone has the

weighed and judged in the Kingdom; and all of them praise

creative power of the Father; even in a microscopic way;

the Father; for every negation is a trial for knowledge; for

no one is born with knowledge; everything is achieved with

every spirit is trialed; everyone requests it; matter and

struggle; starting from the most primitive; for everyone

spirit; no one is disinherited; the Earth shall know its own

wants to know everything; in the Kingdom of Heavens,

origin; and this origin shall remain until its own

everyone requests experiences out of the Kingdom;

consummation; no wise man or researcher has been able

experiences which they do not know; if they were known,

to find the law; for no one searched in my Word; he who

they would stop from being called experiences; everyone

searches shall find; knowing that first is the knowledge of

knows in the Kingdom, that the Father is pleased with

the Father; Were you not taught like the rest of humanity

knowledge; from His divine knowledge came out

that the Father’s science is above everything? You certainly

everything that exists; and everyone plans the best for

know it? But you do not make the effort of searching for

themselves; everyone wants the best being born again, on

Me; I verily say unto you wise men of the world, that none

remote planets; everyone wants to return triumphantly to

of you shall enter the Kingdom; you requested the

the Kingdom; for everyone has seen the Father; and he

investigation of many worlds, and it was conceded to you;

who sees the Father gets transformed for all eternity; and

what you did not ask was the ungratefulness towards the

you human spirits, requested to pass through the

Father; you shall be given what you deserve; for every

experience of little monkeys of flesh; and it was conceded

effort for others is awarded; but, you shall not enter the
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Kingdom of Heavens; for it is more likely for a humble

cultivated humility, every spirit is respected in the

ignorant to enter than a wise man of a world; who having

Kingdom; yes little son; I know by your mood what you are

education and preparation, was ungrateful with his

going through; I know that the cause is due to the form in

Creator; so it is and so shall it be until the end of this

which the newspaper Ultimas Noticias, published the

world; such justice was requested by you in the Kingdom;

divine Revelation; they are materialistic spirits who

and it was conceded to you; this law of justice is for every

requested publishing the truth with humility and respect;

educated being of the Earth; for no one enters the

they did the opposite; for in that content there is doubt,

Kingdom of the Blessed; your Earth shall undergo a

mockery and falseness; one should never put quotations

weeping and gnashing of teeth; in which the easy-attitude

marks in what refers to the Father; quotation marks are

and voluntary ignoramus shall suffer the most; the

proper to materialism; and all those who use these

mundane who never overcame themselves; the demons of

quotation marks of skepticism, do not enter the Kingdom

the scandalous fashions; those who showed their naked

of Heavens; the Father teaches in His Scriptures, to

bodies to the world; those who practiced gambling;

cultivate faith; not skepticism; I know little son, that in your

avoiding work as they were taught; those who persecute

divine free will, you never liked to take my Word to the

my children, for they do not like the color of their skin;

hideout of the right; by the right is the anti-Christ; the own

likewise these demons of discrimination, shall be

form and style with which they made the publication,

persecuted in remote worlds; the little pores of every skin;

demonstrates that they are so; they are creatures who are

being microscopic, are big in size in the Kingdom of

just interested in a comfortable present; they cling to gold;

Heavens; and they accuse before the Creator of life those

for they find comfort in gold; they know nothing about

who persecuted them on a remote planet called Earth; in

philosophy; they have never searched for Me; they

the Kingdom of Heavens, everything is transformed; what

requested a spiritual trial, superior to their own knowledge;

is microscopic becomes giant; and what is giant becomes

and they fell; they would be saved if they had had a little

microscopic; all those who exalted themselves in the

bit of humility and respect for the Eternal’s things; their

worlds, belittle themselves in heavens; that is why every

names shall be known in all the languages; for that is how

Scripture teaches above everything, to be humble; with a

they requested it in the Kingdom; they themselves
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requested such justice in case they fell; may the world

you; you dedicate the best pages and in beautiful colors

judge them; according to the divine mandate; Did these

for the things of the world; for commerce; and why did you

skeptical beings not know then that my divine mandate

not do the same for what is of the Father? Or you are

says: Thou shalt worship thy Lord above everything? If the

creatures with no God? If it is so, darkness is of you; you

divine mandate says so, why did they not publish my

forget that the truth comes by surprise; as the surprise

Revelation immediately? Is the Creator of their lives not

produced by a night burglar; you forget that the Father

above everything? Why did the Creator of the universe

uses the humble; for every humble has no major interests;

have to wait? I verily say unto you blind spirits, that you

one cannot serve two masters; either one serves the

shall wait eternities likewise, requesting to enter the

Father disinterestedly or one serves the world; your

Kingdom of Heavens; arrogance came out of you; not of

publication shall shudder those who serve the world; for it

the Father; and so shall it be for all those who having seen

has happened infinite times; every spirit is trialed; they

with their own eyes, the birth of the Revelation did not say

requested the trials; what they did not request was to

anything; they gave nobody the News of the Lord; knowing

relegate the Father to a second place; yes little son; I know

that my divine Word says: he who has a mouth speak; he

you are seeing the weeping and gnashing of teeth of these

who has eyes see; he who has ears hear; which means

creatures; and you see the entire humanity; they were blind

that of all the knowledge that man gets to know, the

up to the last instant; before the Revelation; they lived

knowledge of the Father is first; were you not taught above

materialized and deluded up to the last instant; there

everything? The most minimal suspension is weighed in

cannot be greater arrogance; you yourselves contribute for

the Kingdom; and every suspension regarding to what is of

the surprise to be bitter; it is your spiritual hardness which

the Father, has got an infinite importance for every spirit;

will provoke weeping on you; it is your rock of human

for the Father is first up above as well as down below; you

selfishness; it was taught that one should be humble, and

spirits who requested to be journalists, and did not know

you have done the opposite; every humble shall not feel

how to be one, shall have to add up all the seconds gone

any kind of fear; and every selfish and proud being, shall

by from the same instant in which you put an ad of the

tremble; I verily say unto you generation of skeptical

Father in your newspaper; until repentance comes out of

beings, that if you had followed the morality taught by my
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Commandments, this world would not have the need of a

betide those critics who dared to cast the first stone of

Final Judgment; the judgment was created by you; the

their criticism, without knowing by heart the content of my

Doctrine of the Lamb of God, shall teach you all the

Scriptures; for no mundane critic shall enter the Kingdom

knowledge of the universe; for no one is born knowing;

of God; the only critic in the Kingdom of Heavens, is that

everything is learned; even the geniuses learn; and every

who defends my humble; and there is no other one; for

genius is a product of the learning done in other worlds; for

every living humility, defends him/her who defended it;

the law that says: Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat

because of the mundane criticism which does not defend

of thy face, is fulfilled in all the worlds; I know little son that

what is of God, millions and millions of beings shall not

your brother Salazar offers you with interest; he who wants

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the term to cast the first

to give, should give with no interest; he has done with you

stone was a warning to every critic of humanity; to criticize

something which should have never been done; one

is a spiritual responsibility; every criticism is exposed to

should never offer something in the presence of others; if

becoming a slander; many times you criticize one who

in that something one is charging the charity being made; I

does not deserve it; only the Father knows who should be

know little son as you know it, that a self-interested helper

criticized in this humanity; and for your knowledge, those

cannot continue in the mission; and so shall it be; the Earth

who are going to be criticized shall be the big ones of this

little son shall receive with surprise and astonishment, the

world; for no one should have exalted oneself; no one

Doctrine of the Lamb of God; a surprise and astonishment

should have been more than another; for everyone is equal

that the own humanity requested in the Kingdom of

before God; my laws are common to everyone; and

Heavens; all the skeptical beings will receive it with

everyone should be like my laws; the so-called terrestrial

criticism; which was expected from them; but, every critic

communism is the philosophy which is closer to the

shall be ashamed; for before becoming a critic, one should

morality of my Commandments; for it has work as a basis;

first know his own origin; and if one does not know, one

and not exploitation; every philosophy contains an

should be humble; man does not know the future; and his

intention; and among all the philosophies your Creator

own ideas can ridicule him in a given instant; before

chooses the one whose intention gets closer to my divine

becoming a critic, one should be one’s own critic first; woe

Commandments; the morality of the so-called capitalism is
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very far from it; the term exploitation should not be known

new Doctrine, there is no human force that can stop it; for

in this world; and because of capitalism it is known; and

all the elements of nature get ready for it; including the

there is no major scandal among the philosophies; the

human thinking; for matter and spirit belong to the

terrestrial communism shall recognize the Eternal Father;

everything above everything; they are supportive; just as it

the Universal Trinity; for every Doctrine that comes from

was mandated to the human creatures; to live like brothers

the Father, transforms every mind; transforms the worlds;

represents the same covenants of the elements; my entire

just as it transformed in the past; in the Mosaic era,

living universe is a living unity; even if your eyes see

Christian era, and now in the era of the Lamb of God; the

capitalism; every movement in nature was requested by

Truth comes out of a humble; just as it was in the past; for

the cherubs of all the elements; for the living matter has a

the humble are first; the Science of the Lamb of God is not

free will just as you have it; Were you not taught that no

of this world; it does not belong to your universities; just as

one is disinherited? That no one represents the infinite in

the content of my Scriptures; let the critics of this world

the Father; Who is almighty; were you not taught that He is

take it into account; who know nothing of the laws of the

infinite? The christian world talks about the Father, just as

macrocosm; who know nothing of the Kingdom of

they were taught; but, they do not think about it; they do

Heavens; they have to learn everything; how things were

not deepen into Me; they do not search for Me; they are

done; how the Earth was created; and how they were

false christians; they are christians by mouth; no false

created; the mundane criticism is scarce in humility; and

prophet of my Word shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

for the same reason no critic enters the Kingdom; if you do

the illusion created by materialism creates in the minds a

not know how to interpret the celestial drawings, study the

false concept of eternity; capitalism is the originator for

content; that one knows the tree by its fruit; it means: the

humanity not to enter the Kingdom; for the attribute and

content of a Doctrine; the intellectuality it encloses; and its

quality in all the ideas of the existence, fell into falseness;

relationship to the Scriptures; among all the intellectual

into the ephemeral; which draws them closer to their own

fruits, what is of the Scriptures is the supreme one; for it is

darkness; for they executed them by free will; therefore,

the fruit which came out of the Father; and it judges all the

this humanity does not enter the Kingdom, because of

rest; this means that when the Creator intends to expand a

their life system; a philosophy requested by the own
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spirits; they requested to be trialed in them; they promised
to defeat the demon; but, they fell; the own immoralities
that you witness in the world, tell you; your Creator does
not award the immoral worlds; but, from immorality He
takes out a new morality; from darkness He takes out light;
this means that the Creator does not need to destroy His
work; being capable of doing it; transforming the worlds is
a divine right which belongs to your Creator’s free will; the
ways of doing it are infinite; for nothing has a limit in the
Father; you are going to witness the transformation of your
world; a transformation which has never been seen; and
such transformation shall come out of yourselves; for all of
you have got a soul; even the most skeptical; nobody
wants condemnation; even the proudest shall feel that their
rock of selfishness, burst in pieces; the living Word of the
Father transforms everything; just as His purifying fire
judges the demons of the macrocosm; where the creatures
have such power that it would fill the human creature with
dread.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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Chapter 10

DIVINE ORIGIN OF
TIME

ALPHA AND OMEGA

each other through all eternity; matter and spirit express
themselves in infinite forms; they are equal and unequal;
each form of life creates its own eternity; it is enough for
their creatures to think, and they are creating their own

DIVINE ORIGIN OF TIME; A DIVINE COVENANT

future; each one is as expansive as the own universe; what

WITH THE HUMAN SPIRIT; CELESTIAL TIME;

is up above is the same as down below; given that all my

TERRESTRIAL TIME; SPIRITUAL TIME;
GALACTIC TIME; TIME OF THE LIGHT; TIME OF
DARKNESS.- Nº 59.Yes little son; I shall explain the living time to you; all the
times of the worlds come out of the celestial time; every
time is a living mandate; it is a covenant between the
divine cherubs of time and the spirits; which lives in its
own time; every time has its beginning and its end;
according to the time given to time; every time is relative to
its own evolution; it is born along with nature; every
thinking of nature has got its time within the own time;
there is an exterior time or present time and interior time or
spiritual time; each time has its own free will; and they are
unilateral and harmonious; the universal equilibrium is in
them; the free will of the universe has in itself the
equilibrium of every planetary life; it is an independence of
the own expansion of the universe; the covenants succeed

creatures think; the beginning of eternity is the same; up
above as well as down below; each one makes his own
heaven; each one creates his own physical body;
everything depends on the knowledge accumulated in life;
every knowledge attained by the creature is known in the
Kingdom of Heavens as the Salt of Life; and every salt of
life includes the future time of the future world in which the
creature is going to live; everything follows an unalterable
order; whichever the acts of the creature may be; the order
is created by the same creature; the intention which is
present in all his acts, is the one that governs his justice;
the Eternal Father is in every intention; for He is
everywhere; in the visible and in the invisible; and being in
the visible, He does not let Himself be seen; for He has a
divine free will; just as His children have; what is up above
is the same as down below; up above the heaven and
down below the world; what is up above contains what
down below has; but, up above and down below are
relative; for their creatures are born again; and by being
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born again, they bring new concepts of the universe; each

one has to be very little and humble to become great in the

being born again is the spirit’s reincarnation; it is a

Kingdom of Heavens; this is to be born in the worlds of the

covenant of its own virtues; to reincarnate and being born

macrocosm.-

again is the same thing; a law can be expressed in infinite
forms or different forms; and it is the same law; nobody
should not negate anything; for everything exists in the
Father; denying what is the Father’s attribute is denying
one’s own Creator; everyone was born to imitate the
Father; not for denying Him; what is not explained in one
world, is explained in another; what one does not know in
a planetary dwelling yet, it is known in another; for every
spirit is born again; he/she passes from world to world
acquiring new knowledge; he/she tries infinite salts of life;
for knowledge is infinite; every knowledge draws the
creature closer to his Creator; for I am in every knowledge;
in the known and unknown ones; Were you not taught that
your living God is everywhere? The fact that you do not
see Me does not mean that I am not with you; this physical

Yes little son; this celestial drawing as well as the others,

absence of your Creator, was requested by your own

were requested by you in the Kingdom of Heavens; for

selves; and it was conceded to you; what for you seems an

each desire and each act are written in the solar books;

eternity, for the Father is just an instant; you are

each human spirit requested it that way; and so was it

microscopic among the colossal worlds of creation; that is

conceded to them; the celestial drawings are divine

why it was written that from dust you are and to dust you

Scriptures; for every drawing in the Kingdom of Heavens is

shall return; for as you are born, you are passing from one

living understanding and knowledge; the celestial drawings

microscopic world to another microscopic world; for first

talk to the solar parents; for everything exists in the
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Kingdom; just as you talk to everything that surrounds you;

spirit are the same before God; they have the same rights;

time also talks in the Kingdom; its form contains all the

nobody is less before the Father; it is an equality which is

noise silenced; it is a philosophy of wait; for every time has

within the own and respective laws; the living creation of

got its end; the end of each time is relative; for each

the Father has an infinite variety; and one sole justice; one

individuality requested a time for his/her own existence;

is born in such quantity, as the own mind can imagine; and

therefore, each spirit renders account on how they used

justice is the same; whichever the acts done in each

the spiritual time; time is born along with the spirit; both

existence may be; in each existence one can enjoy one

are covenants in their respective philosophies; the material

time; which is not the same; for the salt of life is not the

time is also a living philosophy; it is born for every material

same; in each existence one learns something different;

act to be executed; each of the 318 virtues of the human

and that something as microscopic it may be, is sufficient

thinking, requested covenants with the material and

to make the future time that the creature will enjoy, vary;

spiritual time; they are two free wills within the spirit’s free

therefore, your acts are the ones that create your own time;

will; time attends each spirit separately in the Kingdom of

and not only time, but your entire future destiny; that is

Heavens; and each virtue does it likewise; the free will is

why it was written: Each one makes his own heaven; for

the most sacred thing that the spirit has; every human

even the microscopic molecules which you shall find in the

philosophy that does not recognize or violates the destiny

future world, are a result of your acts of the past existence;

of every free will, shall not remain in the human evolution;

if your acts and thoughts were clean, your destiny shall be

such is the philosophy of capitalism; based on a material

a paradise-world; and if your acts and thoughts were dirty,

power, which is unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; in

be sure that your future dwelling shall be a hell-world; this

the Kingdom there is not even the most microscopic power

explanation corresponds to the parable that says: An eye

of ambition; no darkness of any planet is known; every

for an eye and a tooth for a tooth; for in each act

philosophy has got its time; and just as the idea, it has

microscopic thinking beings come into play; and they are

attribute and quality in its free will; all the times come out

so microscopic that for them the body of flesh is like a

of the Kingdom; for everything is created there; times have

colossal Galaxy, and your spirit, an infinite sun; and they

also got innocence; just as the spirit has it; for matter and

also have their times; just as the human creature has them;
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for them what is up above is the same as down below; for

which was promised to you, it was also promised to your

them the material time represents a time of the

virtues; for everyone has got the same rights; nobody is

macrocosm; just as the infinite presents itself to the eyes

less before the Eternal; the times, when they find it

of the human spirit; this Revelation is the supreme one; for

convenient in their free wills, accompany the spirits

it explains the Alpha and Omega of Father Jehovah’s living

through many existences; they are also born again; they

creation; the only one that exists and shall exist; and which

also go through infinite planetary dwellings; they also want

contains all the universes that the mind can imagine;

to get closer and closer to the Creator; they search for

everything that one thinks about is transformed into

knowledge; they search for the salt of life; in their

material universes; nothing is wasted in energy in the

respective philosophies; the times are magnetic forces in

Father’s creation; being His universe the supreme law of

their physical incarnation; and virtues in their spiritual

every economy; and as such, the economy of the times

eternity; their beginnings were the same as what the

also exists; whose law shall provoke a weeping and

human spirits had; they were born in a state of solar

gnashing of teeth in the humanity; for just one second of

innocence; this beginning of the times goes back to

time or less in laziness is enough, and one does not enter

eternities before your Earth was born; before you, space

the Kingdom of Heavens; every time has got morality; and

had infinite planetary dwellings; their number is like the

therefore it demands justice; its union to the spirit makes it

molehills contained in a dessert; and each molehill is a

claim for justice in the Kingdom of Heavens; the human

desert at the same time; this terminology is the most

spirit would be nothing without the living time; it would be

accurate for the human understanding; for the human mind

nothing without the virtues which got united to him/her;

is microscopic; and the Father’s infinite; mathematics and

that is why every Scripture through the centuries, teaches

every human calculation, disappear before His divine

to be humble above everything; this corresponds to: Thou

mental power; which sustains the worlds and suns which

shalt worship thy Lord and Creator above everything; for

you see; those which were and shall be; you represent a

the Father is the creator of every humility; every virtue has

microscopic part of the Father’s magnetism; that is why it

got its time; and they are 318 virtues that you have in your

was written: From dust you are and to dust you shall

spirit; with them you act daily in life; in the Final Judgment

return; which means: From the microscopic you are and to
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the microscopic you return; for when being born again,

closer to worlds of darkness; for each one makes his own

each human spirit returns to a world similar to the Earth; or

heaven; each one creates his own addition; his own

else to a microscopic paradise; when he/she has fulfilled

destiny in the planetary dwellings of space; humanity

the morality of my divine Commandments; second by

promised Father Jehovah to live a philosophy of joy;

second throughout his/her existence; one second or less

whichever the circumstances and trials of each one were;

of abandonment of the Father’s morality is enough for the

for everyone saw the joy in the Kingdom of Heavens; and

spirit not to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; each second or

everyone in the Kingdom compete for the joy of

less of violation, includes a microscopic time; along with

transmitting joy to the rest of the planetary dwellings;

the 318 living virtues; even if the time of violation is the

nobody is born with anger in his/her state of innocence;

most microscopic, everyone participates in its justice; even

everyone is born unconscious of their own feelings;

the microscopic pores of your flesh; every very little and

everyone is born in living surprise; when one is born, he/

humble is great in the Kingdom of Heavens; the Creator of

she does not know he/she is being born; one only feels

the universe listens to them first; the last one to be heard is

his/her own development; as the spirit gets accustomed to

the human spirit; for it was taught to be humble; and that is

the universe, determination is born in him/her; and he/she

how the divine justice considers it; humility and joy should

shall always wonder about the origin of everything,

have been cultivated by all the human creatures; he who

throughout eternity; for the own spiritual origin is infinity

stopped being humble or joyful one second or less, does

itself; everything is united and related by the solar cord;

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for that is how all the

which constitutes the everything above everything; he who

terrestrial humanity requested it; it was conceded to them;

denies it, denies his own self; for in the Kingdom the living

he who had anger in life must add up all the seconds in all

virtues read every mind; and he who denies what is theirs,

the anger he had in his existence; the time of every anger,

they also deny; they refuse to accompany the spirit that

is a time of darkness; each second of anger corresponds

denied them, in a future existence; some to the others,

to a little point in darkness; and each little point represents

communicate in space, who the one who denies one of the

a world or heaven which closes on you; for each fault that

infinite glories of the Father is; every negation as

comes out of you, turns off your own light; and you get

microscopic it may be, is weighed and judged in the
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Kingdom of Heavens; there is spiritual negation and human

unknown morality is based on the illusion of what is

negation; everything exists in the Father; without the

temporary; in the own money created by the demons of

Father there would be nothing; just as in your procreation;

ambition; who do not care for the world’s unity; for only

with no parents there would be no children; what is up

satan divides; capitalism divides in order to reign; nobody

above is the same as down below; time has got its time;

was given to have more than another; and much less using

for nobody is alone; the entire infinity is constituted in an

force; persuasion and their creators do not enter the

infinite hierarchy; the galactic order exists; one of the

Kingdom of Heavens, capitalism is a product of the

wonders of the Father; the Earth that you inhabit is about

ambition of a few; the divine Father keeps watching them

to enter this order; for no one is disinherited; this

since many dwellings before; these demons of the material

Revelation shall change the terrestrial philosophy; or the

ambition, are the yoke of humanity; they do everything and

philosophies; for they were trialed as life itself was; it was

project them according to their conveniences; they do not

written: The Earth shall pass, but my Words shall not pass;

take the Creator into account at all; they never search for

I meant that the Earth and its customs shall pass to

Me in my Scriptures; which is my free will; they do not

oblivion; and that a new Doctrine which came out of my

study Me as they were mandated; they only live to

living Word shall reign on the Earth; no philosophy of

dominate the others; I verily say unto you humble at heart,

materialism shall remain; for everything has got its time; a

that these demons have their days numbered; nobody was

time to begin and a time to end; a beginning of a reign and

born to take advantage of others; nobody was born to

an end of a reign; a beginning Alpha and an end Omega;

violate the law of the Father; all the human trials have a

the fall of a world with its immoralities; and the birth of

limit; nothing that comes out of you is eternal; only the

another with a new morality; it was written that a new

Father transmits you eternity; for He gives and takes away;

world would be born; and for a new world to exist, a new

the times end when the worlds end; and there is no

morality is necessary; the same morality contained in my

dwelling that does not have its time; the materialization of

Commandments; humanity chose another morality in their

every virtue requires time; the entire universe is constituted

free will; unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; and

by covenants; for everyone has a free will; and each one

everything unknown does not enter the Kingdom; this

chooses; generally, the elements which are within the
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comprehension of the spirt are chosen; this means that the

ones of the Earth cry; who due to their own convenience,

spirit can succeed in the trials he/she has set out to; many

they forgot that the humble should have governed the

spirits request what they are not in the condition to fulfill;

world; for they are the first; the first in the Father means to

just as your spiritual brother Fernando; he requested at an

be the first in everything; in what the mind can imagine; up

advanced age to accompany you in your Revelation in the

above as well as down below; in heaven and on earth; men

world you are in; but, he is not as joyful as he promised in

did the opposite; those who were not destined to it, govern

the Kingdom; he does not even strive for being so; he shall

the world; weeping and gnashing of teeth awaits them; for

be taken away from your glory; he had his opportunity; due

they occupy positions which they did not request in

to his bad temper he missed the opportunity of becoming

Heaven; the divine Father, Who sees the future, knew that

a blessed one; and he does not enter the Kingdom of

if He gave the ambitious and selfish spirits the power by

Heavens; all those who want to accompany you through

celestial mandate, the Earth would have a pitiful destiny;

the world, must be joyful and humble; as it was taught;

everyone would be a slave; therefore, big ones of the

nobody has the right to mar his brother’s happiness; and

world; deluded in one sole material present, concentrate

there is no greater happiness than joy; proper of the

on the divine parable which has been on for centuries and

happiness of the Kingdom of Heavens; all those who did

centuries: The humble are and shall always be the first; be

not cultivate joyfulness, does not enter the Kingdom; that

ready to give back what has never belonged to you; the

is why it was written: Let the children come to me, for

divine parable has been telling from centuries before; just

theirs is the Kingdom of Heavens; it means in Telepathic

as it has been telling other demons; the demons of the

Revelation: For my divine Father is joyful as a child; and it

material wealth; the greatest warning for these ambitious

means that from the own innocence, the divine Father

beings is in the parable that says: It is more likely for a

takes out a living morality; and it could not be otherwise; if

camel to pass through a needle’s eye than for a rich to

one is first in the Kingdom, so he/she is on the planets; the

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for no one has ever

glory is enjoyed in any point of the universe; this parable is

entered; since the divine Father created other creatures; no

very similar to this other: Every humble is first in the

rich has taken my divine warning into account; they keep

Kingdom of Heaven; a parable which shall make the big

on transmitting disobedience to their children; none of their
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children shall enter the Kingdom; that is why every child

the divine Father, to mend errors of the past; and they were

shall curse father and mother; and the parents their

born again; and fell into the same thing again; they forgot

parents; and thus go back to the generations of the past;

once more that every humble is first; the religious should

one sole bad habit taught by the parents, and their children

not forget that every spirit is trialed in life; it is a law for

are condemned not to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; this

every human creature; no one is privileged before the

justice which seems to be excessively severe, is not; for

Creator; on the contrary; the more one knows, the severest

you yourselves human spirits, requested it; and it was

the justice of God is; one cannot demand from the ignorant

conceded to you; you told the Father before coming to the

too much; but, everyone is judged all the same; time is in

life trials: May every violation that comes out of us, fall on

everything known and unknown; its philosophy is as

us; and may it fall on our seed; on our children; this is up to

expansive as the own universe; each idea that you

the third generation, beginning from the father; this request

generate, carries the germ of the time that you had to live

is a result of an infinite obedience to the Father; a product

in; the inheritance is transmitted starting from what is the

of a love which is unknown to you; for the real love is not

most microscopic you have; for what is microscopic and

of your world; if the true love existed in your world, you

humble is first; the most microscopic thing that exists on

would neither be divided in rich nor poor; neither would

the Earth are your physical ideas; you feel them and do not

you be divided in the faith; for all of you are from one sole

see them; and by their means you create your future; the

Father; and the truth is one; the so-called religions would

mental idea that comes out of your thought is eternal; it

not exist; which exploit the faith of my children; I verily say

comes out of you in an invisible dimension; your eyes of

unto you, that the so-called religions are unknown in the

flesh and your instruments shall never be able to see your

Kingdom of Heavens; and so is every philosophy which

ideas when they travel to the cosmos; the future planets

divides my humble; each spirit is born again, to gain in

are born from them; and along with their expansion in

love and not to be divided; only satan divides himself; the

growth, their creatures carry in themselves, your

fault for this humanity to be divided in what is spiritual

philosophy; for every inheritance is transmitted; behold the

shall fall on every religious spirit; the religious spirits are

origin of eternity; everything starts from the most humble;

the own pharisees of the past of the Earth; they requested

and what is humble shall never cease from growing; from
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the microscopic one passes to the macroscopic; to the

of His children can conceive; while one is thinking, one is

colossal; to the celestial size; which has no limit in

creating; you are expanding the universe with your own

anything; this Revelation was announced in other terms,

philosophy; all of you with no exception belong to the

many centuries ago already; my First-born Solar Son

everything above everything; the worlds up above as well

Christ told you: Where I am from you cannot go; that place

as the ones down below; this concept of spiritual position

is the Macrocosm; called Kingdom of Heavens; by telling

is relative to your evolution; for the geometrical and

you that you could not go, he meant that it is necessary to

spiritual positions, have no limit; at each instant the

be born again and acquire new proportions; for nobody is

universe expands itself more; being the times like a gas

born big; everyone is born microscopic and humble; if you

superimposed one in continuation to the other; the times

human spirits got to the macrocosm, I assure you that no

have also got their attribute and quality; which constitute

one would remain alive to talk about it; their creatures are

their hierarchies; the human idea has also got it; the

so colossal that by just seeing them, your hearts would

microbe too; for no one is disinherited; even the colossal

stop; you would go crazy; your size is so microscopic like

suns have them; time is born microscopic as the birth of

the ant that approaches your feet; you see them with

the Earth was; and it grows in the same proportion as the

indifference; without caring if you killed them or not; that is

Earth grows; every growth in the planet is parallel to the

how it happens with you in the macrocosm; they would see

equilibrium of the planet; before a world is born, its

you with indifference; and they would even step on you

geometry is outlined in the Kingdom of Heavens; your

without noticing it; what is up above is the same as down

Creator knows the worlds, before they are born; every

below; for those giants of the macrocosm, are very little

destiny can be annulled if it is estimated that way in the

dwarfs in comparison to others; and these to others; and

Kingdom; the Eternal Father gives and takes away; and he

go up to where your mind can imagine; this is because the

does so by searching for the improvement of His creatures;

creation of the Father has no limit in anything; neither in

each birth must be attended; the labors are of suns and

size, weight, form, nor philosophy; and so shall it be

worlds; and their number is comparable in a microscopic

through all eternity; Father Jehovah’s Thinking Expansive

form to the number of molehills contained in a desert;

Universe; and within it are all the rest; all which the minds

there are labors up above and down below; there is
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creation in the worlds up above and in the worlds down

Heavens than for an illustrated person; when illustration

below; what is up above is the same as down below; each

has been obtained by means of taking the opportunity

world lives its own living philosophy; and they feel what

from others; it is immoral in the Kingdom of Heavens;

they requested to feel; this feeling is taken out of their

times also claim for justice for they also know the justice of

respective salts of life; out of their own knowledge attained

my Commandments; the entire universe knows it; for the

in other existences; all the virtues follow the spirit in every

laws which were given to you, have not got any exclusivity

being born again; they do it with first-hand knowledge; for

for anybody; for my creations have not got any limits; every

they have free will; just as the spirit has it; this law is

mandate is so for infinite worlds; every mandate is as

known in the Kingdom of Heavens as the Ark of

expansive as the own universe; the mandates of the

Covenants; and its meaning represents the material

Creator have not got any limits; every mandate is a living

universe; where one goes to acquire experience; where

morality; which is transmitted from father to child; and from

one is born again; in such a quantity as the mind can

world to world; only the divine Father knows the end of His

imagine; the material universe is like a colossal school;

mandates; for He has also got a divine free will just as you

where one never stops from learning; the spirits of the

have yours; what is of the Father is infinite; and what is of

universe are born to populate the school of the universal

the children is finite; what is up above is the same as down

knowledge; everyone is given an opportunity; no one is

below; your spirit saw the Creator in the Kingdom; for

denied improvement; for everyone has got the divine right

every microscopic being and every humble is first in the

to it; on the Earth, the humble should be the first ones in

Kingdom of Heavens; and there is no greater award among

the knowledge; the worlds were created for them; if on

the awards than that one in which one can see the Creator

Earth occurs the contrary to the celestial mandate, it is

of the universe; just as you see me little son at every

because satan has entered in certain minds; I verily say

instant; it is your award as a First-born Son; in everything

unto you spirits of comfort, that you always keep the best,

there is always one who is first; every knowledge starts in

that none of you shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; as

someone; everyone shall become older children some day;

long as a humble ignoramus and illiterate person exists; for

if it is not in this world, it will be in another; for all of you

it is more likely for an ignoramus to enter the Kingdom of

are born again; and in each birth knowledge increases;
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everything one has learnt in other existences is

Kingdom of Heavens; even the gestures done in public are

accumulated; and the more one knows, the sooner you

scandalous; for you were taught to be humble above

shall become shining like a sun of wisdom; knowledge is

everything; above all the gestures with the intention of

like a brilliant salt; it only belongs to the one who struggled

calling one’s attention; Woe betide you long-haired men of

for it; to the one who sweated; to the one who cost him his

the world!! you requested to be men, but dress like a

own merit; you shall never get to be something better by

woman; either one is a man or a woman; it would have

means of the material wealth; wealth is not a philosophical

been better for you not to have requested to be born

tree planted by the Father; and it shall be pulled out from

again; for each hair that you have exhibited, it is a heaven

its roots from the human evolution; wealth is unknown in

that closes on you; each hair being microscopic is great in

the Kingdom; for everything is eternal there; the terrestrial

the Kingdom; they shall accuse you before the Creator; for

wealth is ephemeral; it only lasts while the ambitious spirits

because of you demons of scandal, people made fun of

are being trialed; when they disappear, such philosophy

them; they requested in divine covenants to accompany a

disappears; the terrestrial wealth is the greatest yoke of

spirit-man in the trials of life; and they end up being

humanity; and the greatest tragedy; for because of wealth

effeminate; the same destiny awaits every woman who

this humanity does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;

exhibited any garment of the opposite sex before the

every immorality has come out of this philosophy; for their

world; and what to say of those who showed their

creators have never given any importance to my divine

nakedness before the world; woe betide you!! for you have

Commandments; and all those who draw apart from my

to pay up to the last pore of flesh that you exhibited before

law, only find darkness; the immoral beings of the world

the world; each little pore of flesh is great in the Kingdom

are satan’s legions; who in the latter times would walk

of Heavens; and for each exhibited little pore of flesh, it is

freely; every immoral demon shall live isolated; for their

a heaven which closes on you; each little pore has a free

time has come; in many worlds, these immoral beings gave

will independent from the other; just as the spirit has it;

a scandalous example; every immoral being is that one

and they are trillions and trillions, which complain; for

who dresses like the opposite sex; one microscopic

scandalizing with your bodies of flesh you shall not enter

garment of the opposite sex is enough for not entering the

the Kingdom of Heavens; like those who preceded you
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have not entered; how these scandalous beings curse the

the right does; it means: May my humble be aware of the

parents they had on Earth!! how they curse the immoral

immoralities of the right; for money corrupts; for this

customs learnt from those who were their parents; the

money, millions and millions are the spirits that have not

same thing shall take place on Earth; for there is sentiment

entered the Kingdom of Heavens; and millions and millions

up above as well as down below; The law of the Father

shall not enter; the science of good deludes; and in this

provokes sentiments in any point of the universe; for

illusion almost all the seconds that an existence has, go

wherever the spirit goes, it keeps its individuality; and

by; each second of life or less in the law of the Father, is a

whichever its form is; with a physical body or without it;

heaven which is attained; a world with its heaven; the

and every couple or matrimony, shall be separated; for

awards of the Father as well as His universe, have no limit;

they made one sole flesh in living violation; this Revelation

nothing in His creation has it; this Revelation shall make

shall cause weeping and gnashing of teeth in the entire

the entire humanity cry; for so little, the divine Father gives

humanity; and all the anger of a world shall be let lose over

the infinity; for He is the Creator of every infinity; the

the materialism which despised my morality contained in

awards of the Father are of the eternity; the creatures enjoy

my divine Commandments; the fear of losing one’s own

them for many existences; and many times it is hereditary

soul shall provoke the fall of materialism; a tree that the

in the children; something similar takes place with the

Creator did not plant shall fall; the tree of money; from

spiritual punishments; only repentance can abbreviate a

which the science of good was born; all those who tried

punishment; every repentant being finds consolation; every

this tree, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for he/

second of life lived in repentance, is taken into account for

she did not establish the equality taught by my divine

the spirit; the divine Father anticipating the events of the

Commandments; the science of good is not of the humble;

future, anticipates every repentant being; and sees his/her

it came out of the ambitious and cunning beings; every

future determinations; He sees what the own interested

humble shall regret it; for many or almost everyone shall

being does not see; that is why many times the Father

delay their entrance to the Kingdom of Heavens; for the

awards those who apparently do not deserve it; what

science of good deludes and delays the spirit’s advance;

happens is that He anticipates the events; this covers

that is why it was written: May the left be aware of what
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universe does not have it; and for the same reason it will
be spread all over the world; it will be translated to all the
languages of the world; its influence will be such that it will
make the exploitative materialism fall; because a new

TELEPATHIC MESSAGE FROM THE ETERNAL

morality is coming to the world; the morality pertaining to

FATHER TO THE TERRESTRIAL WORLD;

the Millennium of Peace; The Doctrines of the Eternal

SECOND MESSAGE; THE FIRST MESSAGE WAS

Father always transform the worlds; just as it happened in
the Past of the Earth; The New Revelation was requested

HIDDEN FROM THE WORLD BY THE RELIGIOUS

by the present human spirits; and it was granted to you;

ROCK. - Nº 60.-

every instant lived in your existences, was requested and
was granted to you; the New Revelation is the continuation

Yes children; one is born searching for the truth; it is

of the Holy Scriptures; one thing is being studious of the

initiated for the world of knowledge, the Revelation

Scriptures and another being religious; the first one is

awaited for centuries and centuries; your Creator makes

eternal because your spirit always searches for its own

use of Living Doctrines to make the worlds advance; in the

origin; the second one is the commerce of the faith; the

past He sent you the Mosaic Law; then came the Christian

religions are the first ones to be accused before the world;

Law; the third one, which is being initiated, is the Doctrine

in the Doctrine of the Lamb of God; the so called religions

of the Lamb of God; this Doctrine will also be called

in their human morality have divided the world of faith; they

Celestial Science; its origin lies on the same elements of

have no right to do such a thing; they have forgotten that

nature; the Telepathic Writing is the means of

there is only one God; only one truth; ONLY SATAN

communication which the Creator of the Universe makes

DIVIDES AND HE DIVIDES HIMSELF; the religious spirits

use of; it has always been like that; in the Past the

are the same Pharisees of the Roman era; they requested

doctrines of the prophets were received by telepathy;

God to be born again to mend errors from the Past; and

because everything has an origin and a cause of being; the

the trial was conceded to them; do not forget all religious

Doctrine of the Lamb of God has no ending; because the

people of the world, that every spirit is put on trial in the
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destiny that he chose; you spirits of the rock did the same

said so by seeing the Future of humanity; for the Solar

thing in remote worlds; you divided other flocks; you left

Trinity is everywhere; it is also in the living times: Past,

spiritual confusion in other creatures; you filled many

present, and future; And what did he see? He saw all your

planets with material temples; and you did it again on the

violations; he saw how you persecuted innocent creatures;

Earth; that is why you will be the first ones to be judged;

because they did not share your ideas; he saw how you

you by violating the law become the same antichrist; and

sent them to the stalks; he saw how you persecuted great

every violator of the Commandments, in fact is so; you say

studious and writers; just because they made you see the

the holy mother church; I say to you that nobody in this

error; he saw how you crowned terrestrial kings; knowing

world is saint or holy; the real humility does not need titles

your selfish rock that there is only one King of kings; the

which are unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; even your

divine Father; the One Who gives and takes life away; the

microscopic planet is so; only the Father and certain

title of King is of the celestial world; the demon is called

prophets know the planet-dust called Earth; the cause of it

spirit-king; the Commandments do not teach to become

is that the Living Universe of Father Jehovah has no end;

Kings; they teach to be humble above everything; he saw

and whosoever thinks of being big is not; for you was

how you blessed the arms with which the Father’s children

written the word prostitute; because you trade with my

kill each other; knowing you demons that the divine

divine Law; BLINDS LEADING OTHER BLINDS; who

Commandment says: Thou shalt not kill; he saw the

transmit your errors to other blinds; when the New

commerce of faith; and he saw every immorality in your

Doctrine spreads, your rock of spiritual selfishness will be

spirits; it would have been better not to have requested to

divided; the word rock does not symbolize the eternity of

be born again before falling into violation again; your

anything; the Earth is relative and not eternal; you think

religions are unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; and

that your church is eternal; the events that will come will

every morality that pretends to divide the faith of the

get you out of this error; only the humble at heart, have

Father’s children is unknown; the only temple known in the

eternity achieved; not those who teach morality within

Kingdom is the temple of work; work is the oldest mandate

immorality; when my First-Born Son said in the Past of the

that exists; before your microscopic planet was born, work

Earth; UPON THIS ROCK I SHALL BUILD MY CHURCH, he

was and is practiced in colossal worlds; the temple of work
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is never reduced to dust; your material temples do get

because each one promised to make their own heaven;

reduced to dust; and with it the material adoration on this

justice has its law in the Living Commandments; which is

planet disappears; an adoration which should have never

the same rod with which you will be measured; each of

been taught; because of this adoration which lies in

your ideas has an intention; and every intention becomes

hypocrisy, you have delayed the world's advance in twenty

physical and living in the Kingdom; the intention is judged

centuries; in their moral and spiritual plane.-

when the spirit has committed violation with it; the human
body is a product of magnetic laws; yielded from the
macrocosm, and called divine laws; Whosoever denies
being divine in the microscopic which one represents,
denies the Father; Who wants the best for His children;
and whosoever denies the Father, denies his own eternity;
because in infinite heavens they read their minds; and
when those heavenly creatures read in the spirits, they do
so by judging; whosoever denies the Father, the Living
Heavens also deny them the entrance; whatever you do
down below has a repercussion up above; and wherever
your spirit goes, the Law is the same; my mandates are the
same down below as well as up above; what changes is

Yes little son; this heavenly drawing shows that every

the philosophy which is lived for an instant; your justice is

justice comes out in the same way as the beings are

and shall be spiritual; what is material does not remain in

reproduced; all the human spirits saw this justice in the

your salt of life; in your knowledge; the unique reality for

Kingdom of Heavens; because seeing their own justice

every spirit is the eternity which it lives; it is not the

was given to everybody; everything exists in the Kingdom

ephemeral that it felt when it had a physical body; a body

of Heavens; nobody comes blind to this world as far as

of flesh which it requested; and it was conceded to him/

spirituality is concerned; justice adjusts to your actions;

her; conceding a physical body is not like conceding
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anything; the body is living which momentarily requested

only one; because without it you will never enter the

such physical geometry too; and it was conceded; the

Kingdom of Heavens; and you requested that such

inheritance is the same for everyone; matter and spirit have

morality were taught on Earth; and the Divine

the same rights; both request; spiritual and material laws

Commandments were conceded to you; they are the rod;

are merged; known in the Kingdom of Heavens as the Ark

for by them you shall be judged; and so shall it be up to

of Covenants; for the materialization of a spirit is not done

the consummation of this planet; the human spirits could

at random; it is done with responsibility; to say the

never study me as well; but, not living in the morality of my

opposite is to despise oneself; and whosoever despises

Commandments is darkness; because you will never enter

himself, despises the Father; Who is found in him; were

where the Father is; it is so unprecedented the time you

you not taught that your Creator is everywhere? In what is

will be away from the light, that you will have to be born

imaginable and unimaginable? Verily you know it by mouth;

again to read the number; what is not in your microscopic

but, not by your own knowledge; by your own effort; in the

evolution; the justice you requested starts with the most

sweat of your face; by your own merit; HE WHO SEEKS

microscopic thing that your mind can conceive; so it is,

SHALL FIND; because he is awarded to the degree he

because THE TINIEST, THE HUMBLE, ARE FIRST IN

used in the greatest search; because you can search for

EVERYTHING; first in the Kingdom of Heavens and its

many things in your existences; and if you do not search

Divine Justice; and first before the Divine Father Jehovah;

for the Father Who gave life to you, you shall not enter the

and the most microscopic thing that your mind can

Kingdom of Heavens; the ungrateful have never entered;

conceive; are your ideas; the same that you generate daily;

only the humble; those who went through their own trials in

the same you requested in the Kingdom; the same you feel

life; because they were the trials requested by the humble

but do not see; all your ideas travel physically to the

themselves in the Kingdom; every trial that one goes

space; they have the same rights as you do; you requested

through in life at each instant, at each second, was

to be born in the matter; they did so too; you requested to

requested and was granted; even the way and

live in a time and space; your ideas, did so too; what is up

characteristics of your deaths, you did request; and within

above is the same as down below; the inheritance of

your trials you requested to fulfill the highest morality, the

requests are the same in everybody; gigantic beings
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request and microscopic beings request; the living matter

in Heaven; and least of all when such enjoyments are the

requests and the living nothingness requests; and

product of a philosophy which did not take the Father’s

everything is granted by the Father; because He is infinite;

Commandments into account; such philosophy has its

your ideas travel in space, unprecedented distances;

days numbered; because the Creator gives and takes

distances you will never calculate; only the Father knows;

away; your materialistic philosophy will be cut in its

your ideas are known in the Kingdom, as Galactic Seed;

expansion; since everything has its time; because

for from them your worlds are born from your own heaven;

everything is relative to the Father’s Commandments; a

it was written in my free will: Each one makes his own

relativity that you yourselves requested in your trials of life;

heaven; because all of you have in a microscopic form the

the fall of your own life system is the fall of your own yoke;

Father’s inheritance; whatsoever the Father has, the

it will be the greatest event for the humble; the exploited

children have; just as it happens with the terrestrial

and the despised; since all are equal before God; nobody

parents; their hereditary characteristics are transmitted to

was born rich and nobody was born poor; such situation

the offspring; what is up above is the same as down

was created by the ambitious spirits; those who only live a

below; the inheritance your Father gave you was of

present; the most backward spirits in their evolution; with

innocence and lacking of philosophy; because it is your

this ephemeral way of thinking before eternity they have

free will which chooses; and all what you have been is your

not done anything but subjugate the world; all these

own merit; because everything is attained in the sweat of

demons will be judged by the world itself; because nobody

one’s face; with spiritual effort; there is nothing in the

wants the condemnation of his soul; the Light of the

Father’s Creation that does not cost; everything costs and

Doctrine of the Lamb of God will transform the world;

will cost; since without each one’s spiritual merit one

because that is how it is written in the Kingdom of

cannot enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the comforts of

Heavens; the world Earth has done the contrary to what it

your world are worth nothing in Heaven; every comfort

was told; throughout the centuries my Divine

already enjoyed in the world is an award already enjoyed;

Commandment has been telling it: THE HUMBLE ARE THE

and it is because of this that was written: And they

FIRST; in all order of things; And what have you done with

obtained their reward; all material enjoyment is of no merit

the Heavenly Commandment? Do my humble govern the
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world, since they are the first in everything? Verily not;

will enter the Kingdom; because in the Kingdom only the

because I see that every humble is despised; they cannot

merit of Work is known; the Universal Philosophy; because

be part of that immorality that you call high society; and

in the Living Universe of Father Jehovah every inheritance

who gave you the right to create such society? Is it by any

is transmitted; nobody should have been vain not even a

chance in my Scriptures? Verily I say unto you demons of

microscopic second of time; because even one second or

vanity that every philosophical tree that the Creator did not

less of violation and you will not enter the Kingdom of

plant will be pulled out from its roots; that is how every

Heavens; damned kings of the world, the innocence of

living evolution is; And who created you and made you

your offspring shall curse you; since because of you they

kings? Do you not know that only the Father is King of

shall not enter the Kingdom of Heaven; and along with

kings? And the title king is not from this world; it belongs

them every man or woman who served you in your damned

to the Heavenly world; satan is called spirit-king; the Divine

philosophy; not a single demon called aristocrat will enter

Commandments teach to be humble above everything;

the Kingdom; because in the Kingdom only the merit of

they do no teach to make oneself king; I verily say unto

Work is known; the Universal Philosophy; the one that

you demons of the damned aristocracy; that none of you

every humble and honest being requested; those who were

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; and along with you

and are kings on the Earth, were and are deluded spirits in

neither will your children up to the third generation;

vanity; they have in their spirits the galactic influence of

because in the Living Universe of Father Jehovah every

other existences; existences where everything was material

inheritance is transmitted; nobody should have been vain

brightness and nothing of intellectuality; a salt of life

not even a microscopic second of time; because even one

proper of darkness; and there is no demon that has not

second or less of violation and you will not enter the

been a king in some world; this philosophy is led by the

Kingdom of Heavens; damned kings of the world, the

own satan; from the right instant in which he rebelled; and

innocence of your offspring shall curse you; for because of

all the legion which rebelled along with him; all the human

you they shall not enter the Kingdom of Heaven; and along

spirits who requested to have a flock, a nation with a king

with them every man or woman who served you in your

as a leader; belong to the legion of satan; for all of you

damned philosophy; not a single demon called aristocrat

came out of heaven; and even the demon came out of
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there; being in heaven, the spirits acquire customs of other

for your thinking; your ideas; your intentions; you

creatures; just as it happens among you; for what is up

yourselves requested it that way in the Kingdom; and you

above is the same as down below; satan’s imitators are

also requested the oblivion you have of your origin; the

distributed among the religious, rich, kings and the

way and the details of how you were created; but, you

damned ones who create philosophies of force; but, no

shall know everything; because you asked to know on

demon shall remain; the living Word of the divine Father

Earth the Light of the Lamb of God; you requested to be

purifies everything; transforms everything; just as He

consoled in the knowledge; you requested a New Doctrine;

transformed the old world with the Mosaic Law; and

and you asked the surprise in the arrival of this Doctrine;

afterwards with the Christian Doctrine; now He does it with

the Doctrine of the Lamb of God; it should have already

the Doctrine of the Lamb of God; and nothing easier for

been known a long time ago; the incredulity and the

the Creator of the Universe than transforming the world of

materialism of the religious rock hid the truth from you;

flesh with his Living Word; the same Word that just some

they have Rolls of the Lamb; the first Rolls were put in their

heavenly instants ago said: Let there be light and there

hands; because they were trialed; every spirit is trialed;

was light; the same Word that created every Holy

these demons who teach a faith which not even them

Scripture; the same Word that gave you the

believe; requested to be the first ones to have the

Commandments; and the same Word that judges you by

knowledge of the truth; and it was granted to them; why

intellectuality first, and then by physical laws; because

they hid the truth is due to having cultivated a selfish rock

every spirit requested it that way; they requested to be on

in their hearts; they are the least believers; they are

trial in the Final Judgment itself; as they requested to be

influenced by the laws of material adoration; a pharaonic

trialed in every instant of life; beginning with the difficulties

inheritance; which leads to exalt the person; verily I say

in interpreting my Scriptures; everything absolutely

unto you demons of adoration that not a single false being

everything was requested by you; even the most minimal

of my word shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; not a

details of the Science of the Lamb of God; this gives you

single selfish rock shall enter; you shall be damned by this

an idea that even the invisible to you is controlled from the

generation and the ones to come; because of you demons

Kingdom of Heavens; your unknown sensations; justice is

this humanity shall not enter the Kingdom; because all the
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seconds gone by were living time in violation; just one

is first in Father Jehovah’s Justice; for that reason your

second or less of any type of violation is enough for not

spirit is not first in the Kingdom; first are the ones your

entering the Kingdom of Heavens; and when you hid the

spirit despised on Earth; your spirits cannot ask to be first;

truth from the world, you drifted this humanity more apart

because you were ordered to be humble above all things;

from the Kingdom; because you perpetuated the error

the last one is always humble; he disregards any

more, the number of seconds lived in error is much bigger;

importance to himself; verily I say unto you that the one

each second of violation is a heaven which is closed to the

who regarded importance to oneself in life shall not enter

creature; all of you must add up the seconds which a

the Kingdom of Heavens; even if that improper importance

minute has, an hour, a day, a week, a year, and the number

had lasted one second or less than one second; and every

of seconds of the years you have lived; and every

nasty-minded who had done it in the same amount of time;

calculation must be done from the age of twelve years;

does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; the fall of this

before that age; every spirit is innocent before God; and

humanity is due to the false and mundane concept, which

anyone who has mistreated by act or word for one second

was instilled in you by the false morality of the religious

or less one of my innocents, those shall not enter the

rock; this prostitute who for centuries and centuries has

Kingdom of Heavens; because they in other existences

traded with the faith; has done things according to her

complained in the Kingdom when they, being innocent,

temporary interests; she did not take the humble into

were mistreated; it is because of it that was written: DO

account; the humble does not surround himself with

NOT DO TO OTHERS WHAT YOU WOULD NOT LIKE

luxury; he does not falsify himself; because every humble

THEM TO DO TO YOU; For that reason neither a bad father

has passed through what the seekers of notoriety are

nor a mother or stepfather or stepmother or a man or

passing; every materialist is a backward spirit; who builds

woman who was in charge of children shall not enter my

up his hopes towards a microscopic present; even more,

Kingdom; their destinies are subjected to the justice of my

they are ignorant of the laws of the spirit; such is the

innocent; because every little one is big in the Kingdom of

characteristic of the so called popes; heads of the

Heavens; Were you not taught that every humble is first

prostitute; these creatures are unknown in the Kingdom;

before the Father? This means that everything microscopic

because no one has entered; only the humble and the
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modest enter; and every religion is also unknown; and

none of you shall remain; and nobody who did not take my

even your planet-dust is; this is due to infinite laws; one of

mandates into consideration shall remain; if the humble

them is that the Universe is infinite; so infinite that every

had governed the world from the beginning, I assure you

fantasy becomes a reality; the other law is that each one

that this world would not have had any need of judgment;

makes his own heaven; and it is that way how the so called

it is the violators who create the judgments; not a single

popes and their followers, who cherished a philosophy of

violator shall enter the Father’s Kingdom; the law is in you

materialistic adoration, created their own worlds with such

yourselves; it has always been like that; you just need to

philosophy; because every world is surrounded by a

think and you are creating your judgment; matter and spirit

heaven; and each one makes his own heaven; the

think in their respective laws; because nobody is

materialistic adoration is not a tree planted by the Divine

disinherited; everybody has the same rights; nobody is less

Father; and it is not known in the Kingdom; as it is not

before the Father; these rights are manifested in all

known any doctrine or science or sect that has not taken

imaginable forms; every form you see in the world that you

my humble into consideration, because I verily say unto

asked for, you witnessed the request of them; because

you that this planet should have been governed by the

before coming to the planetary dwellings, covenants with

humble; because they are the first in the Kingdom; they are

the elements of the future nature are previously done; and

first up above and must be so down below; and all the

everything that your eyes have seen during your existence

contrary has been done; this world is governed by those

was requested by you in Divine Covenants; that is why in

who did not ask for it in the Kingdom; the spirits of

the Living Universe of Father Jehovah matter and spirit

darkness govern you; because in their positions they do

have the right to ask for judgment; matter and spirit have

not do it in the name of the Light; they do not mention me

free will; being independent one from another; if it was not

in their speeches; their aim is not the Creator; it is the

like that, there would not be perfection in justice; there

ephemeral; that which only lasts a sigh before eternity; I

would not be any equilibrium in each one’s rights; the

read their minds; I see their calculations; because I am

Father’s Justice being only one, is manifested in infinite

everywhere; I see that they build up their own worlds of

forms; because nothing in Him has a limitation; every

darkness; I verily say unto you proud and vain leaders that

justice is born from the same acts done by the creature; it
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is the salt of life, which gives form to its justice; the salt of

the creators of such system must pay for them in this

life is the same knowledge learnt in one existence;

judgment; because they requested it so; and thus shall it

considering its free will; the spirits do not advance with the

be conceded to them; regarding the demons who created

same pace in the achievement of knowledge; some are

the exploitative capitalism, the full weight of the Divine

first and then others; this law explains the physical

Justice shall fall on them; these demons of ambition and

inequality among you; each knowledge or acquired salt of

predominance promised the Eternal Father to glorify His

life is perpetuated in you; but everything is relative in an

Divine Law in this world; not to become their own tyrants;

infinite degree; you create the attribute and the quality of

because this life system whose product is the science of

your living relativities yourselves; the attribute is given by

good and comfort, is the yoke of this world; a yoke which

the philosophy of your thinking, and the quality by your

is arriving to its end; for the beginning of the new times has

spiritual hierarchy in the Kingdom of Heavens; the best

arrived; New World with New Time; New Morality with New

quality is attained with humility; followed by joy and work;

Destiny; were you not taught that the Creator renews

behold the complement of Heavenly Communism in the

everything? The Final Judgment is initiated with the

Kingdom of God; a Heavenly Communism with the

Doctrine of the Lamb of God; a painful ending; because

philosophy of a child; he who did not cultivate joy during

every violation of the Father’s Law only causes pain; just

his life, does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; not a

as you have experienced injustice in your lives; injustice

single idiotic in character shall enter; even if this idiocy or

which was born from a life system which was not created

anger might have lasted one second or less; all of you

by the Divine Father and which is unknown in the Kingdom

promised in the Kingdom of Heavens to be joyful in life;

of Heavens.-

imitating Heaven itself; you promised to be joyful under
any circumstances; you did not ask to be idiotic of
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character; because you knew that it was unknown in the
Kingdom; and you knew that by being idiotic, you would
not enter; if in your existences you got angry repeatedly, it
is because of the unfair life system that men chose; and
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Chapter 12

FLYING SAUCERS;
SILVERY METAL

ALPHA AND OMEGA

the flying saucers do not participate; during the
construction of these vessels, infinite and microscopic
creatures gather together; they are the divine magnetic
cherubs; the same thing takes place in the creation of the

FLYING SAUCERS; SILVERY METAL; A CREATION

planets; and in every created thing; my Scriptures mention

OF FIRE IN A SOLAR DIMENSION; HOW THE

them; now they are explained what they consist of; the

ARRANGEMENTS ARE DONE; VESSELS ALPHA
AND OMEGA; BEGINNING OF A SOLAR
HIERARCHY. - Nº 61.-

cherubs are magnetic agents which materialize the
molecules; it is the most microscopic thing that your mind
can imagine; for your invisible ideas are also composed of
divine cherubs; what is up above is the same as down
below; in the macrocosm the cherubs see the solar

Yes little son; we shall continue with the construction of

parents; they talk with them; and plan future births; future

the flying saucers; the metal of these vessels is related to

reincarnations; future being born again; they plan to know

the attribute and quality of the individuality of the suns; the

new lives; new worlds; to obtain new knowledge; and

type of metal depends on it; one can deduce from this that

arrive by merit where the Creator is; merit purifies; for

the kinds of metal have no limit; just as the individualities

knowledge is the salt of life; it is the brightness that annuls

of the planet Earth; no one is the same as another; what is

the state of every flesh; the cherubs represent the

up above is the same as down below; that is why the Earth

immortality in the matter of the entire universe; they only

has been visited by different vessels; in these visits

obey the divine Father; being each sun a galactic father for

mandates are fulfilled; which have been taking place from

them; they respect the solar hierarchy; just as you human

time to time; for the visits of these celestial messengers

spirits were mandated to respect father and mother; what

have been happening since the same instant in which the

is up above is the same as down below; the living morality

sparklet of the Earth was born in the suns Alpha and

of God is expressed in infinite forms; and he who has been

Omega; the flying saucers accompany the worlds since

disrespectful with his parents even if the time was one

they are babies; and there is no birth of any world in which

second or less, does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
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the cherubs with which these vessels are built, your virtues

Yes little son; this celestial drawing shows that in the

also have them; and your body of flesh; even your sighs

construction of the flying saucers an infinite free will

and excrements; everything that your mind can imagine in

enters; each solar parent tries to impose a thinking

all your existences, is composed by the cherubs of Father

geometry; the solar thinking materializes itself in the same

Jehovah; the knowledge of this universal law, shall mark a

way as the human thinking does; what is up above is the

new epoch on Earth; an epoch announced through

same as down below; the difference is that the human

centuries and centuries in the Scriptures; an epoch which

creatures being microscopic, use a slow speed in their

shall annul everything that men have made; for the New

thinking; conversely, the solar parents are of such velocity,

World is initiated by lovingly ordering the cherubs of

that they become instantaneous creators; the

nature.-

transformation in them is one the wonders of creation; just
as my Solar Son Christ; who transfigured himself into the
men of the world; he did it with a solar mentality; it was a
transformation that has its normal universe in the universe
of the gigantic suns; in the macrocosm; and which my
Scriptures teach as the Kingdom of Heavens; the flying
saucers have in their metal the individualities of infinite
suns, it is an attribute of the Solar Trinity; this divine power
is proportional to the divine salt of the solar parents; it is
proportional to their acquired knowledge in all their past
existences; in their being born again; the knowledge or salt
of life of a creature, constitutes the spiritual hierarchy; for
the inheritance of the Father is classified according to its
purity; all the creatures of the universe have that
inheritance; for no one is disinherited; up above as well as
down below; the flying saucers are built in infinite worlds
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and suns; their number is like the molehills contained in a

important; the flying saucers are built with mental-solar

desert; only the backward minds put limits to the Father’s

fire; they are microscopic lines of infinite colors;

creation; he who limits infinity, infinity limits him; for

predominating in the lines, the color of the philosophy that

infinity is as living as the spirit is; and when the spirit asks

predominates the most in the solar parent’s thinking; it is a

for justice in the Kingdom, infinity also asks for it; for in the

color in which within infinite hues, white predominates;

creation of the Father, everyone asks for justice; matter

which represents the solar innocence; that is why these

and spirit; for everything is living; the flying saucers when

vessels have a metallic white color; it is of a beauty never

being built, are done with a perfect first-hand knowledge;

seen on Earth; if these vessels let themselves be seen in all

the constructors converse with their molecules; the human

their splendor, humanity would get paralyzed; everyone

creature has not gotten to this degree of perfection yet; he/

would fall into a dream; that is why their visits are

she has to be born again; and attain new sciences; new

controlled; being this one of the causes; there are infinite

salts of life; everything starts as a covenant; all the living

reasons why they should not land for a long time on the

suns get together in an Omega circle; and the oldest, the

planets; the main one is that each world has its Scriptures;

one that knows more, leads the construction of the vessel;

for no one is disinherited in the creation; neither matter nor

there a conglomerate of suns get together and creatures

spirit; every deed, every act every planetary instant is

who come from the entire universe; for in the Kingdom of

written in the Kingdom of Heavens; it is written in the Solar

Heavens the celestial free will, constitutes the universal

books; and also the violations of all the creatures of the

communism; there everyone is equal; and they respect

universe are written; and everything is observed on the

their spiritual powers; everyone is equal before God; and

marvelous solar television; the television which saw your

all the humanities that do not imitate the Father, do not

departure to the world; infinite creatures see infinite

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; so it is for the Earth and

creatures depart; for everything that happens in the

infinite earths; for a mandate from the Father is not just for

Kingdom has no limits; there one can see flying saucers of

one world; for His universe has no end; His mandates are

all the imaginable forms; it is a fantastic spectacle; and

for infinite planets; what for you is a drama, for the

one can see creatures of all the forms that your minds can

Kingdom of God is just a sigh; and not for that it is less

imagine; there you are unknown; and therefore, no one is
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more important than anyone; there your imperfections are

the oblivion, you would not have had the Final Judgment;

unknown; all the blessed ones of all the worlds arrive

for every trial’s result has its judgment; but the merit is

there; those who fulfilled their respective Scriptures in their

greater, since you ignored your place of origin; you are in a

worlds; the flying saucers have infinite propulsions; but all

world where all of you agreed to come into; that is why you

of them are mental; they are laws which are infinitely

know fraternity; the human life is a life of little monkeys of

different than yours; you are slow and passive; the solar

flesh; a life of the microcosm; a life almost unknown in the

parents are instantaneous; you are in a world whose

rest of the universe; everything that exists has come out of

characteristics were requested by you; every divine

the living fire of the Father; even His older children the

covenant is made in a divine agreement; nothing is done in

solar Parents are of the eternal fire; the silvery vessels

disagreement in the Kingdom; this means that in the birth

have a unitary beginning in respect to their molecules’ free

of the worlds, there should not be any living demons; and

will; each molecule sees its transformation; it has a

it means that everyone should be joyful; for you came out

premonition of its destiny; it knows that it is going to know

of a living joy; the eternal joy of the Kingdom of Heavens;

new experiences; it sees a commotion of other molecules;

and if in your world you got to know anger, be sure that no

real crowds of its fellow beings; it sees that it is departing

demon of anger shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; all

from its primitive dimension; an unknown magnetism

those who got angry in life after the age of twelve years,

attracts it to another dimension; it sees other heavens; and

does not enter the kingdom; and the divine Justice shall

it finds itself before new galaxies; it feels that its past

fall on their parents; nobody promised the Father to

starts being a remote sensation; it sees that new creatures

cultivate anger; everyone promised to cultivate the joy of

come on its way; and a world of sensations transform it

the children of the Kingdom; for all of you always want the

into a new creature; its past is not cut; it is momentarily

best for the Father; the oblivion of what you saw in the

forgotten; such description corresponds to your births; for

Kingdom, you requested them yourselves; that is why your

what is up above is the same as down below; the law is

philosophy is known as trials of life; one of the infinite lives

the same in the creation; an infinite variety and one sole

of the universe; the own oblivion is one of the infinite

God only; the spiritual hierarchy has its own living marvels;

characteristics in the life requests; if you had not requested

no one is disinherited; your birth came out of the suns
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Alpha and Omega; which means beginning of male and

your minds can imagine; for they are even more

beginning of female; no human creature remembers the

microscopic than your own ideas; the ideas are composed

past lived before becoming a baby; it is a story that shall

of them; their number by idea is infinite; for there is no limit

make the world cry; for you are a product of a loving-solar

in them; they trial lives, and are more eternal and wise than

sentiment; a love of solar giants; loves of the microcosm;

the life they are trialing; this means that no spirit is more

whose seed are you; children of the microcosm; children of

important than the most microscopic sensation that it

dust; no one is born big; only the Father is born big;

despised; you have in yourselves great solar parents; for

macrocosm was also microscopic; for one has to be very

every microscopic, humble, and unknown being is great in

little and humble to become great in the Kingdom of

the Kingdom of Heavens; in your own excrements, without

Heavens; you shall also become great; you shall become

which nobody would live, are the great living wisdoms of

macrocosm; for what is up above is the same as down

the Kingdom; the concept of humility is so infinite, that you

below; likewise the flying saucers fulfill the law; the

have come out of it; it means that the Father preferred the

molecules are born babies; and they end up being colossal

humility of wisdom in the conception of your births; the

vessels of the macrocosm; and the succession of

humility that every Scripture demands from the creatures,

macrocosms is infinite and eternal; no one knows in the

has this divine principle; it is not just a moral humility; for

universe of the macro who is bigger after the Father; one

one’s own good; it is a humility without which you would

only knows that Father Jehovah is unique; so immense He

be nothing in the worlds of light of the divine Creator; in

is that He is everywhere; a divine great deed, never

your conception or reincarnation, a multitude of infinite

emulated; in the construction of the solar vessels, other

cherubs participated; just as it happens in the construction

creatures participate; infinitely more microscopic than the

of the flying saucers; what is up above is the same as

own molecules; they are the divine cherubs; a new

down below; each microscopic part of your being is an

beginning in the human knowledge; a divine beginning

infinity; which has a free will different from yours; for you

which shall wreck all the human philosophy; for it shall give

do not know where your sensations and feelings end; you

a new universe to the one already trialed by the Father; the

are living a life from which you requested the oblivion of

divine cherubs represent the most microscopic thing that

origin; and you know nothing of it; you only know that
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everything is created by an infinite Father; you know the

geometry is modified during the trials of life; it is the acts

universal law; what you do not know are the details; the

and the ideas of the spirit which modify it; acts and ideas

details constitute the sciences of the worlds; for every

which the spirit saw and got to know in the Kingdom of

creature looks for the cause of the detail; it is an eternal

Heavens; and he/she approved it; the resulting geometry

search; in which one is born again searching for the cause;

was also seen by him/her; his/her biggest trial was in the

it is enough to think and one is creating unknown causes;

oblivion of his/her past; an oblivion which is an entire

the supreme cause is the Father; and there is no cause

justice, an experience and one more knowledge for the

that does not search for Him; the cause of the flying

spirit; and this does not stop there; for every spirit looks

saucers is a celestial cause; the cause of the human

for Flying Saucers; through all eternity; it is born again and

gender is a terrestrial cause; but what is down below is a

returns to its normal universe; the one that is pre-existent

prolongation of what is up above; and the concepts up

to any world of matter; the flying saucers fulfill the same

above and down below disappear before the infinity; in

law; what changes is the attribute and quality in the

future existences you shall have other concepts of infinity;

respective eternity; eternity is a hierarchy that one has

and you shall never arrive to a unique concept; only in the

attained; and therefore it has its free will; the forced

Father is the unique concept; for He is unique; before the

eternity does not exist; every eternity is as expansive as

unique beings existed, the Father was already there; the

the universe itself; only the Father judges eternity; for He is

flying saucers are of such an eternity as the own Father;

before every eternity; eternity makes divine covenants

and they are at the same time after the Father; the Father’s

without going away from the laws of merit; for the contrary

creations return to Him; they have in their developments an

would be to confuse the spirit between the laws of the light

angular and Omega or circular evolution; the own return is

and the laws of darkness; one and the other exist because

the Omega return; one enters life through one way, and

the Father wants them to exist; the creature’s free will

returns through another; they are two halves which

chooses; that is why each one makes his own heaven;

complement each other; one way is geometric with a free

each one is responsible of his/her deeds; the existence of

will to choose the desired geometry; and the other the

darkness is the own eternity of the past of the universe; it

geometry resulting from the chosen geometry; the living

is one of its attributes and qualities; and above every law,
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for in the Father’s creation everything exists; the violations

humble to make His divine mandates be known in the

of the infinite are as expandable as the virtues of

worlds; which is the manifestation of His divine free will; I

goodness; but, whether a philosophy is infinite, it has its

shall never choose the exploiters; the more deluded; the

time; for their creators and its followers have to be born

spirits of the ephemeral; the mundane spirits; which are

again; and what they sustained before, in other existences

the so-called rich of the world; for no demon of the

they stop sustaining it; the arrival of new generations with

ambition shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; and these

new concepts and ideas, proves it; and it so happens that

demons’ wealth, where did it come from? it came out of

many spirits defend something which they persecuted in

the own world; and it belongs to the world; and it shall

other existences; the attribute and the quality of their ideas

return to the world; it is a wealth attained in violation of my

have varied; their salts of life have changed brightness;

law; it is a theft from my humble; was it not taught to the

and their ideas in their individualities too; that is how it

world that the Divine Father likes the humble? That every

happens on Earth; the exploiters of today shall be the

humble is first in His desires? And what has the world

exploited ones in other worlds; for the spirits mend their

done to please the Creator? they have done the opposite;

errors; not for nothing they are born again; and in virtue of

these demons so-called rich keep the best for them; and

their free wills, they choose and request this or that justice;

the worse and insignificant for my humble; they keep the

being judged in the same way as they did on others, is

best positions; the best education; the best food; the best

what is called: An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth;

comfort; and they perpetuate from father to child such

and to avoid the creatures from falling into these violations,

theft; I verily say unto you demons of the science of good

was it written: Do not do to others what you would not like

that neither you nor your children shall enter the Kingdom

others to do to you; for sooner or later, the spirit will be

of Heavens; for no thief has ever entered; so it is and so it

asking for a very similar justice; and the humble of today

shall be forever and ever; because of you exploiters of the

are the tyrants and violators of laws which they lived in

work of others was the terrestrial judgment written; you are

other worlds; the humble are more evolved than the

the yoke of humanity; and amidst a weeping and gnashing

exploiters; that is why it was written: Every humble is great

of teeth, the world shall be liberated; for they came out

in the Kingdom of Heavens; and the Father uses every

free of the Kingdom; and free should they have been on
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the planet; because of you demons of capitalism, this

masters; either one serves God in humility or one does not

humanity shall not enter the Kingdom; for you have

serve Him; the divine Creator does not alternate with

violated with a living immorality, the seconds that each one

corrupted children; and you rich of the world are so; you

had in their lives; yes demons of corruption; the immoral

divide yourselves between light and darkness; just as you

Earth shall pass; but my new Doctrine shall not pass; for

divided the world in rich and poor; every exploited one

every Word that comes out of the Father is eternal; and

shall be exalted; and every rich despised; this is where you

just like up above His divine presence makes no demon to

shall arrive in this world; violating the law of God costs one

remain, likewise the Doctrine of the Lamb of God shall

dearly; the entire living nature is observing you; for they

make you fall; you shall curse a thousand times having

sense what is about to come; your Judgment shall be by

been born; you were told in the Kingdom that no one

living Doctrine; for that is how you requested it; and so

should profit from their fellow beings; and you demons of

was it conceded to you; yes little son; I know you are

ignorance, insisted in running the risk of such philosophy;

seeing the future desperation of this beast; the worst that

and it was conceded to you; and now you should confront

humanity has got to know; I know you are seeing infinite

the wrath of humanity; who not even for all the gold of the

intents of suicide; but, may not a single exploitative demon

world, shall imitate you; for you are the perdition of

try it; for he shall perpetuate his living in darkness; you

humanities; you are the same ones of satan’s legions; and

should have never extended the philosophy of exploitation;

wherever you go, you shall sow division, hatred, and

knowing many of you that it was contrary to the morality of

exploitation; nobody forced you to become demons; you

my Commandments; you demons condemned your own

shall beg for mercy as it has never been implored; and your

children; and the children of your children; for none of you

seed shall be a synonym of damnation; that is how the

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens up to the third

creators of yokes end up; because of you demons of

generation; every violation in the living creation of the

exploitation was it written: It is more likely for a camel to

Father, includes even the most microscopic of your being;

pass through a needle’s eye than a rich to enter the

and your ideas are in them; every idea is transmitted; and

Kingdom of Heavens; and if you do not enter Heaven, is

with it good or evil; according to the transmitted intention;

because you belong to darkness; for one cannot serve two

according to the salt of life of the idea; according to its
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attribute and quality; humanity by seeing that they were

pride; you demons of misery and pain believed that you

obliged to follow you in your exploitative philosophy, they

would never be asked to render account; every truth of

have been condemning themselves from three to three; for

heaven was requested by you demons; and you requested

the beginning and end of a violation lasts three

it along with the surprise; it is for you that it was written:

generations; the new morality shall make your damned

And the Truth shall arrive to the world by surprise; the

inheritance disappear; as the world shall call it; for there is

surprise that is caused by a burglar; for you usurpers do

nothing more pitiful than not entering the Creator’s

not sleep at ease; thinking about your wealth; and thinking

Kingdom; there is no greater punishment; all your

about a thousand deceits; for there is no rich in this world

inheritance, exploiters of the world, is an inheritance of the

who has not deceived their fellow beings; the same ones

dead; for there is no fruit of the light in you; and you shall

who requested justice in heaven; to be fulfilled on Earth.-

pay for each tear shed by the rest of the humanity; for
humanity built their hopes up with your damned
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philosophy; did you not fascinate them with beautiful
things? your commerce offered the merchandise; you were
the tempters of the world; since you are of the demon’s
legions; your philosophy is the same as satan’s in the
Earthly Paradise; there the damned one offered as a
merchandise an apple which was not even his; just like you
dammed ones who offer the world what belongs to the
humble of the world; every merchandise belongs to the
children of work; those who fulfilled the divine mandate:
Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face; it does
not belong to the exploiters; for your dammed philosophy
shall be pulled out from its roots from the human evolution;
your philosophy is an imperfection within the spiritual
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Chapter 13

DIVINE ORIGIN OF
THE SPACE

ALPHA AND OMEGA

little one and every microscopic and humble is first in the
Kingdom; to explain the origin of things is given to every
first one; the space from the inside is the space that
saturates your free will; and your ideas contain such

DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE SPACE; A DIVINE

space; everything big and small have the same laws; more

COVENANT WHICH CAME OUT OF THE

developed in the big and in the small less development;

KINGDOM OF HEAVEN; TIME IS JUDGED WITH
THE CREATURES; THE EVERYTHING ABOVE
EVERYTHING. - Nº 62.-

but in my creation everyone levels up with the other; for
they have got a free will; space is one of the living virtues
of space; its form is infinite; it has no end; and it is
understood according to the salt of life of each one;
according to their evolution; space contracts and expands

Yes little son; the space in which one is born is brought

itself; each one makes their own space; for each one

from the Kingdom of Heavens; and the entire nature in

makes their own heaven; and since one creature is

which you live, is brought from there; the space as well as

different from another, there are spaces in attribute and

all the elements of the living universe, have a free will; that

quality as there are individualities; every space makes a

is why as far as justice is concerned, the space also

covenant with each creature; and all the creatures have

participate in such justice; the space as well as all the

talked in the Kingdom of Heavens to their space; from the

elements were born with the same rights; no one is less

same instant in which one is born, the covenant with a

before the Father; the rights are within their own laws; and

terrestrial time and space starts; in the Kingdom or in the

they have an infinite attribute and quality; the attribute and

Celestial World reigns the spiritual time; the celestial time

quality explain the infinite variety in the feelings of the

is of the macrocosm; proper of the gigantic suns; where I

beings; they are sentimental variations; sensations of the

Am, you cannot go; was said by my Solar First-born Son

spiritual thinking; and each sensation that your spirit feels,

Christ; he referred to the macrocosm with its solar or

has space; therefore, you have space inside and outside;

celestial time; and the creatures of the microcosm like you

what is inside explains your spiritual beginning; for every

cannot enter the macro; you have to be born again; and in
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such number like the molehills contained in a dessert;

space has physical and spiritual laws; your science knows

verily getting to the macrocosm costs a sweat in the face;

something of the physics of space; and time; physics make

it costs work.-

use of space and time in the mental calculations; besides
the space and time which corresponds to the exterior
world; behold one of the causes of the human
imperfection; they make calculations in which eternity does
not participate; the human mind is a vibrating eighth of a
microscopic Omega Circle; which means that it is a replica
which came out of a solar circle; the number eight
represents a temporary philosophy; for the eighth
vibration, returns to its center; every human spirit is a
detachment of a solar fire; and its distancing includes time
and space; the vibrating eighth is the traverse of a spirit

Yes little son; this celestial drawing shows that the divine
justice is in every space; the Rod with which you measure
and with which you shall be measured; the Rod is the
morality of my Commandments; and which each one
should have cultivated in life; if it was not cultivated for a
microscopic instant, one does not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; in each act done by your mind, space enters; the
ideas have a pause; and the pauses are space and time;
and philosophy; space has got a psychology in which the
spiritual action awaits; and it is for all the thinkings; space
is the same for matter and spirit; it is also born
microscopic; as every living creation of the Father; every

through a dimension; whose elements also belong to the
own center of solar fire; there was a time in which every
spirit talked to the own constitutive elements of the
terrestrial nature in a spiritual time; this understanding is
known in the Kingdom of Heavens as Alpha beginning of
an Ark in Materialization of Covenants; on Earth it is known
as reincarnation; and my divine Word designates it as
being born again; a law can be expressed in many forms;
and it does not stop from being the same law; in every
being born again, for the human spirit, participate 318
living virtues; this group of virtues is called an Ark of
Covenants; or a human spirit’s thinking; the Ark of
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Covenants was known by the old world; in the Ark of

for there is neither space nor time which is not fulfilled;

Covenants all the creation enters; all the elements of the

even your carnal existence has got its physical end; every

universe; everything that the mind can imagine; for

capitalist spirit or of any other immorality shall have to

everything exists in the Father’s creation; and nothing is

confront their 318 living virtues; all of them requested in

impossible in the greatest Creator of creators; for no one

the Kingdom not to violate the law; and they requested to

surpasses Father Jehovah; time and space form part of the

live on a very remote planet called Earth, the highest

everything above everything; for nothing would exist

morality that any mind can conceive; the sole morality of

without them; there are spaces and times as there are

my Commandments; all your virtues never let themselves

worlds in the universe; and their variety is as infinite as the

be seen in life; for their morality is the most sublime model

number of molehills contained in a desert; what is living

of perfection; being them invisible in your own thinking,

makes what is expansive; everyone has the right to infinity;

they are great in the Kingdom; they are the first ones to be

and no one is disinherited; space and time get united

heard by the Creator of life; and your spirit is the last one

according to their free will; just as you are together in the

to be heard; Were you not taught to be humble? there in

world; and just as a molecule is next to another; no one is

the Kingdom, this virtue is the queen among everyone; and

by chance; for such philosophy is exposed to deviation;

he who did not live in humility does not enter the Kingdom

just as those who defend satan go astray; for the damned

of Heavens; the virtues acquire colossal proportions; and

one believes that he mandates himself; all the universe of

your spirit is seen like a microbe of dust; in the spirits who

light wants nothing with him; and he who teaches a

did not cultivate humility, dread takes hold of them; for he/

philosophy that does not take my divine Commandments

she feels that darkness and the light compete for him/her;

into consideration, goes astray; for he does not enter the

every humble feels a spiritual peace; for he/she served one

Kingdom of the Light; such is the fate of the yoke of the

Lord in life; served one cause; and was not divided; those

Earth; called capitalism; and which is known in the

who serve two masters, serve two causes; they serve two

Kingdom as the great beast; a damned philosophy which

philosophical thinkings; that is why their spirit is driven into

since very remote times, has been enslaving the worlds of

a struggle when arriving into the Kingdom in order to

the light; none of these exploitative demons shall remain;

undergo a Judgment of trials of life; a struggle in which
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darkness tries to attract him/her; for in the living universe

the spirits of your world have undergone this painful

of the Kingdom of Heavens, there are laws of the living

experience; caused by the living violation to my living

possession; your origin was taken from the darkness of the

Word; such is the destiny of those who have divided my

macrocosm; for there is everything in the Father’s flock;

children in rich and poor; one neither should nor can serve

the trials of your lives is a trial in which you chose its result

philosophies which are not the Commandments; for every

yourselves; did you not have a free will in life? And were

act reverberates in the own laws of creation; to understand

you not given Holy Scriptures and Commandments? What

it better, you should never forget that the own elements of

did you do with them? I know you are subdued to a yoke;

nature are the ones which shall judge you in the Kingdom

imposed by the demons of ambition; but, you yourselves

of Heavens; and every humble among the humble judges

requested to run the risk; behold the cause of all the risks

the everything above everything; humility makes the great

in life; no demon who provoked risks in life shall enter the

ones of the Kingdom be silent; for no one surpasses it in

Kingdom of Heavens; and the worst risk of which all the

power; all the living marvels of the Kingdom look smaller

others come out, is the harm one does to his fellow being;

before it; to become great in humility is to arrive to the

exploiting others is the great risk; the own human’s

Father’s own dwelling; every great one has its universes; in

perdition comes out of this demoniac philosophy; for none

which its respective philosophy predominates; and within

of you enters the Kingdom; one microscopic second or

its laws, the Father is exalted; just as you believe you exalt

less of violation and one does not enter the Kingdom of

Him with your faith; what is up above is the same as down

Heavens; space denies its philosophy to those who

below; without faith, no one makes him/herself a heaven of

combat against the Father; those who use demonic ideas;

light; with no faith worlds of darkness are made; for your

those who persecute others with their darkness; those who

ideas have the attribute and quality; the salt of life requires

let themselves be carried along by them; those who sow

faith; without it you shall never enter the Kingdom; and

pain; and it so happens that infinite spirits wander through

there is no faith that does not have space and time; it was

space, for no virtue of the light gives them their divine

written: Faith moves mountains; a parable for the laws of

participation; no one wants to get united to a demon; only

matter and the spirit; for matter and spirit are one same

the divine intervention of the Father gets it done; almost all

thing; which came out of one God only; and every
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molecule has spirituality; matter and spirit have the same

thought; Have you studied your Creator second by second

rights; for no one is less before the Father; this Revelation

in your existences? If it was so, be sure that you shall enter

shall make every terrestrial philosophy collapse to the

the Kingdom of Heavens; for you have fulfilled the divine

ground; for it is the only one that unifies what looks

mandate; you have dedicated your free time to understand

apparently disunited; matter and spirit; you ignore how

the Father above everything; this term: Above everything,

things were done; you live in them; for you are going to be

shall be the greatest weeping and gnashing of teeth of an

judged by them; in your voluntary oblivion of how things

ungrateful humanity; such thing took place because of the

were done, the divine Father puts the Scriptures in your

life system given to you by the demons of capitalism; for

present; the Scriptures represent the Father’s will; one of

all the seconds gone by throughout your existences, were

His divine free will’s infinite forms of expressing itself; the

deluded; they did not serve the Father above everything;

psychology of the Scriptures is the Father’s living will; and

they served an ephemeral philosophy; whose laws did not

by its hierarchy it trials your individualities, for every spirit

come out of the Kingdom of the light; but they are from the

is trialed; space is also in the readings; and every reading

imperfections of the demons of ambition; all the virtues

has a hierarchy; each reading is a psychology in the

that are in your spirit, shall accuse the spirit of having been

expression of the understanding; and among all the

deceived by it; of having an influence which is not the

readings that you can conceive, the Scriptures are the

eternity in the light; they shall feel themselves divided; for

ones with the highest hierarchy; and so it is that if a spirit

they were promised a heaven; the promise was done by

condemned itself to darkness, one second of reading my

your spirit; for it has a responsibility; if the deluded beings

divine Word saves him/her; for your Creator thanks him/her

do not enter the Kingdom, less shall the culprits enter; the

who searches for Him; and His awards are infinite; they

causers of the illusion; the demons who sustain capitalism;

have no limits; for nothing in Him has any; each second of

the damned creators of poor and rich; the children of

reading that you have had in your existence, is judged in

satan; the members of his damned legions; the human

the Kingdom; if it was taught to you that your Creator was

suffering is because of these damned ones; who think they

above everything, it means that He is above every reading;

are interpreting a history; only the history of the humble is

in your preferences; and this law is for all the human

eternal; for the new world is theirs; no exploiter shall
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remain in the world; for the conception of their exploitative

I see by your divine grace colossal telephones; one of them

philosophies is ephemeral; it does not have the Father’s

would not fit on Earth; what immense sizes! They are

seal of eternity; the fall of these demons shall be the fall of

creatures bigger than the planet Earth! So it is little son;

the beast; which has many eyes; the eyes of espionage;

they are creatures of the macrocosm; and you have not

with which it has been merciless with my humble; the

seen everything; for the everything above everything has

space shall be negated to these demons; up above as well

no end; your power to penetrate the living universe is

as down below; humanity shall be merciless with them too;

increasing; for everything has a growth; everything is

with the rod you measure, you shall be measured; so it is

initiated from the most microscopic; everything is initiated

and so shall it be forever and ever; space is also judged at

from the invisible to the visible; behold the origin of

the same instant in which the creatures are being judged;

spirituality; all the prophets and all the first-born sons see

and this is how the changes in each one’s destiny take

the invisible; and they extract doctrines toward the visible;

place; each destiny requested the laws of justice; and it

for the Trinity is everywhere; space and time like you, also

was conceded to them; every justice surprises the spirit; it

have their trinity; for no one is disinherited; every time is

can happen to him/her up above or down below; being it

composed of infinite cherubs of time; which are the ones

an incarnated creature or a spirit which awaits to be born

that provoke the sensation of living in a time; and every

again; wherever it is in the immensities of the universe,

time and space is a detachment of magnetic force which

justice comes to him/her; the everything above everything

act over matter and spirit; time and space are geometrical;

is in him/her; there is an entire net of communication in the

they fit into the thinking creature; they are what the

living universe; which covers everything; a fascinating

creature feels; in each breathing of every creature, a

chapter to be told to the world; a divine Revelation which

microscopic eternity is formed; which is within the own

shall make you shudder; these celestial communications

present; which means that every present is an outbreak of

are even faster than the speed of the silvery vessels; they

an eternity which thinks momentarily in a present; what is

are so immense, that they are first than the birth of a future

sensible is the cause of what is geometrical; matter and

world; I know little son that you see every day how the

spirit are transformed at every instant while one is

solar parents communicate; So it is divine Father Jehovah;

breathing; and one gets older at each instant; making use
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of so microscopic space and times, that nobody notices

for gold, to the extreme of making out of this rock a life

the microscopic aging; for no one gets older instantly; you

system; which has deluded the world; making this world of

have to make use of space and time which you requested

trials into a world of slick fellows; for there is no rich that

in the Kingdom of Heavens; along with the other virtues;

has not deceived his fellow beings; the distrust that you all

one is born getting old; all the virtues requested equality in

carry has come out of these demons; I verily say unto you

time and space; an equality that should have been imitated

that all those who felt distrustful of his brother, shall not

by your spirit; no one is more and no one is less; all of you

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; distrust in every degree is

are equal before the Creator; in a world of trials, humility

unknown in the Kingdom; for no distrustful one has

was put before you as a model of salvation; for every

entered there; and every immorality that you have felt in life

forgetfulness in the requests of life, brings risks along; and

because of the material possession, is unknown in the

the greatest of all is to grow apart from the Father’s

Kingdom; none of you shall enter; for you are accomplices

mandates; for every world falls into immorality; is this not

of violation of your own promise in the Kingdom; all of you

what is happening to your world? everything has a cause

promised the Father not to violate the law; and you have

which comes out of an intention; and the cause of your fall

done it; great are before the Father the strugglers and the

is the demons of capitalism; the only guilty ones; he who

idealists; every unjust world needs them; and every world

continues serving the exploitative demon, shall not be

progresses because of them; woe betide those who are

resurrected into a child in the year 2001; for every promise

blind because of comfort! Woe betide those who

of the Father is fulfilled; you have two ways in your free

unattended the call of my humble! Woe betide the easy-

will; or continue serving gold or serve God; there is no

attitude people of the world! Woe betide the indifferent

middle way; one cannot serve two masters; one cannot

beings! for the weeping and gnashing of teeth is theirs;

serve two philosophies; for the spirit is divided between

each act done by you in life has got time and space; and

light and darkness; to keep on serving gold is to

philosophy; and each act has 318 living virtues; and

perpetuate the ambition; and transmit it to our children is

according to your tendencies, that is how your salt of life

what has been happening since the right instant in which

shall be; that is how your future physical body shall be in a

the damned pharaohs taught the people of Israel the greed

new birth; you are the geometrical result of the living
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knowledge; and you give yourselves the form; for each one

they accuse them of their own skepticisms; of their own

makes his own heaven; and you are not alone in life; as

backwardness; it is the supreme trial of the spirit; and

many of you believe; the responsibility that your spirit

every spirit must confront the 318 virtues with which they

feels, is not casual; it was given to you because there was

compromised to come in a covenant to life; every spirit is a

a cause in it; and the greatest responsibility is not believing

solar parent in miniature; and all the virtues of the thinking

in yourself; for one would live an eternal skepticism; to

subdue themselves to be trialed by the spirit-sun; you have

trust in one’s strength is one thing; but, to believe that one

trials in the interior and in the exterior; the interior are the

was made just to live is another thing; the first one is the

first causes; the exterior your final cause; the interior is the

cultivation of security; the second one is the cultivation of

spiritual trial; what is invisible; the exterior the material

a belief lacking of trials; no one knows his/her origin, for

trial; your judgment turned into matter; no one gets to

that is how you requested it; and so was it conceded to

matter if he/she has not been microscopic; all the universe

you; only a solar First-born gives you the light; for there is

has got this principle; one has to be very little and humble

a first one in everything; millions of beings of this world

to become great in the Kingdom of Heavens; every world

believe that things were done by themselves; I verily say

has got its revelations; for no one is disinherited; all the

unto you skeptical beings, that you shall wander through

planetary dwellings are a product of living requests; of

space alone too; for no living element of the universe shall

microscopic acts; for everything grows in the living

open their doors to you; he who doubts the Father, doubts

universe of the Father; they undergo transformations from

the own universe; for the universe is in Him; and He in the

the microbe to the colossal; and in every transformation

universe; only those who cultivated faith have company in

time and space go on; everything that a physical idea has,

space; every belief is like a request which comes true; and

a planet has it; for the rights are in everyone; in the

every skeptical one rejects every reality; no skeptical being

microscopic and in the colossal; the rights are manifested

shall enter my Kingdom; nor any of them shall be

in the spiritual causes of each one; and many times it so

resurrected into a child the year 2001; for they did not

happens that what seems an aberration, is not from the

believe the law; they do not receive the law; all the times

point of view of the intention; only the Father knows the

and spaces of a skeptical one, turn against him/her; for

intention of each thinking; for it is in the own intention;
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Were you not taught that God is everywhere? and He is in

another; rush is not known in the Kingdom of Heavens;

everything unknown and known; in the visible and in the

rush is a product of the human selfishness; one lives as its

invisible; every space and time claim against those who

slave; except the rush to know what is of the Father, no

applied a hypocritical justice; for every injustice received

rushed one shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; your

by the spirit, reverberates in the virtues which are its

Creator awards the spiritual courtesy; it was written that

complement; and the virtues look for the cause of the

your Creator is first in all your things; rush is a law of

violation; and so it is that if a terrestrial judge punishes

darkness; for it is more likely for a spirit who cultivated

unfairly, the virtues of the condemned one shall follow him

serenity in life to enter the Kingdom than for one who lived

through all eternity; behold the cause of many spiritual

in a rush; but being in a rush to serve another is awarded

maladies in the creatures; maladies that succeed each

in my Kingdom; he who serves another with the intention

other through many existences; this law is owing to the

of charity, serves the Father; for being I everywhere, I am

fact that everyone was given a mandate to be fulfilled; this

also in the mind of every served one; every rush is born

mandate when it is not fulfilled, its consequences are

from the same philosophy which prevented your entrance

extended throughout the universe; the most microscopic

to the Kingdom; it comes out of the exploitative capitalism;

violation becomes infinite; for the cause which is in

and it only serves it; the beast’s rush is of no use to the

everyone is infinite; the same thing happens when the law

Father; for it does not take Him into account; if it took Him

has been fulfilled; the awards succeed each other

into account, it would abolish the rush; and it would teach

throughout many existences; that is why it was written; For

how to cultivate serenity; there are many bad customs and

they have obtained their awards already; for behind each

immoralities which the beast transmitted you; and if it

award, there are many worlds in which one lived; every

would have even been one fault, it is enough for not

spirit is born again; without having lived, there would

entering the Kingdom of Heavens; the beast or capitalism

neither be an award nor a punishment; and if in the world

by not taking my Scriptures into account, condemned the

there are infinite situations in each one’s living, it is

entire humanity; that is why it was written: May the left be

because you lived before; and their consequences are

aware of what the right does; are not the people called the

seen now; what is not given in one existence, is given in

left, the exploited, the humble? And is the oppressor not
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called the right, the exploiter, the rich? may the humble be

which has been known and shall be known on Earth; just

aware of the immoralities of the rich; for it will be harder for

then the arrogant people shall know the power of God;

them to enter the Kingdom; for it is more likely for one who

which expresses itself first by living Doctrine; and then in

has realized on time to enter than for one who seeing, let

nature; every new law must be taught first; and then

himself be carried along; at each instant that passes by,

executed; by doing the opposite, chaos would reign in the

you draw yourselves more apart from the Kingdom; it

world; for everyone is deluded; many will commit suicide;

depends on you exploited beings of the world; either you

believing that the end of the world has come; no children,

follow the demon or you follow the light which the Father

there is no such thing; what there is, is a Final Judgment to

sends you; remember that one cannot serve two masters;

a life system; to a life system which is not of the Kingdom

he who wants to be saved must renounce the illusion with

of Heavens; it is not in my Commandments; and it shall be

which you were deceived, your free will must choose; the

pulled out from its roots from the human evolution; by

Father does not offend anyone; He just lovingly demands

judging what the Father did not teach, its followers are also

sincerity to come out of you; for in your customs you did

judged; only your repentance shall make you not to figure

not cultivate the true sincerity; nor any virtue which came

in the legions of the exploitative demons; for no satan

out of my Commandments; you cultivated self-interested

imitator shall enter the Kingdom; by changing your life

virtues; which do not correspond to the eternity in the

system, a beginning of repentance shall be born in you;

Father; that is why the inheritance that you received from

which shall be taking into divine account for you; for it is

the exploitative demons, divides you in the Final

more likely for a repentant to enter the Kingdom than for

Judgment; it divides you up above and it divides you down

an arrogant; I verily say unto you that no one is greater in

below; up above you are divided between darkness and

the Kingdom, but the one who has known repentance; for

the light; and down below, in rich and poor; the world of

he had faith and they played with his faith; that is what

the future belongs to the humble; for every humble is first

capitalism has done with you; backed up by the rock of

in the Kingdom; all the underdeveloped countries shall

human selfishness; backed up by the so-called Catholic

gather around the Lamb of God; they shall get united for

Church; the same that blesses in My Name the damned

his Doctrine; and they shall constitute the greatest power

arms, with which you kill one another; Do these exploiters
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of faith not know that my divine Word says: Thou shalt not

world called christian shall know its future by Telepathic

kill? they certainly know it; but, they believe they will never

Scripture; just as it happened in the old world; every spirit

render any account to anybody; these false prophets of my

requested it that way in the Kingdom and so shall it be

Word do not know what is coming to them; every selfish

conceded to them; an intellectual or polemic war shall

rock which came out of their hearts shall be divided; just

emerge between the Orient and the Occident because of

as they divided my flock in many beliefs; being just one

the Lamb of God; the critics could not be left out; those

God only; one sole Creator; why did they do it? they did it

who think that they know it all, and know nothing; for none

for ambition; for the material comfort took hold of them;

of them has been given the faculty of knowing the origin of

they should have never done such thing; no easy-attitude

things; nor any doctrine to transform the world; for every

being enters the Kingdom of Heavens; while millions and

critic must see the beam he has in his eye first, before

millions of beings do not have where to live, these easy-

indicating someone else’s straw; all the Revelation of the

attitude exploiters of faith, surround themselves with

Lamb of God shall be made in Rolls of cardboard and thin

temples and luxurious cathedrals; what a shame for the

paper; so that the Scripture given to the world shall be

Universal Trinity! Just as it was in the Pharaonic epoch! it is

fulfilled; the Rolls appear in one of the visions of the

an immorality according to my divine law; only the humble

Scriptures; and its knowledge has no end; the tree is

have the right to such things; for they are the first; and no

known by its fruit; by the power of transformation one

humble would do that; the rock of the human selfishness

knows every Doctrine that comes from God; and it is just

shall be the first to be judged; for they have not hesitated

enough that a doctrine leads to goodness, and it is of God;

in using the own Father to divide the world; they should

everything contrary to goodness, is from evil; it is of

have never followed the footsteps of capitalism; the illusion

darkness; no doctrine shall be compared to the Doctrine of

and exploitation belong to these two beasts; two living

the Lamb of God; for no one has been given the faculty of

demons who requested a philosophical trial in the

judging the world; for in the eternal living Word of God,

Kingdom of Heavens; this story of the beasts shall shudder

everything has got a hierarchy; there is a divine order in

all those who have understanding; for everything has come

everything that has been created; each doctrine has got its

out of the Kingdom; and every light comes out of there; the

time and space in relation to the creatures’ time and
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space; and every doctrine has also got its attribute and

experience by requesting new forms of lives; and every

quality; and the attributes and qualities of all the doctrines

one returns to the Father; this return is included by spiritual

of the Earth, shall recognize the attribute and quality of the

request; for no one is disinherited; no one is abandoned;

Doctrine of the Lamb; for all of them have come out of it;

the Father’s love is in everyone; and all of you are in the

the seal of the Lamb of God is in everything; for everything

Father; for He is everywhere and He does not let Himself

was created; and everything shall be so; space and time

be seen; He sees everything; but He lets everything to be

were created, following a lovingly order of solar merit; the

fulfilled in the microscopic dimension of the world-dust; He

eternal succession of times; all of them came out of your

is divinely accustomed to observe planets Earths, which

salt of life; of your heaven made into knowledge; for your

are like the molehills contained in a dessert.-

ideas that travel to space, carry the time and space of a
philosophy which shall expand itself in what is material and

ALPHA AND OMEGA

spiritual; every idea of yours carry a seal; and according to
your thinking, it is what it will be in eternity; it could be a
future hell or a future paradise; everything depends on your
intention; this Revelation shall make the demons shudder;
for they will be the ones who shall have to rescue their
worlds themselves; every creation comes out of a living
cause and it matures in what is living; you have that cause;
for no one is disinherited; you are microscopic children of
an infinite Father; Who is almighty and Who gives
everything; do you not have then a thinking life? Do you
not travel with it everywhere? Just as the stars move? what
is up above is the same as down below; stars and
creatures came out of a same God; and they manifest
themselves according to their free wills; they gain
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Chapter 14

DIVINE ORIGIN OF
THE EARTH’S
POLAR AXLE
DEVIATION

ALPHA AND OMEGA

united in a compact body; all your cells and pores are
embraced by microscopic cords; the colossal suns and
celestial bodies, likewise; what is up above is the same as
down below; there is covenant up above and covenant

DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE EARTH’S POLAR AXLE

down below; the imbalance of the planet’s polar axle is a

DEVIATION; EVERY SPIRITUAL UNBALANCE

deviation of 42º; and it has been taking place since the

REVERBERATES IN THE MOLECULES OF THE
PLANET; THE NUMBER 318 IN THE MENTAL
DEVIATION. - Nº 63.Yes little son; every violation of my divine law, reverberates
in the molecule; for spirit and matter came out of the same
point of origin; of one same law; of one same cause; of one
sole God only; matter and spirit have the same rights; no
one is less before the Father; every thought when travelling
to space, carries the magnetic expansion of the own
planet; what is up above is the same as down below; every
molecule is united to another; by an umbilical cord; and so
do the ideas; for no one is disinherited; the umbilical cord
that you yourselves have, has the same origin of the other
cords; your science shall not be able to see this living
marvel; you will have to be born again infinite times; no
creature lives isolated from the universe; everything is
united to the everything above everything; just as you are

Earth was microscopic; everything started from the right
instant in which Adam and Eve started to generate ideas in
violation; the Earthly Paradise was a microscopic Paradise;
it was the size of a ping pong ball; for one has to be very
little and humble in order to become great in the Kingdom
of Heavens; what is microscopic has also got what is
gigantic; without coming out of its own dimension; and its
creatures do not notice how tiny they are; it is a sensation
requested in the Kingdom; as all the sensations which you
have felt in life are requested; every sensation reverberates
in matter; for you are half spirit and half matter; behold the
origin of your equilibrium; he who does not have his
conscious at ease unbalances himself; and every
imbalanced one does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; if
your humanity had guided themselves by the morality of
my Commandments in the way they were mandated, your
planet would not have its polar axle deviated in 42º; before
Adam and Eve violated the mandate, the axle of the
Paradise was parallel to all its molecules; and there was
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only one season; the eternal Spring; and one of the causes

as down below; inheritance is transmitted from trinity to

of the existence of several seasons is the disharmony that

trinity upwardly; and from three to three generations,

the first disobedience caused on the molecules of the

downwardly; this means that every darkness or violation of

planet; this transformation has been being verified with a

the law of the Father, conducts to the own origin, but

slowness, which escapes the human calculation; in the

transformed in a black light; what is contrary to your light

Kingdom of Heavens or macrocosm, the living covenants

is darkness; in matter as well as in the spirit; the attribute

of the elements of nature are done in a very slow way; and

and the quality of your salt of life, from brilliant turns into

so it is that the creatures do not notice the transformation

dull; when arriving into this degree of light, you shall not

in any instant; everything that surrounds you, was born

know the philosophies of the light anymore; every

slow and microscopic; so slow and microscopic that it was

darkness is relative to the fault; and if there are infinite

born from the visible to the invisible; and in its transfer,

faults and violations in the spirit, there are also infinite

darkness was known; for every spirit and every molecule is

kinds of darkness; the molecules of a planet give out fruits

trialed in the transformations they request; every

of the same resemblance; and they have at the same time

transformation as microscopic as they can be, is a being

infinite forms; matter’s free will imposes on its own cause

born again; it is a reincarnation; the microscopic molecules

of origin; and every fruit, being it spiritual or material,

also reincarnate; the same thing happens with the

returns to the point of origin; it returns to the Father; and it

microbes; for everyone has the same rights; and no one is

returns transformed; for it lived a new geometry; a new

disinherited; the molecules of a planet participate in your

birth; the molecules of all the elements, return to the

events too; for the event is also a molecule’s fact too;

Father by means of their microscopic cords; just as you

whose philosophy is the infinite variety in infinite results;

do; and since everything has got hierarchy, the own cords

every event has attribute and quality; philosophy and

also have it; for it has the same right as the galaxy which it

hierarchy; and the inclination of the Earth’s polar axle also

is united to.-

has it; and the ideas that you emanate daily, also have
within them, an inclination in their free will in the journey
through the infinite cosmos; what is up above is the same
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the same for the microscopic as well as for the colossal; all
the transformations that you see in nature take place in
every molecule; in what is colossal is the microscopic; and
in what is microscopic, the colossal; this corresponds to
the parable: What is up above is the same as down below;
infinite creatures live in the molecules; as one lives on a
planet; these microscopic creatures are the cherubs; they
are the ones which govern the invisible with the visible;
they are the own magnetism; they are the movement
turned into reality; the cherubs are solar parents; their
antiquity goes back to the right instant in which the divine
Father said: Let there be light and there was light; to each
Yes little son; the celestial drawing shows among other
laws, that every molecule is first a fluid; or a gas; at the
beginning everything was fire; and the molecules of that
fire, created a liquid which now are the seas; the cortex
was also from fire; it is the ash of the fire of the solar
sparklet; the molecules contained the little pores of all the
fleshes; not in the human form as you have it; for every
spirit is born again; it has had many forms; it has inhabited
many dwellings of flesh in many planetary dwellings; the
first molecule was of a color that had the same colors that
your own nature has; and for each molecule there was, and
there still is a new birth; a reincarnation; for the rights are

celestial mandate the divine cherubs are born; they live the
celestial time; in which one celestial second is equivalent
to a terrestrial century; which means that for the cherubs
the Earth was born just an moment ago; this law is the only
control that the worlds have; for it is the own eternity; all
the planets of the Thinking Expansive Universe have this
control; and so it is that from each molecule, a colossal
living sun is born in the Kingdom; matter transforms itself
because it has a being born again; whose number is
infinite; being a molecule is just an instant for the cherubs;
for they have an instantaneous time and space; and so it is
that when you observe the movements of your nature, the
cherubs are departing and others are arriving; the
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movement gone, already executed, is the departure; and

matter; by means of their respective cherubs; behold the

the instant that comes is the arrival; this has been

cause of the law and parable: Every evil spirit divides itself;

happening on your planet, since its own birth; there are in

for the cherubs which are the component of the elements

the cherubs as many specialties as the number of molehills

of nature, draw apart from the spirit which they got united

contained in a desert; for the variety of nature is infinite;

to for an instant; that instant is the human life; the

and at each moment new varieties in attribute and quality

distancing of the cherubs is because they have free will;

are being born; just as you who generate ideas; which is

just as the spirit has it; when the spirit stays by itself, it is

not a repetition of the previous one; it can be said that

exposed to the own darkness; which do not respect either

within the very slow aging, one is reborn again; with a

anything or anybody; the opposite to what takes place in

tendency to diminishing; growth is an expansion whose

the light; where one respects the free will in different

geometry is in the own molecule; or the own little pore; and

degrees; although it has cost an evolutional struggle; the

all the physical laws which accompany you requested to

molecules are formed by galaxies; just as the universe of

do it; it is a living covenant of infinite free wills; and

your dimension; what is up above is the same as down

individualities; even the most microscopic molecule has

below; the molecules are planets which head to colossal

what the spirit has; in their own laws; an attribute has its

worlds; for one has to be first very little and humble to

equivalence with another; for a common law unites it; the

become great in the Kingdom of Heavens; that is how your

imbalance of a spirit unbalances all its organism; all its

world started; molecule by molecule; a never ending

cells and little pores resent it; and the 318 virtues of its

history; a history which knocks down the human history; it

thinking, too; the spiritual violation does not stop; it gets

knocks down the falseness of the thought; it knocks down

expanded; just as the universe gets expanded; light and

the ephemeral importance of every arrogant; the human

darkness run parallel in their free wills; it is the spirit’s

greatness perishes before the knowledge of its own origin;

decision to eliminate one of them; by choosing good or

all your present evolution turns into one more molecule;

evil; this philosophy of light was requested by humanity;

and each molecule has its planetary history; and its

and it was conceded to them; everyone in the Kingdom got

scriptures; for no one is disinherited; each molecule has its

to know each other; by saying everyone, I mean spirit and

spaces and times; its final judgments; precisely because
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the universe is living; it is not a universe of the dead; the

divides my children in rich and poor? I verily say unto you

real death is darkness; that which you struggle against;

that only satan divides and he divides himself; it is his

and you do it from equal to equal; being your free will the

damned inheritance; to those who created capitalism I say:

polar axle of your ideas; it depends on you which way you

None of you, demons of ambition and exploitation, shall

deviate the inclination of your future worlds, for they are

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; because of you this

born from your ideas; for each one makes his own heaven;

humanity shall not enter; for you deluded them with an

and there is no world or planet which is not surrounded by

ephemeral philosophy; which is unknown in the Kingdom

a heaven; every molecule when coming back to the Father,

of the Father; in the Kingdom of Heavens the spiritual

calls for justice; just as the human spirits ask for it; and as

division is not known; ambition and exploitation is not

the molecules that accompanied you in life are

known; there everybody is equal in their rights; no one is

microscopic, the Creator listens to them first; for every

less; your philosophy, demons, is one of the philosophical

humble and every microscopic being is first before Him;

trees that the divine Father did not plant; and you shall be

this Revelation shall embarrass millions of you; who give

pulled out from your roots from the human evolution; in the

yourselves in life an importance which is a real immorality;

Macrocosm or Kingdom of Heavens, only the spiritual

no one is more important than anyone; every importance

merit is known; work is known; the effort and the sweat on

has got no merit in the Kingdom; all those who felt any

the face; not what you are; that is why it was said to you:

degree of importance, shall not enter the Kingdom of

Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face; this

Heavens; importance is unknown in the Kingdom; and

means honesty in the philosophies; if you had been

everything that you have of imperfection; which did not

honest, there would be neither rich nor poor; and there

come out of the Father, but out of yourselves; for there are

would not be any deluded ones in a philosophy which is a

infinite kinds if imperfection; in their attribute and quality;

total immorality; for everyone is equal before Me; and all

your imperfection is born from your arrogance; it was born

those who do not recognize the equality of the Father,

from the same instant in which you started to govern

does not enter the Kingdom; your inheritance in the world

yourselves by means of money; the supreme question that

is an inheritance of weeping and pain; honesty in every

your Creator asks you is: Who invented the money which

philosophy starts with the same consultation to the
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Father’s Scriptures; and you have not done it; and you

the pores of flesh follow the spirit; for they still feel the

already have in sight the result of your work; a divided

spiritual-magnetic attraction; this attraction ceases when

world; a world of hate; a wretched world; frustrated; upon

the spirit in virtue of its free will requests a new destiny;

you, demons, shall the world’s wrath fall; and you shall pay

and it is willing to being judged; and with the hope of going

an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth; the latter one is

to a better world; when judging a spirit, the Father’s law

for all those who died slaughtered in wars; which are the

does it for two reasons: to award or to punish; for the

product of your philosophy of dominance; you shall pay in

struggle in life chosen by the spirit, included obedience

other worlds molecule by molecule; little pore by little pore;

and disobedience; good and evil; the mandate for the

cell by cell; an eye for an eye; a tooth for a tooth; of every

human creature was to struggle against evil, above

pain caused in the body and the spirit, of those who

everything; one is born searching for the truth; and one

departed; and for every little pore which died before time is

dies in it; the truth being one is infinitely relative; for you

an existence of dreadful expiation; and they are trillions

requested relativity; in matter as well as in the spirit; and it

and trillions of existences; for the little pores that a human

was conceded to you; relativity is living; all your

body has are infinite; all those who died in wars are waiting

calculations and all your sensations have relativity; for your

for you in the Kingdom; for they claim the Eternal the

thinking is relative to the circumstances in the most

promised justice; you shall get nothing, demons, by

minimal unit of time; all your ideas are relative; for your

committing suicide; it will be worse for you; for you will

thinking is too; what is relative also has attribute and

have to pay the violations provoked to your own pores; of

quality; and hierarchy; the universe is also relative; what is

your own flesh; it is a warning for what is to come to you;

up above is the same as down below; for what is down

this same law is fulfilled by all those who have committed

below was created up above; the term up and down is

suicide; and they do not enter the Kingdom for eternities;

infinitely relative; and it is relative according to the

until they have paid the last microscopic thing that their

evolution that one is living; according to the attribute and

bodies of flesh had; the flesh perishes before your eyes,

quality of the salt of life one is living; the molecules by

but the cherubs of the flesh come out of their molecules

resenting the violations of the spirit, vibrate as the strings

into the space; and they do it by their respective cords; all

of a harp vibrate; this vibration takes place by means of
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infinite and microscopic fibers; which are some other

thinking; whichever its evolution may have been; your

umbilical cords; for even the atmosphere has them; no one

number of incarnations is infinite within the microscopic;

is disinherited; this microscopic or invisible variation or

each little pore that your body has, is an incarnation; a

vibration in the molecules, is translated into magnetism; a

transformation from the invisible to the visible and in a

magnetism similar to your nature’s; what is up above is the

constant expansive evolution; the calculation of the other

same as down below; the deviation of the Earth’s polar

incarnations which correspond to all the species that you

axle is a deviation which has an antiquity equal to the

know, you shall never be able to calculate it; you were

planet’s antiquity; it has as many centuries as molecules

microbes in remote worlds; you were grass, water, earth,

has the planet; this calculation escapes the human mind;

atmosphere, fire; and everything that your mind can

and that is why no wise man has sensed it; every truth

imagine; and what it cannot imagine, that you were not; in

comes out of the most humble; for the humble is first

your own origin is the divine parable: One has to be very

before God; and the Creator trusts a humble more than an

little and humble to become great in the Kingdom of

arrogant being; for evil is never awarded in creation; each

Heavens; and no one is great if they have not been

molecule has what the spirit has; it has 318 vibrations

microscopic; this is and shall be the universal law; up

which correspond to the 318 virtues that your thinking has;

above as well as down below; by saying great to you, think

what is up above is the same as down below; all the

in the colossal; for the creation of the Eternal Father has no

creatures that think in nature, participate in the planetary

limit in anything; neither in weight, form, nor philosophy;

deviation; there is responsibility in matter and in the spirit;

and the seed is also in you; it is in your physical ideas; the

there is progress in your present and progress in the

same ones that you emanate daily; for the idea does not

microscopic present of the molecules; there is time up

die; it is eternal; and wanders through the infinity; and

above and time down below; and there is no time that has

while it traverses unprecedented distances, it is

not got its time; for time is relative to the philosophical trial

germinating and developing; just as it happens to you; who

of life; the number 318 is the number of the terrestrial

are born with movement and go on developing; growing;

justice; you have had 318 incarnations or being born again;

what is up above is the same as down below; and one

this number corresponds to the salt of life of human

grows with knowledge; he who does not learn does not
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grow; every covenant in the Kingdom is done with the

its roots; it does not correspond to the morality of the

purpose of learning; that is why you are in life; to trial lives

Commandments; for they teach not to steal, not to exploit,

is to be born again to a new knowledge; one goes to an

not to kill; and the capitalists kill because of their

unknown world in order to know it; and to learn about it; he

ambitions; they create wars; they get rich by their means;

who did not take advantage of time, does not enter the

there is no rich who has not deceived his fellow being; the

Kingdom; one second or less of wasted time is enough for

world did not fulfill what they promised in the Kingdom; all

not entering the Kingdom; this which seems very rigorous,

of you promised not to let yourselves be deluded; and you

is not; for the entire humanity requested to fulfill the

fell; you fell in the trials of life; repentance is left for you; for

highest morality; and it was conceded to you; this very

you requested it and it was conceded to you; as well as

high morality is in the Ten Commandments; and you should

hope; the materialism that made you fall, shall fall; for the

have led yourselves by them; in all the instants of life;

own deluded ones shall sink it; satan divides himself; he

second by second; and even less than a second; your way

never unifies; he is like the so-called political parties; they

and your existence, was pruned or deviated second by

divide the flock without consulting my Scriptures; I verily

second by the own life system; for living in inequality is the

say unto you, that no demon who tried to divide my flock,

most immoral in the living philosophies; you, terrestrial

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; every political spirit

humanity, shall not enter the Kingdom of the Father; for

shall be divided likewise in remote worlds; for it is written:

you make yourselves accomplices of the demons of this

With the rod you measure, you shall be measured; I tell the

violation; to live in a constant injustice is to live a hell; and

so-called politicians: You should have never governed the

no creator of hells enters the Kingdom of Heavens; no

others; do you not know that every humble is first; that the

capitalist of any category, enters my Kingdom; and the

world should have been governed by them? you verily do

same goes for all those who follow them; you should have

not know it; for you do not know the true humility; the

never allowed the science of good tempt you; for you were

humble does not divide; the proud divides; I see that there

warned; from the same instant in which your first parents

is a category of politicians who defend the humble; great

disobeyed; the science of good is not a science which was

are those who struggle against the demon; for theirs is the

planted by the divine Father; and shall be pulled out from

Kingdom of Heavens; mi First-born Solar Son Christ, was
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and is the first struggler against the own satan who

authors of the own wrath; for satan always contradicts

exploits my humble; but the demon, creator of rich and

himself; he does not know peace; just like your yoke, it

poor, shall not pass further than this generation; this

shall never give peace and harmony to the world; for they

philosophy which came out of an ambitious science, shall

drew apart from the Father’s light; and he who draws apart

not pass its own existences; for a new morality is coming

from the Father, finds darkness; the same given to you by

to the world; and the divine Father takes it out of the own

the capitalist beast; just a short time is left for you

immorality created by these demons; He takes out light

demons; for you yourselves requested what is to come to

from darkness; for nothing is impossible for the Creator of

you; and it was conceded to you; you said: If we fall divine

life; the Final Judgment is already being written; it is a

Father, may justice fall on us; and you fell; for no one

Doctrine which shall change the customs of the planet;

should violate the Father’s law; because of you demons of

customs which should never have existed; for because of

ambition, the Final Judgment was written; and not because

them, you shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; every

of any humble; the divine Creator anticipating every event

custom is living; and it claims its own morality in the

in the universe, saw your reign; He saw before the Earth

Kingdom of Heavens; for no one is disinherited; when the

was born, all your injustices and immoralities; He saw the

custom is immoral, like the customs that capitalism taught

division of His flock in rich and poor; He saw the killings

you, they claim for justice; and since the customs are

you create because of your damned dominance; and by

microscopic, they are first in the Kingdom; they are heard

seeing this He gave the Judgment before you came to the

first; and then the spirit; it is enough that one bad custom

Earth; the Final Judgment has an antiquity that you shall

complains, and you do not enter the Kingdom; for you turn

never be able to calculate; the worlds have been being

into the cause of evil; and because of you a living evil

judged since eternities before; for you are not unique in the

emerged; it would have been better not to have requested

creation; nor the last ones, before you requested to know

being born again, on a remote planet called Earth; if in that

and be born in the trials of life, others had already done it;

existence the most microscopic violation emerged; as one

there were already worlds in space; and their number was

second or less of violation is; for because of it you shall

like the number of molehills contained in a desert; without

not enter the Kingdom; the world’s wrath shall fall upon the

counting those which had already disappeared from space;
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many of you believe that you are unique; no conceited one

abandoned spirits! Woe betide the immoral in the dress!

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; many deny the

Woe betide those who being men dressed like women!

heaven; they shall not enter either; for they did not believe;

immoral of the sex; either one is a man or a woman; and

many deny the own Creator of their lives; no renegade

woe betide those who being women dressed like men; the

shall know the Father; the most microscopic negation of

Kingdom is not theirs; all of you requested a sex and it was

His infinite power is enough to not to enter the Kingdom;

conceded to you; none of you requested to scandalize the

many of you made fun of my First-born Son and his

sex; woe betide those who showed their bodies of flesh to

Doctrine; he who makes fun of the Son makes fun of the

the world! for no scandalous being shall enter the Kingdom

Father; and he who makes fun of the Father does not enter

of Heavens; it is enough for you to have shown a little pore

the Kingdom; for he has made fun of the own eternity;

of flesh of the intimacy, and you shall not enter the

great are those who yell my divine Name in the streets; for

Kingdom; this scandal is spreading more and more; and

they shall be exalted by the Son; they shall be awarded

more children condemn themselves; every nudist be

with the divine symbol of the Lamb of God; the little Silver

damned up to the third generation in their children; so it is

Lamb is the symbol of future; it symbolizes the mental

and so shall it be forever and ever; every nakedness done

purity; the clean consciousness, the simplicity which was

in public falls into damnation; and woe betide those who

mandated to be cultivated; the joy which one was

spare a word with a damned one; for he shall undergo the

mandated to live with; not any one shall be able to carry it;

same law; yes little son; I know that you are thinking about

one has to have spiritual merit; but, as you have a free will

the scandals that are seen on the beaches of the world; so

and repentance in it, you can carry it as a beginning of

it is divine Father Jehovah; I feel deeply sad of how blind

repentance; you shall not be alone in the weeping and

they are; so it is little son; that immoral custom came out

gnashing of teeth; alone shall be the immoral beings of the

of capitalism; it came out of the tree that the divine Father

world; the demons of the last legion of satan; those who

did not plant; that is why it was written: May the left be

do not take care of themselves; the immoral in the

aware of what the right does; by undressing, the creature

fashions; I verily say unto you that no vain fashion is valid

uses his hands; may the left hand be aware of what the

in the Kingdom; for vanity is unknown; woe betide you

right hand does; it means that every spirit of the left must
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be aware of the immoralities of the right; the left has the

every sigh, every mental unknown, was requested by you

philosophy of work; the right the exploitation; one hand

yourselves in the Kingdom; and it was conceded to you;

fulfills the law; the other one violates it; this means that

for each saw its own life before living it; nothing is

every violation of the Father’s law reverberates in matter

impossible for the Creator of the universe; and every

and spirit; the hand is directed by the spiritual will; and the

destiny manifests it, before the spirit enters it; there are

spirit fulfills what it requested to fulfill in the Kingdom; it

gigantic screens of solar television in the Kingdom; and on

requested to get united to the material flesh; trialing both

them infinite covenants of life are trialed; and the spirits

the consequences of the result of a philosophy that was

observe and learn; these solar televisions are called Living

chosen by free will; all the molecules of the hand have this

Arks of Covenants; and there is no creature which has not

free will; and they choose according to what is convenient

been created in them.-

to them; the spiritual hesitation which everyone feels, is
also felt by the molecule in its laws; which means that
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every spiritual hesitation, coming out of a cause, is
manifested in others; without losing its attribute and its
quality; a thought transmits infinite orders at the same
time; to trillions and trillions of pores of a body of flesh; it
is the whole assembly of covenants between matter and
spirit, which participates in a thought; when one thinks,
one is generating an electricity which runs through the
body at a speed even greater than the own thought; they
are the mental demands requested in the Kingdom; and
executed on Earth; when one feels pain, the pain is
localized and identified; for it has an individuality; and as it
also has the expansive law, it is felt and reverberates in all
the galaxy flesh; every pain, every act, every sensation,
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Chapter 15

The Silver Vessels
in the Bible

Isaiah wrote:
Who are these who fly like clouds, and like doves to
their Windows? 60:8

The Silver Vessels in the Bible

2:11 As they were walking along and talking together, behold a
chariot of fire with horses of fire appeared to them and separated

Prophet ELIJAH from the Old Testament taken away in a
chariot of fire.
2nd Book of Kings, chapter 2
2:5 And the children of the prophets who were in Jericho

them; and Elijah went up to heaven in a whirlwind.
2:12 Elisha seeing it cried out: My Father, my Father, the chariot
and horsemen of Israel! And he saw him no more; then he took
hold of his garment and tore it in two.

approached Elisha, and told him: Do you know that Jehovah will

2:13 Then he picked up Elijah’s cloak that had fallen from him,

take your master from you today? He answered: Yes I know; be

and went back and stood at the bank of the Jordan.

silent.

2:14 And taking the cloak that had fallen from Elijah, struck the

2:6 And Elisha told him: I beg of you to remain here, for Jehovah

water with it, and said: Where is Jehovah, Elijah’s God? And when

has sent me to the Jordan. And he said: As surely as the Lord

he struck the water, it divided to the right and to the left, and

lives, and as you live, I will not leave you. They, then, both went.

Elisha crossed over.

2:7 And fifty men from the children of the prophets came, and
stood at a distance, and they both stood near the Jordan.
2:8 Taking then Elijah his cloak, rolled it up and struck the water
with it, the water divided to the right and to the left, and the two
of them crossed over on dry ground.
2:9 When they had crossed over, Elijah told Elisha: Ask anything

The clouds like the Chariots of God.
God takes care of His creation
PSALMS 104:1 Praise the Lord my soul. Lord my God you are
very great; You are clothed with splendor and majesty.

you want me to do for you, before I am taken from you. And

104:2 The Lord wraps Himself in light as if with a garment, He

Elisha said: I beg of you that a double portion of your spirit be on

stretches out the heavens like a tent,

me.

104:3 And lays the beams of his upper chambers under waters.

2:10 He told him: You have asked a diﬃcult thing. If you see me

He makes the cloud His chariot, and rise on the wings of the

when I am taken from you, it will be yours; otherwise, it will not.

wind;
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104:4 He makes winds His messengers, and the flames of fire His
ministers.

The star of Bethlehem
Mathew14 2:9-11
9 When they had heard the king, they departed; and, lo, the star,

The pillar of cloud and fire
EXODUS 13:17 And after the Pharaoh let the people go, God did
not lead them on the road to the Philistine country, which was
nearby; for God said: If they face war, they might change their
minds and return to Egypt.

which they saw in the east, went before them, till it came and
stood over where the young child was.
10 When they saw the star, they rejoiced with exceeding great joy.
11 And when they were come into the house, they saw the young
child with Mary his mother, and fell down, and worshipped him:

13:18 So God led the people around by the desert road toward

and when they had opened their treasures, they presented unto

the Red Sea. The Israelites went up out of Egypt ready for battle.

him gifts; gold, and frankincense and myrrh.

13:19 Moses took the bones of Joseph with him, because Joseph
had made the Israelites swear an oath saying: God will surely
come to your aid, and you must carry my bones up with you.
13:20 And they departed from Succoth camped in Ethan, at the
edge of the desert.
13:21 And Jehovah went ahead of them in a pillar of clouds
during the day to guide them on their way, and by night in a pillar
of fire to give them light, so that they could travel by day or night.
13:22 Neither the pillar of cloud by day nor the pillar of fire by
night left its place in front of the people.
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